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  Note by the President of the Security Council 
 

 

 In paragraph 2 of resolution 2515 (2020), the Security Council requested the 

Panel of Experts established pursuant to resolution 1874 (2009) to provide a final 

report to the Council with its findings and recommendations. 

 Accordingly, the President hereby circulates the report received from the Panel 

of Experts (see annex). 
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Annex 
 

  Letter dated 2 March 2021 from the Panel of Experts established 

pursuant to resolution 1874 (2009) addressed to the President of 

the Security Council 
 

 

 The Panel of Experts established pursuant to Security Council resolution 1874 

(2009) has the honour to transmit herewith, in accordance with paragraph 2 of 

resolution 2515 (2020), the final report on its work.  

 The report was provided to the Security Council Committee established 

pursuant to resolution 1718 (2006) on 5 February 2021 and was considered by the 

Committee on 24 February 2021. 

 The Panel would appreciate it if the present letter and the report were brought 

to the attention of the members of the Security Council and issued as a document of 

the Council.  

 

 

Panel of Experts established pursuant to  

Security Council resolution 1874 (2009) 

  

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2515(2020)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
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Enclosure 
 

  Letter dated 5 February 2021 from the Panel of Experts 

established pursuant to resolution 1874 (2009) addressed to the 

Chair of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to 

resolution 1718 (2006) 
 

 

 The Panel of Experts established pursuant to Security Council resolution 1874 

(2009) has the honour to transmit herewith, in accordance with paragraph 2 of 

resolution 2515 (2020), the final report on its work. 

 The Panel would appreciate it if the present letter and the report were brought 

to the attention of the members of the Security Council Committee established 

pursuant to resolution 1718 (2006). 

 

 

Panel of Experts established pursuant to  

Security Council resolution 1874 (2009) 

  

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
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https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2515(2020)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
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 Summary 

 During the reporting period, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

maintained and developed its nuclear and ballistic missile programmes, in violation 

of Security Council resolutions. It displayed new short-range, medium-range, 

submarine-launched and intercontinental ballistic missile systems at military parades. 

It announced preparations for the testing and production of new ballistic missile 

warheads and the development of tactical nuclear weapons. In addition, it produced 

fissile material, maintained nuclear facilities and upgraded its ballistic missile 

infrastructure. The country continued to seek material and technology for these 

programmes from overseas. There were no reported nuclear or ballistic missile tests.  

 In response to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea imposed border controls that severely limited the licit and 

illicit transfer of goods and movement of people. The Panel investigated the country’s 

continued illicit import of refined petroleum, via direct deliveries and ship-to-ship 

transfers, using elaborate subterfuge. According to imagery, data and calculations 

received from a Member State covering the period from 1 January to 30 September, 

in 2020 these illicit shipments exceeded the annual aggregate 500,000-barrel cap by 

several times. 

 The Panel investigated cases of acquisition by the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea of vessels and the sale of fishing rights and continued export of 

coal in violation of sanctions. The Panel notes that shipments of coal appeared to have 

been largely suspended since late July 2020. 

 The Panel investigated cases of transfers, through different channels, of other 

sanctioned commodities and goods. It continued investigations into access by the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to international banking channels, including 

through its own bank representatives overseas, joint ventures, shell companies and 

the use of offshore and virtual assets. It investigated cases related to the Mansudae 

Overseas Project Group of Companies and the Korea Paekho Trading Corporation 

and workers from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea earning income in 

sub-Saharan Africa. It also investigated other cases of such workers continuing to 

earn income overseas, including information technology workers dispatched by the 

Munitions Industry Department. 

 The Panel investigated malicious cyberactivities by the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea in violation of sanctions, mostly led by the Reconnaissance 

General Bureau, including the targeting of virtual assets and virtual asset service 

providers, and attacks on defence companies.  

 The Panel updated information on alleged military cooperation, attempted 

violations of the arms embargo, illicit activities of designated entities, including the 

Korea Mining Development Trading Corporation, and the commercial use of the 

overseas diplomatic premises of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. 

 The Panel reviewed information received from Member States and 

non-governmental organizations related to the unintended effects of United Nations 

sanctions. It also presents the results of its survey of international and 

non-governmental organizations on the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and 

sanctions on aid operations. 

 The report includes recommendations to the Security Council, the Committee 

and Member States. 
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 I. Introduction 
 

 

1. In paragraph 2 of its resolution 2515 (2020), the Security Council requested the 

Panel of Experts established pursuant to resolution 1874 (2009) to provide the 

Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1718 (2006) with a 

final report with its findings and recommendations. The Panel report covers the period 

from 4 August 2020 to 5 February 2021. The reporting period has coincided with the 

coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic (see annex 1 for response measures taken 

by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea).  

 

 

 II. Recent activities related to the nuclear and ballistic 
missile programmes 
 

 

  Nuclear  
 

2. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has continued its nuclear 

programme, including production of highly enriched uranium, construction of a light 

water reactor and maintenance of nuclear facilities. Several facilities underwent 

repairs in 2020, following damage by typhoons.  

3. The Panel observed plumes of steam at the uranium dioxide (UO2) Production 

Process Building in the uranium enrichment plant complex in Yongbyon. A cooling 

device was still removed (see annex 2).1  A Member State stated that the uranium 

enrichment facility in Yongbyon was operating. 

4. The Panel observed construction of new infrastructure as well as modernization 

of the buildings at the Pyongsan uranium mine complex (see annex 3). The Member 

State assessed that such construction and modernization and variation of volumes of 

waste piles indicate continuation of mining and the operation of processing plants.  

5. Construction of the light water reactor in Yongbyon is ongoing. The Member  

State informed the Panel that signs of electrical testing activities associated with the 

reactor’s internal construction were observed in October and November 2020. The 

Member State has not observed signs of water discharge, which could imply no testing 

of the cooling device during the reporting period.  

6. Signs of operation of the 5 MW (e) reactor have not been observed since late 

2018. Nevertheless, constant traffic has been observed in the vicinity of the reactor, 

which suggests ongoing maintenance of the reactor. The Member State assesses the 

5 MW (e) reactor’s production capability to be around 7 kg/year of plutonium and 

that the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea could possess a total of 60 kg of 

plutonium. Satellite imagery indicates that typhoons damaged the Kuryong River 

dam, which controls water levels. Reconstruction was ongoing (see annex 4).  

7. Through satellite imagery, the Panel observed damage caused by typhoons and 

subsequent reconstruction of roads and bridges at the Punggye-ri test site. The 

Member State assessed that the presence of personnel showed that this site has not 

been abandoned.  

8. The Panel has been monitoring the facility in Kangson concerning its relation 

to the nuclear programme. The Member State stated that, based on imagery analysis, 

it was not able to confirm that Kangson was an enrichment facility (see annex 5).  

9. The Member State assessed, judging by the size of the missiles of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, that it is highly likely that a nuclear device 

__________________ 

 1  S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 3. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2515(2020)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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can be mounted on the intercontinental ballistic missiles, and it is also likely that a 

nuclear device can be mounted on the medium-range ballistic missiles and short-range 

ballistic missiles. The Member State, however, stated it was uncertain whether the  

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea had developed ballistic missiles resistant to 

the heat generated during re-entry (see para. 18).  

10. Several statements by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea concerning 

further development of its nuclear programme were reported from several national 

events of the Workers’ Party of Korea (see annex 6, para. 17).  

11. The Panel continues research into “choke-point items”. In cooperation with a 

second Member State, the Panel has identified items which are not specifically listed 

as prohibited items in the relevant resolutions, such as vacuum equipment 2  and 

computer control systems (see annex 7).  

12. Recent publications of Kim Il Sung University and Kim Chaek University of 

Technology include research related to nuclear programmes (see annex 8). This 

suggests that universities of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea continue 

research in academic fields which could contribute to the country’s programmes 

related to weapons of mass destruction.  

 

  Intangible transfer of technology and activities of universities of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 
 

13. Further to its previous investigation on the intangible transfer of technology 3 

the Panel is considering information from a Member State regarding 161 cases 

identified by the Member State as joint research or studies or jointly published papers 

with scholars of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea since 2017 on topics 

which may include technologies prohibited from being transferred pursuant to 

relevant Security Council resolutions.  

14. The Panel has requested information from 37 universities identified by Kim Il 

Sung University as “sister universities” with which it currently conducts academic 

exchanges or has previously done so. To date, nine universities had informed the 

Panel that they did not have academic exchanges or cooperation with Kim Il Sung 

University (see annex 9) and had identified no violation concerning the Panel’s 

enquiries.  

 

  Recommendations  
 

15. The Panel recommends that the Committee consider issuing a new list of 

weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missile-related items to which 

measures imposed in paragraph 8 (a), (b) and (c) of resolution 1718 (2006) apply.  

16. The Panel recommends that Member States exercise vigilance in screening 

international academic exchanges involving scholars of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea by verifying both subjects and sponsors to comply with 

paragraphs 10 and 11 of resolution 2321 (2016), paragraph 17 of resolution 2270 

(2016) and paragraph 8 (a), (b) and (c) of resolution 1718 (2006). 

 

  Ballistic missiles  
 

17. At the military parade marking the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Workers’ 

Party of Korea in Pyongyang on 10 October 2020 (see figures 1 to 4), the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea presented its most recent, updated and operational 

__________________ 

 2  For the attempt to pressure transducers, see S/2019/691, para. 43, and S/2019/171 and 

S/2019/171/Corr.1, para. 65.  

 3  See S/2020/151, paras. 201–203. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2321(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2270(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2270(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/691
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/171
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/171/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
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ballistic missile systems and unveiled a new intercontinental ballistic missile4 (see 

annex 10) and a new medium-range ballistic missile/submarine-launched ballistic 

missile (see annex 11). As the Panel has previously reported, the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea has not only continued to develop and modernize its ballistic 

missile programme but has also increased its nuclear strike capability, as well as its 

ability to counter foreign missile defence systems (see annex 12) while safeguarding 

itself with its own new air defence system. Consistent with this, the report of the 

eighth congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea, held in January 2021, declared that 

the tactical and strategic nuclear weapons and their delivery systems are the country’s 

primary elements of deterrence.5  

18. The subsequent military parade on 14 January 2021 confirmed the developing 

capability of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to deliver tactical and strategic 

nuclear weapons. A further variant submarine-launched ballistic missile6 and a new short-

range ballistic missile7 were unveiled (see figure 5 and annexes 11 and 12).  

19. In parallel with the ballistic missile system improvements revealed at the 

parades, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea continued to upgrade the 

industrial infrastructure related to its ballistic missile programme and its ballistic 

missile bases. The country has endeavoured to cultivate partnerships abroad for 

specific technological exchange and for the supply of components.  

20. The parades (see figures 1 to 5) showcased diversity and innovation,8 as well as 

the renewal of the missile arsenal, with solid-fuel missiles replacing liquid-propellant 

short-range ballistic missiles and medium-range ballistic missiles. They showcased 

the mobility of the different systems, 9  which included the transporter erector 

launchers and also a submarine, currently under construction,10 capable of launching 

the submarine-launched ballistic missile Pukguksong-3, as well as probably the new 

Pukguksong-4 and Pukguksong-5 missiles (see annexes 11 and 15).  

21. The Panel has observed that the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

continued to renovate its production infrastructure at the “Kusong Tank Factory”, 

which is involved in the production of caterpillar track transporter erector launchers 

for the Pukguksong-2 and for other ballistic missile systems (see annex 13).  

22. Activities continued at the “March 16 Factory” automotive plant in the 

Pyongsong 11  area, where the Hwasong-15 was assembled and launched in 2017. 

Earthworks were carried out to improve the communication routes at the site (see 

annex 14).  

23. At the Sinpo south naval shipyard,12 continuous activity since July 2020 at the 

secure boat basin could be related to the handling of submarine-launched ballistic 

missiles. There has been repair or upgrading of the dock in front of the entrance to 

__________________ 

 4  See S/2017/742, para. 7 and footnote 3. 

 5  According to the report of the Party Central Committee in January 2021: “By succeeding in the 

test-fire of the intercontinental ballistic missile ‘Hwasong-15’ on November 29, 2017, the Party 

Central Committee declared with pride to the world the accomplishment of the historic cause of 

building a State nuclear force and the cause of building a rocket power.” 

 6  The new submarine-launched ballistic missile identified as Pukguksong-5 was described by the 

Korean Central News Agency as “The world’s most powerful weapon, submarine-launch ballistic 

missile.” 

 7  The new short-range ballistic missile looked like an upgrade of the KN-23 mounted on a 5-axle 

wheeled transporter erector launcher. 

 8  See S/2020/151, paras. 194–195. 

 9  See S/2020/840, paras. 10 and 13. 

 10  See also S/2020/151, para. 196; S/2017/150, para. 40; and S/2016/157, paras. 41–44. 

 11  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 15. 

 12  Ibid., para. 12. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2017/742
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2017/150
https://undocs.org/en/S/2016/157
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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the facility in which the Romeo-class submarine that could potentially be equipped 

with such missiles is believed to be under construction.13 This might be related to the 

preparation of the dock for an upcoming submarine launch. Similar activity was 

detected at the Nampo naval shipyard (see annex 15).  

24. Through satellite imagery, the Panel continued to observe work on the 

infrastructure of ballistic missile operating bases, including construction and 

logistical activities at such sites as the “Yusang-ri missile operating base”, 14  the 

“Kal-gol missile operating base”15 and the “Hoejung-ri missile base”16 (see annexes 

16 to 18).  

25. The Panel continued to investigate allegations concerning the cooperation 

between the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the Islamic Republic of Iran 

on ballistic missiles. In its previous reports,17 the Panel reported on the continuous 

involvement of representatives of the Korea Mining Development Trading 

Corporation in the Islamic Republic of Iran and on technical cooperation between the 

two countries in this field. According to a Member State, the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea and the Islamic Republic of Iran have resumed cooperation on 

long-range missile development projects (see annex 19). This resumed cooperation is 

said to have included the transfer of critical parts, with the most recent shipment 

associated with this relationship taking place in 2020 (see annex 19-1). In an interim 

reply of 21 December 2020, the Islamic Republic of Iran stated that: “Preliminary 

review of the information provided to us by the Panel indicates that false information 

and fabricated data may have been used in investigations and analyses of the Panel” 

(see annex 19-2). 

26. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has continued its illicit efforts to 

procure specific components from overseas (see annex 20 and S/2020/840 and 

S/2020/840/Corr.1, paras. 8 and 18 and annex 6) and to seek opportunities to transfer 

its own products to its partners (see annex 19-1). Moreover, it strove to develop 

scientific and technical cooperation with universities and laboratories abroad (see 

para. 13).  

 

  

__________________ 

 13  See S/2020/151, annex 60. 

 14  Aka “Milchon-ri” (39°27'01"N 126°15'35"E). 

 15  (38°40'09"N 126°44'14"E). 

 16  (41°22'44.93"N 126°54'38.16"E). 

 17  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 101, and earlier reports, such as S/2019/691, annex 32, 

para. 6, and S/2010/571, para. 50. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/691
https://undocs.org/en/S/2010/571
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  Figure 1 

  11 newly developed ballistic missile systems featured at the military parade on 

10 October 2020, upgrading the tactical and strategic missile capability of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,18 including the new super-large 

intercontinental ballistic missile19 (see annex 10), the Hwasong-15 

intercontinental ballistic missile and the Hwasong-12 intermediate-range 

ballistic missile  
 

 

 

Source: Korean Central Television (images), Member States and the Panel (text). 

__________________ 

 18  Regarding the exact number, one or more spare systems may have been kept out of the parade, 

available to replace a vehicle in case of a breakdown, a common practice in military parades (see 

annex 10). In the figures, “rounds” describes the number of missiles on one transporter erector 

launcher and “system” describes the system consisting of the missile and its transporter erector 

launcher. 

 19  The new super-large intercontinental ballistic missile is tentatively referred to as “Hwasong-16” 

by observers. 
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  Figure 2 

  Military parade on 10 October 2020, including the short-range ballistic missile 

“KN-24” and the short-range ballistic missile “KN-23”20 (see annex 12) 
 

 

 

Source: Korean Central Television (images), Member States and the Panel (text). 
 

 

__________________ 

 20  The short-range ballistic missile was previously identified by the Korean Central News Agency 

as a “new type tactical guided weapon” (KN23), a “tactical guided weapon” (KN24) and 

“multiple launch rocket long-range artillery” (KN25). 
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  Figure 3 

  Military parade on 10 October 2020, including the new medium-range ballistic 

missile/submarine-launched ballistic missile Pukguksong-4, the medium-range ballistic 

missile Pukguksong-2 and the short-range ballistic missile “KN-25” (see annexes 11 

and 12) 
 

 

 

Source: Korean Central Television (images), Member States and the Panel (text). 
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  Figure 4 

  Military parade on 10 October 2020, including the short-range ballistic missile 

“KN-25” (see annex 12) 
 

 

 

Source: Korean Central Television (images), Member States and the Panel (text).  
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  Figure 5 

  New ballistic missile systems featured at the military parade on 14 January 2021, 

except for the intercontinental ballistic missile, including all short-range ballistic 

missiles exhibited at the 10 October 2020 parade, a new kind of short-range ballistic 

missile resembling the “KN-23” and a new submarine-launched ballistic missile, the 

Pukguksong-5 (see annexes 11 and 12) 
 

 

 

Source: Korean Central Television (images), Member States and the Panel (text). 
 

 

 

 III. Sectoral and maritime sanctions  
 

 

27. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea continues to engage in activities 

that are prohibited under and evade various Security Council resolutions. According 

to a Member State, at least 121 shipments of refined petroleum products were 

delivered to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea by the latter country’s 

tankers, as well as other tankers,21 during the first nine months of 2020. None of the 

deliveries were reported to the Committee in accordance with paragraph 5 of 

resolution 2397 (2017).22 A table providing data on ship name, International Maritime 

Organization (IMO) number, arrival date and port, last known flag State and tonnage 

is contained in annex 21. 

28. The Member State has assessed that the volume of refined petroleum delivered 

to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea through these illicit shipments 

__________________ 

 21  These deliveries were procured mainly through ship-to-ship transfers. 

 22  China notified the Committee of deliveries of 5,043.33 tons of refined petroleum to the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in 2020. The Russian Federation notified the Committee 

of deliveries of 12,833.976 tons, a combined total of 17,877.306 tons.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
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(see figure 6 (a)) exceeded by several times the annual aggregate 500,000-barrel cap 

stipulated in that paragraph.23,24 

 

  Figure 6 (a) 

  Cumulative undeclared refined petroleum imports since January 2020  
 

 

 

Source: Member State. 
 

 

29. Several Member States assessed that the importation of oil-related products to 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea possibly became larger in volume in 2020 

due in part to the acquisition of new and larger third country-flagged vessels. See 

figure 6 (b) for the calculated monthly imports and figure 6 (c) for the breakdown of 

monthly deliveries by vessel type.  

 

  

__________________ 

 23  In January 2021, the Committee agreed on rate formulas for the conversion of tons to barrels.  

Using these formulas, barrel calculations for deliveries of which the Committee has been notified 

will be recorded on its website in due course, as will barrel figures contained in any future 

notifications as they are posted. 

 24  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, footnote 14, and previous reports for methodology. The 

Member State has assessed that deliveries amounted to more than eight times the cap if the 

vessels were 90 per cent laden, nearly five times if 50 per cent laden and over three times  if only 

33 per cent laden on delivery. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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  Figure 6 (b) 

  Calculated monthly imports  
 

 

 

 

  Figure 6 (c) 

  Calculated monthly refined petroleum imports by vessel type  
 

 

 

Source: Member State 
 

 

  Recommendations  
 

30. The Panel reiterates its recommendation that Member States report any 

known transfers of refined petroleum products to the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea in full conformity with resolution 2397 (2017).  

 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
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  Deceptive shipping practices and due diligence  
 

  Swapping of vessel identities: New Konk and Mouson 328  
 

31. A significant development the Panel has observed involved vessels that have 

conducted sanctionable activities and assumed the identities of other vessels, 

sometimes swapping identities with them through the use of fraudulent profiles, 

physical modifications and manipulation of automatic identification system 

transmissions. Unlike previous vessel identity fraud cases investigated by the Panel, 25 

recent identity swaps demonstrated a greater level of sophistication in the way the 

vessels transitioned from one automatic identification system profile to another and 

the depth of the cover identities used. To raise awareness of identity swap techniques  

to facilitate due diligence and sanctions compliance, the Panel is highlighting the 

illustrative example of the Mouson 328 and the New Konk.  

32. The unknown-flagged New Konk (IMO No. 9036387) was previously identified 

by the Panel as transitioning from a feeder vessel conducting ship-to-ship transfers to 

a vessel delivering refined petroleum cargo directly to Nampo on multiple 

occasions.26 Based on the results of several lines of investigation, the Panel notes that 

the New Konk at some point in 2020 sailed as the M0uson [sic] and transmitted a 

maritime mobile service identity number formerly registered to the Mouson 328 (IMO 

No. 9021198) when the latter vessel was sailing under the flag of Palau, making such 

a transmission fraudulent (see figure 7). 27  Panama confirmed that the vessel was 

deleted from its registry on 29 August 2020.28  

 

  Figure 7 

  “Mouson 328” changing its identifiers in March 2020 
 

 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel.  
 

 

33. On 26 August 2020, high-resolution satellite imagery captured the vessel 

transmitting a maritime mobile service identity number (511444000) historically 

associated with Palau near Dongyin Island, China. Imagery analysis shows that the 

__________________ 

 25  See, for example, the case of the Yuk Tung (IMO No. 9030591) (see S/2019/171 and 

S/2019/171/Corr.1, paras. 5–9). 

 26  See S/2020/151, para. 32, and S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, paras. 27–28 and 62. 

 27  All times and dates reflected in the report on the Windward platform are Eastern Standard Time.  

 28  The Mouson 328 was flagged under Panama from May 2019 to August 2020.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/171
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/171/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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physical dimensions of the vessel were a close match with the New Konk29 (see figure 8). 

The New Konk last transmitted its assigned IMO number and maritime mobile service 

identity number in October 2019.  

 

Figure 8 

Vessel dimensions and physical comparison of satellite imagery, 26 August 202030  
 

 

 

Source: Maxar Technologies (left) and Member State (right).  
 

 

34. The Panel also traced the then Panama-flagged Mouson 328 as a vessel of 

interest when the vessel was recorded in May and June 2019 in the waters of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea before its automatic identification system 

signals were dropped.  

35. Additional investigations revealed an earlier attempt to launder the Mouson 

328’s identity by registering the vessel under a new IMO number as the newly built 

Dominica-flagged Cherry 19 in late 2019. 31  Maritime authorities subsequently 

withdrew the IMO number after the application documents were found to be 

fraudulent. In October 2020, the vessel was reportedly registered as the Thai-flagged 

Smooth Sea 29 based on fraudulent documentation of the Cherry 19, essentially 

removing the historical data of the vessel as the Mouson 328. The Panel wrote to 

Thailand to inform its authorities of the vessel’s location in Thailand and use of 

fraudulent documentation as a likely cover for the Mouson 328. Thailand responded 

that the Panel’s request for information was under consideration by its authorities.  

36. Once the Mouson 328 assumed its new fraudulent identity as the Cherry 19, this 

also allowed the New Konk to transmit the Mouson 328’s identifiers without 

generating significant automatic identification system anomalies that would reveal 

the swap. The Panel continues to investigate other potential identity swap cases 

involving tankers linked to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Details of the 

Panel’s investigation and responses are available in annex 22, sections (a) to (c).  

__________________ 

 29  The New Konk’s dimensions are 112 metres long and 18.5 metres wide. The Mouson 328’s 

dimensions are 107.5 metres by 16.5 metres. 

 30  All dates unless otherwise stated are given in Universal Time Coordinated (UTC).  

 31  Each vessel is assigned only one IMO number, which stays with the vessel throughout its 

lifespan. 
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  Vessel disguise  
 

  New Regent as the “Hang Yu 11”  
 

37. Vessels of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and other designated 

vessels continue to disguise their origin, requiring additional due diligence on the part 

of ship owners, operators and commodity traders.  

38. A designated vessel featured in previous Panel reports, the New Regent (IMO 

No. 8312497),32 utilized vessel disguise and fraudulent documentation in an attempt 

to receive refined petroleum through a ship-to-ship transfer with a Republic of Korea-

flagged vessel. In response to the Panel’s queries, the latter vessel’s owner stated that 

the vessel it had encountered was the Panama-flagged Hang Yu 11 (IMO No. 8694194) 

and due diligence had been carried out “to make sure this vessel was equipped with 

all documents and we regarded this vessel to be a normal operation vessel”. The Panel 

has independently verified that no ship-to-ship transfer occurred.  

39. Several factors should have raised suspicions during the due diligence process 

concerning the Hang Yu 11 (actually the New Regent). These include the transmission 

of incomplete, as well as invalid, identifiers; physical differences between the Hang 

Yu 11 and the New Regent, which would have been evident from a photographic 

comparison; outdated ship documentation; and lack of due diligence in processing the 

request to purchase the petroleum cargo. Additional photographs obtained by the 

Panel show the embossed outline of the painted-over IMO number belonging to the 

New Regent (see figure 9). Publicly available information that showed the Hang Yu 11 

as having been involved in a salvage incident in February 2019 33  was separately 

confirmed by the owner of the actual Hang Yu 11, which was sailing as the Togo-

flagged Xin Sheng. Details and responses are contained in annex 23 (a) and (b).  

 

  Figure 9 

  Painted-over false identifiers to disguise the New Regent and its IMO number, 

30 June 2019 
 

 

 

Source: Member State. 
 

 

  Infinite Luck and Myong Ryu 1  
 

40. The Panel previously reported a ship-to-ship transfer between the Panama-

flagged Infinite Luck (IMO No. 9063811) and Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

tanker Myong Ryu 1 (IMO No. 8532413).34 Uniform Shipping, the registered owner 

of the Infinite Luck, responded through lawyers, providing “evidence” (see annex 24) 

__________________ 

 32  Designated on 16 October 2018. 

 33  A commercial maritime database platform registered an automatic identification system 

transmission gap for the Hang Yu 11 between February 2018 and April 2020. 

 34  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 33 and annex 20. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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that “Infinite Luck was deceived [into conducting] a prohibited fuel transfer” with the 

Myong Ryu 1, which was disguised as a Chinese tanker, the Mingbo No. 5 (see figure 10). 

41. For its due diligence checks, Uniform Shipping “would ask for a photos of the 

receiving ship […] to confirm the ship”. As an additional compliance measure, a 

“bunker delivery receipt” signed by the receiving vessel “also prove[s] that Infinite 

Luck had no intention of engaging [in] illicit shipping practices with North Korea[n] 

vessels”.  

42. The Panel has documented multiple cases of vessels of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea and other vessels disguising and passing themselves off as other 

vessels, along with other deceptive tactics to illicitly procure refined petroleum. 

Given the deliberate nature of the obfuscation employed, the Panel does not deem 

paperwork signed by the receiving vessels as sufficient to absolve supplier vessels of 

their responsibility. A combination of effective due diligence measures and controls 

is required for ship owners and relevant counterparties to prevent the risk of their 

involvement in sanctionable activities.  

 

  Figure 10 

  Photograph supplied by the Infinite Luck’s owner  
 

 

 

Source: The Panel.  
 

 

  Foreign-flagged and unknown-flagged vessels delivering to the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea  
 

43. The continued illicit import of refined petroleum products by the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea is enhanced by the inclusion of a growing number of 

former and current foreign-flagged tankers in its import regime. Use of these vessels, 

which have a larger carrying capacity and deliver their refined petroleum cargo 

directly to ports in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, is more efficient than 
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the ship-to-ship transfers conducted by typically smaller tankers of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea with other smaller vessels at sea. During the observed 

time frame from January to September 2020, these vessels delivered directly to 

additional ports in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, a departure from the 

concentration of past deliveries by such tankers at Nampo port.  

44. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea appears to be balancing 

coronavirus disease (COVID-19) precautions with its need to import refined 

petroleum products by utilizing its tankers to receive petroleum cargo through 

ship-to-ship transfers with foreign tankers directly outside of the Nampo lock gate. 

According to a Member State, since late July 2020, the country had likely prohibited 

all foreign vessels from entering Nampo port as part of its COVID-19 restrictions. A 

statistical representation of the concentration of vessels outside the Nampo lock gate 

observed by the Panel on satellite imagery is set out in figure 11.  

 

Figure 11 

Chart showing vessels outside the Nampo lock gate from May to September 2020  
 

 

 

Source: The Panel. 
 

 

45. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has also augmented its petroleum 

imports through additional foreign-flagged vessels not previously featured in the 

Panel’s reports. These vessels join the list of previously featured former foreign-

flagged tankers that continue to deliver refined petroleum to the country. All of the 

vessels also recorded unaccounted for automatic identification system transmission 

gaps during the periods under investigation.  
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  Additional foreign-flagged vessels delivering refined petroleum to the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea  
 

46. The number of foreign-flagged vessels delivering refined petroleum to the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea increased in 2020. 35 , 36  Sample satellite 

imagery from a Member State between May and October 2020, other instances of 

these vessels delivering refined petroleum to the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea, details of the Panel’s investigations to date and responses obtained by the 

Panel are contained in annex 25, paragraphs (i) to (vi), and annex 25 (a) to (d). These 

vessels included:  

 (a) The An Ping (IMO No. 7903366), formerly Sierra-Leone flagged,37 was 

recorded berthed at Nampo on 8 July 2020 (see figure 12). The Panel requested 

information from Samoa and the current or former owning and/or managing entity 

responsible for the vessel based in Kaohsiung City, Taiwan Province of China (see 

annex 25 for relevant replies); 

 

  Figure 12 

  An Ping delivering refined petroleum at Nampo, 8 July 2020 
 

 

 

Source: Member State. 
 

 

 (b) The Heng Rong (IMO No. 7913098)38 was recorded on 6 August 2020 and 

on 23 August 2020 laden at the Nampo lock gate (see figure 13). It also conducted a 

ship-to-ship transfer on 15 August 2020 in the Yellow Sea; (see annex 25 for relevant 

replies); 

 

__________________ 

 35  All information in the present report relating to vessel flagging and the listed entities serving as 

the vessels’ registered owners, managers and operators is drawn from the IMO website and IHS 

Markit, unless otherwise stated. 

 36  As of December 2020 or January 2021. 

 37  The vessel was de-registered from the Sierra Leone flag registry on 2 July 2020, with a reason 

provided for the vessel’s sale and transfer. 

 38  The vessel was de-registered from the Sierra Leone flag registry on 7 October 2018.  
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Figure 13 

Heng Rong outside the Nampo lock gate, August 2020  
 

 

 

Source: Member State 
 

 

 (c) The Rich United (IMO No. 9129213) was unknown flagged when it was 

recorded delivering refined petroleum to Songnim on 13 June 2020 (see figure 14). 

The Panel requested information from the Cook Islands, Mongolia, Seychelles, China 

and the relevant current or former owning and/or managing entity or entities 

responsible for the vessel based in Singapore (see annex 25 for relevant replies);  

 

  Figure 14 

  Rich United delivering refined petroleum at Songnim, 13 June 2020  
 

 

 

Source: Member State. 
 

 

 (d) The then Mongolia-flagged Run Da (IMO No. 8511172) was recorded 

berthed at Nampo’s petroleum delivery pier on 1 May 2020 (see figure 15). The Panel 

requested information from Mongolia, the Philippines and the relevant current or 
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former owning and/or managing entity or entities responsible for the vessel based in 

Hong Kong, China. Mongolia deleted the vessel from its registry as of September 

2020 due to “infringement of trading areas and breach of United Nations embargo”. 

Subsequent information provided showed the vessel was sold in April 2020 to a 

company based in Fuzhou, China, without the knowledge of, or a request to 

de-register or re-register with, the flag registry and classification society (see 

annex 25 for relevant replies); 

 

  Figure 15 

  Satellite imagery of the Run Da at Nampo port, 1 May 2020 
 

 

 

Source: Member State (map provided by the Panel). 
 

 

 (e) The Xin Hai (IMO No. 7636638) was unknown flagged during the time 

the vessel delivered refined petroleum to Nampo on 1 September 2020. 39 

Investigations continue;  

 (f) The Xing Ming Yang 888 (IMO No. 8410847) was recorded on 3 June 2020 

at Songnim and on 28 June at Nampo. The vessel, sailing unknown flagged since 

November 2018, was recommended by the Panel for designation for having engaged 

in a ship-to-ship transfer with the Mu Bong 1 (IMO No. 8610461) in 2018.40 The 

vessel was fraudulently transmitting a maritime mobile service identity number 

associated with the United Republic of Tanzania when it was near Luoyuan Bay, 

China (see figure 16). The Panel sought the assistance of China and the United 

Republic of Tanzania (see annex 25 for relevant replies).  

 

  

__________________ 

 39  The vessel was flagged under Sierra Leone until November 2019. 

 40  See S/2019/171 and S/2019/171/Corr.1, paras. 15–17 and figure VII. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/171
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/171/Corr.1
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  Figure 16 

  Xing Ming Yang 888 transmitting false identifiers in May 2020 and delivering 

refined petroleum at Songnim port in June 2020 
 

 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel (top); Member State (bottom).  
 

 

47. The above vessels share a number of common elements. All the vessels recorded 

gaps in automatic identification system transmissions, lasting from several days to 

several months, which coincided with the dates the vessels were in the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea. These vessels also recorded unaccounted for gaps in their 

automatic identification system transmissions outside of these dates, indicating other 

possible illicit deliveries. Despite the majority of the vessels no longer registering a 

flag and having no updated ownership information on maritime databases, the vessels 

continued to trade in international waters, obtaining refined petroleum supplies for 

delivery to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.  
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48. This aspect of outdated or not updated ownership information has been reported 

by the Panel in its investigations into previous vessels that directly delivered refined 

petroleum to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.41  

 

  Foreign-flagged vessels that continued to deliver refined petroleum to the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 
 

49. The following (formerly) foreign-flagged vessels continued to deliver refined 

petroleum to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea between January and 

September 2020 (see annex 21). Most of these vessels have been de-registered by 

their last known ship registries (see annexes 26 and 27): 

 (a) Bonvoy 3 (IMO No. 8714085),42 formerly Sierra Leone-flagged; 

 (b) Diamond 8 (IMO No. 9132612),43 formerly Sierra Leone-flagged; 

 (c) Hokong (IMO No. 9006758), unknown flagged; 

 (d) New Konk (IMO No. 9036387), unknown flagged; 

 (e) Subblic (IMO No. 8126082), unknown flagged; 

 (f) Unica (IMO No. 8514306), unknown flagged; 

 (g) Yun Hong 8 (maritime mobile service identity No. 413459380), China-

flagged. 

50. A number of these vessels recommended for designation by the Committee have 

been observed by the Panel on commercial maritime databases within Chinese coastal 

waters.44 A Member State separately provided the Panel additional dates and locations 

of some of these vessels (see annex 28). The Panel also obtained information tha t 

indicated the continuation of a previously reported 45  practice of suspect vessels 

moving into Chinese territorial waters, where they cannot be followed by foreign 

monitoring vessels.46 The Panel wrote to China, inter alia, seeking information should 

these vessels be detained at port or in its territorial waters.47 Regarding the vessels 

listed in annex 28, China replied that it could not investigate their activities based on 

limited information from the Panel, and could only confirm that those vessels had not 

entered Chinese ports. 

 

__________________ 

 41  See S/2020/151. 

 42  According to the Member State, the Bonvoy 3 referenced as the direct delivery vessel is the 

formerly Sierra Leone-flagged Bonvoy 3 with IMO number 8714085, not IMO number 8978784. 

The Sierra Leone Maritime Administration de-registered the vessel on 12 November 2019. The 

Panel’s expanded research into the Bonvoy 3 with IMO number 8714085, given the lack of 

tracking and other commercial information on the Bonvoy 3 with IMO number 8978784, showed 

sailing routes and network information that lined up to indicate  the former as the concerned 

vessel. Investigations continue into both Bonvoy 3s. 

 43  The Sierra Leone Maritime Administration confirmed the cancellation of the vessel’s registration 

on 7 August 2020, as it had violated sanctions against the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea. 

 44  Coastal waters refer to the 12 nautical mile territorial waters or waters within the 24 nautical 

mile contiguous zone. 

 45  See S/2020/151, annex 8. 

 46  Two experts are of the view that all information contained in the first three sentences of 

paragraph 50 can be further corroborated. They also believe that relevant Security Council 

resolutions do not grant any Member States the rights to follow and monitor.  

 47  See resolution 2397 (2017), para. 9. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
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  Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels delivering refined petroleum  
 

51. Formerly foreign-flagged tankers that have transitioned to Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea tankers48 and designated Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

tankers continued to deliver refined petroleum at various ports of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea (see annex 29 for details).  

 

  Facilitation of illicit supply of refined petroleum to the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea  
 

52. The Panel continued its investigations into networks that facilitate the illicit 

supply of refined petroleum to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea through 

vessel- and entity-related linkages. T Energy International Co., Ltd. (T Energy), an 

entity with addresses at Zhongzheng District and at Taoyuan District, 49  Taiwan 

Province of China, was involved as consignee of the refined petroleum cargo onboard 

the Viet Tin 01 (IMO No. 8508838), which made a port call at Nampo on and around 

26 February 2019.50 (An update from Viet Nam on the vessel is contained in annex 30.) 

The Panel has since opened investigations into additional cases of suspected 

involvement of T Energy in such procurement and/or suspected delivery through 

ship-to-ship transfers with Democratic People’s Republic of Korea tankers. Drawing 

on information and documentation obtained from various Member States, entities and 

individuals, the Panel is investigating the extent to which the company has played a 

role in a network supporting illicit procurement of refined petroleum by the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, including the suspected facilitation and 

brokering of numerous ship-to-ship transfers with Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea-flagged vessels over the past several years. The Panel has attempted to contact 

T Energy but has yet to receive a response; faxes and emails to the company have 

been returned as undeliverable.  

53. A list of vessels reported by a Member State to have conducted ship-to-ship 

transfers, in association with T Energy, with Democratic People’s Republic of Korea-

flagged tankers, along with details of the Panel’s investigations, including responses 

obtained, are contained in annex 31 (a) to (d).  

 

  Fishing rights transfer  
 

54. Based on a media report, the Panel submitted an enquiry to Choe Un Bok, 

Chairperson of the General Association of Koreans in China, 51  who purportedly 

appeared to be arranging for the transfer of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

fishing rights. The Panel has not received a reply from Ms. Choe or the organization 

(see annex 32 (a)). 

55. The Panel obtained information that Weihai Peninsula Vessel Fuel Co. Ltd.52 

was involved in the planning of a fishing joint venture with an entity of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (see annex 32 (b)). The Panel has not received 

a reply from the company.  

56. Multiple Member States provided the Panel with information which suggested 

continuation by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea of fishing rights transfer 

and obfuscation measures taken by fishing vessels (see annexes 32 (c) to (f)).  

 

__________________ 

 48  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 26. 

 49  Addresses sourced from publicly available information and from a Member State. 

 50  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, paras. 39–40. 

 51  In Chinese: 旅华朝鲜人总联合会. 

 52  In Chinese: 威海半岛船舶燃料有限公司. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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  Maritime exports from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea  
 

57. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea continued to export coal, along 

with other banned items, in violation of relevant resolutions (see para. 84 and 

annexes 34, 35, 36, 38 (a), 38 (b) and 39).  

 

  Maritime sanctions evasion methods  
 

58. Continued exports by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea have involved 

ongoing exports of coal to the Ningbo-Zhoushan area in China, the reliance on larger 

China-flagged coastal barges that directly export its coal to China and the acquisition 

by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea of additional vessels. Vessels of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea that exported its coal also loaded 

humanitarian cargo at various Chinese ports, indicating the acceptance at such ports 

of vessels previously engaged in suspected sanctioned activities. 53  

59. Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels also utilized a variety of 

techniques to obfuscate vessel tracking on maritime databases. These included 

manipulating flags, maritime mobile service identity numbers and ship types, such as 

by passing off such vessels as fishing vessels or tugboats. Some of the manipulated 

maritime mobile service identity numbers included those assigned to other legitimate 

vessels, creating inconsistencies when viewing automatic identification system 

tracks. The Panel further observed Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels 

using “throwaway” maritime mobile service identity numbers54 that make tracking of 

the same vessels difficult (see also annex 33 on automatic identification system 

obfuscation).  

 

  Coal exports by Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels  
 

60. According to the Member State, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

exported at least 2.5 million tons of coal from January through September 2020 in at 

least 400 shipments to Chinese territorial waters.55 Most of these shipments went to 

China’s Ningbo-Zhoushan area, where Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

vessels continued to offload coal via ship-to-ship transfers. The Member State also 

observed increased vessel traffic during the course of 2020 around the Zhoushan 

archipelago.  

61. The Panel continued to seek the assistance of China concerning the presence of 

multiple Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels in waters off Ningbo-

Zhoushan, where they continued to gather at a given point. 56  Satellite imagery 

recorded over 40 Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels and associated 

vessels at Ningbo-Zhoushan on 17 June 2020 (see figure 17; see also annex 34 for 

details of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels exporting coal to the 

Ningbo-Zhoushan area).  

 

__________________ 

 53  See resolution 2397 (2017), para. 9. 

 54  The Panel has documented cases of vessels with short-term maritime mobile service identity 

numbers that are only a few months old, along with other invalid identifiers, appearing in 

Ningbo-Zhoushan waters and transmitting again near or in the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea, and has shared some of the information with China.  

 55  Two experts are of the view that this information can be further corroborated. 

 56  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 46; S/2020/151, para. 69; and S/2019/691, para. 19. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/691
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  Figure 17 

  Member State’s graphic representation of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

vessels on 17 June 2020 at Ningbo-Zhoushan, China57  
 

 

 

Source: Member State. 

Note: Satellite imagery was provided by the Member State for each of the vessels featured above.  
 

 

62. The Panel sought information from China on all the above-mentioned vessels, 

including those shown in figure 17, with regard to their reported coal cargo, ship-to-

ship transfers conducted with these vessels in Chinese waters and identifiers of the 

receiving vessels and of their ownership. China replied that “for the ten DPRK 

vessels, namely ‘Asia Honor’, ‘Myong Sin’, ‘Paek Hak San’, ‘Kum San Pho 3’, 

‘Flourishing’, ‘Sam Jin 8’, ‘Jang Jin Gang’, ‘Su Song’, ‘Enterprise’ and ‘Xing Ming 

Yang 888’, there is no record of these vessels entering or leaving Chinese ports”. It 

noted that “China is not the flag State of the above vessels, and has no further detailed 

information”. 

 

  Export of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea coal and import of 

humanitarian cargo  
 

63. The Panel continued its investigation into ongoing violation of sanctions by the 

Tae P(h)yong (IMO No. 9018751; formerly known as Great Wenshan) in Chinese 

waters.58 The Panel tracked the vessel’s sailing route, which included its presence in 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea on 8 June 2020 and its return on 12 June 

for a few days to the Ningbo-Zhoushan area, where it had previously been in May, 

followed by a port call at Longkou, China, before returning to Nampo by 1 July 2020. 

__________________ 

 57  Two experts are of the view that this information can be further corroborated.  

 58  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, paras. 52–56. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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Satellite imagery subsequently obtained from a Member State provided information 

on the vessel’s cargo, which involved coal loaded at Nampo exported to waters in 

Ningbo-Zhoushan and humanitarian aid cargo imported at Longkou for the return trip 

to Nampo. The Tae Pyong was back in Ningbo-Zhoushan by mid-August before 

returning to Nampo the same month (see figures 18 (a) and 18 (b)). The Tae Pyong’s 

activity of exporting coal originating in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

on multiple separate occasions, and in the above case proceeding to port to pick up 

humanitarian cargo, make it liable to relevant sanctions provisions.59  

64. At least 11 other Democratic People’s Republic of Korea-flagged vessels have 

conducted similar voyages exporting coal and importing humanitarian cargo on the 

same voyage, according to the same Member State. In response to the Panel’s letters 

of enquiry concerning the Tae Pyong’s activities, its cargo and information on its last 

known Chinese ownership, as well as information on other Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea vessels possibly conducting similar voyages, China replied that  

the “DPRK-flagged vessel ‘Tae Pyong’ did not make [a] port call to Zhoushan port in 

2020”. 

 

Figure 18 (a) 

The Tae Pyong in Ningbo-Zhoushan waters, June and August 2020 
 

 

 

 

__________________ 

 59  See resolution 2375 (2017), para. 11, and resolution 2397 (2017), para. 9. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2375(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
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  Figure 18 (b) 

  The Tae Pyong exporting coal and importing humanitarian cargo on a round-trip voyage 
 

 

 

Source: Member State. 
 

 

  Cargo vessels delivering coal originating in the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea 
 

65. Larger China-flagged cargo vessels conducted ship-to-ship transfers with 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels in the Ningbo-Zhoushan area and 

subsequently delivered coal originating in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

at various Chinese ports/port waters, according to a Member State. 60  The larger 

capacity of such vessels allows more cargo to be transported per voyage compared 

with the previously observed smaller lighters that were utilized in such transfers. It 

also allows for the further delivery of the coal cargo from the ship-to-ship transfer 

location. Examples included the Shun Jin Bao (maritime mobile service identity 

No. 413704010) delivering coal to Bayuquan (see figure 19), the Huade16 (maritime 

mobile service identity No. 413249920) delivering coal to Guangzhou and the 

Xinjinyue (maritime mobile service identity No. 412501560) delivering coal to 

Caofeidian. Details, including additional imagery, are contained in annex 35. The 

Panel sought information on the said cargo vessels, inter alia, concerning the ship-to-

ship transfers conducted with Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vessels and on 

the origin and destination of the offloaded coal cargo.  

  

__________________ 

 60  See also S/2020/151, para. 72. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
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66. China replied that the above-mentioned vessels “sailed between Chinese 

domestic ports during the time frame mentioned in the Panel’s letters, and performed 

regular reporting and approval procedures. The Chinese Customs strictly examined 

the certificate of origins of their cargo, and no evidence of any activities violating the 

resolutions was found. After further examining the logbook of these vessels, the 

possibility of making port calls to DPRK ports during domestic voyages was also 

excluded. If the Panel has additional evidence, China hopes that the Panel could 

provide it.”  

 

  Figure 19 

  Shun Jin Bao delivering coal originating in the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea in Bayuquan, China 
 

 

 

Source: Member State. 
 

 

  Coastal barges delivering coal originating in the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea and other items 
 

  Coal originating in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea  
 

67. China-flagged coastal barges were observed by a Member State operating in 

considerable numbers in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in late May 

2020, with 52 barges observed on the Taedong River or at anchorage just outside the 

Nampo lock gate. Figure 20 illustrates some of the coastal barges outside the Nampo 

lock gate in June 2020. China-flagged coastal barges61 made at least 155 shipments, 

__________________ 

 61  These barges are the same type of self-propelled barges featured in the Panel’s report of March 

2020 (S/2020/151) that delivered banned commodities to China.  

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
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exporting approximately 1.63 million tons of coal from the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea to China, according to the same Member State. 62,63 

 

  Figure 20 

  Cluster of China-flagged coastal barges, Nampo lock gate, June 2020 

(main cluster 38°42ꞌ 42" N 124°59ꞌ 04" E) 
 

 

 

Source: Member State (top photo); Planet Labs Inc. (remaining photos). 1 June 

2020, 02.08 UTC; 5 July 2020, 01.40.35 UTC; 22 July 2020, 02.36 UTC 

(Planet Labs north-oriented images). Annotation by the Panel. 
 

 

__________________ 

 62  Two experts are of the view that this information can be further corroborated.  

 63  The Panel shared a list of 65 China-flagged coastal barges assessed by the Member State to have 

conducted probable coal export from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea during the 

period between May and September 2020. 
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68. As with the Panel’s past reporting on self-propelled barges of Chinese origin 

that loaded coal in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and delivered to ports 

in China,64 such barges do not always transmit automatic identification system signals 

nor do they appear to have IMO numbers, indicating that they were essentially meant 

for coastal trade. The Panel observed the Chenggong 66 (maritime mobile service 

identity No. 413663365) transmitting as a cargo vessel departing Nantong, China, in 

June 2020. The vessel appeared to have sailed on at least one occasion to Nampo 

before returning to Chinese waters, following a similar route to that used by self -

propelled barges in 2019. The Panel wrote to China seeking information on the 

vessel’s type, origin and cargo. The Panel subsequently obtained satellite imagery 

from a Member State of the Chenggong 66 (see figure 21), as well as other identified 

China-flagged coastal barges transporting coal from the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea to China. China replied that there was no valid information found 

based on the provided maritime mobile service identity numbers for the list of 65 

Chinese-flagged barges mentioned (see annex 36 for details).  

 

  Figure 21 

  Voyage route of the Chenggong 66, June and July 2020 
 

 

 

Source: Windward (top), annotated by the Panel; Member State (bottom).  
 

 

__________________ 

 64  See S/2020/151, paras. 59–66. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
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  Equipment and items  
 

69. According to the Member State, China-flagged coastal barges also exported to 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea vehicles, heavy machinery and 

equipment, the supply, sale and transfer of which are prohibited under paragraph 7 of 

resolution 2397 (2017). Seven such barges were captured on satellite imagery 

between May and July 2020 in the Nampo port area (see annex 37). One of the barges, 

the Cheng Hong 28/Changhong28 (maritime mobile service identity No. 413180911), 

which likely unloaded petroleum, oil and lubricant tanker railcars onto a pier at 

Nampo in May 2020, also loaded coal originating in the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea at Nampo in June, and arrived with its cargo by 21 July 2020 near 

Yangjiaogou, China. The Panel sought the assistance of China in obtaining 

information on the activities of these barges and the results of any investigations 

conducted into these vessels (see figure 22). China replied that it “attaches great 

importance to smuggling activities through ship-to-ship transfers involving the 

DPRK, and relevant Chinese authorities have made great efforts in this regard. China 

has repeatedly and openly reaffirmed its solemn position against smuggling activities 

through ship-to-ship transfers and its determination to combat these activities in 

accordance with law. This in itself is a deterrence to relevant activities.”  

 

Figure 22 

Export by the Cheng Hong 28 of prohibited tanker railcars and import of prohibited coal  
 

 

 

Source: Member State.  
 

 

  Illicit vessel acquisitions in 2019 and 2020  
 

70. The Panel reported the Su Ri Bong (aka Fu Xing 12/Pu Zhou) (IMO No. 8605727), 

Tae P(h)yong (IMO No. 9018751) and Sam Jin 8 (IMO No. 8810578) as cargo vessels 

flagged by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in 2019 and early 2020.65  A 

Member State assessed that the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea had 

additionally acquired several vessels,66 although these have not been confirmed to be 

officially flagged67 under its fleet. Examples included the then Togo-flagged Enterprise 

__________________ 

 65  See S/2020/151 and S/2020/840. 

 66  Other likely illicitly acquired vessels continue to be investigated by the Panel.  

 67  Recorded with IMO. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
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(IMO No. 9153331), the formerly China-flagged Ming Zhou 6 (IMO No. 8602763) and 

the previously reported unknown-flagged Ri Hong (IMO No. 9162318).68  

71. The Panel’s investigations indicate that the above vessels, whose last registered 

owners were listed in China, 69  were also last recorded on commercial maritime 

databases near Chinese ports before automatic identification system transmissions 

were dropped. The vessels next appeared either in the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea (Enterprise, Ming Zhou 6, Tae Pyong and Su Ri Bong) or in Ningbo-

Zhoushan waters in the vicinity of other Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

vessels (Ri Hong and Sam Jin 8). All these vessels conducted several exports of coal 

originating in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in Chinese waters based on 

satellite imagery and/or automatic identification system transmissions.  

72. According to a Member State, the Ming Zhou 6 was acquired by a joint venture 

between China and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea that had been set up to 

transfer the vessel to the latter country. Like the former Fu Xing 12 (IMO No. 8605727), 

the Ming Zhou 6 was reported as having been sold by a Chinese company for demolition 

in May 2019.70 China replied: “In May and June 2019, the registration of ownership 

and nationality certificate[s] of ‘Ming Zhou 6’ and ‘Fu Xing 12’ were cancelled, 

respectively. Since then, there has been no record of these vessels entering or leaving 

Chinese ports.” The Panel continues to investigate the Ming Zhou 6 through its 

suspected joint venture ownership. Details on the Enterprise and updates on the 

Ri Hong are contained in annex 38 (a) and (b).  

 

  Supply chain networks  
 

73. The Panel continues its investigations into the individuals and entities 

facilitating the export of coal originating in the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea. Documentation obtained by the Panel showed 17,415 tons of anthracite coal 

was loaded onboard the Glory Taizhou (IMO No. 9641015)71 at Nakhodka, Russian 

Federation, on 12 August 2017 and delivered to Changxingdao, China, in September 

2017. K.W.B Resources Limited,72 which is incorporated in the British Virgin Islands 

and whose director was a Yantai-based individual, Wang Jianbo, was involved in the 

initial transportation of the coal from Nampo to Nakhodka using the then Palau-

flagged Jian Fu (IMO No. 8306890), 73  as well as the subsequent delivery to 

Changxingdao (see figure 23). China replied that the Glory Taizhou had declared to 

customs in Dalian that the origin of the coal was the Russian Federation and requested 

evidence that the coal had originated from the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea. The Russian Federation has yet to reply.  

 

__________________ 

 68  Sierra Leone flagged the vessel in April and de-registered the vessel on 17 November 2020, 

following the expiration of the provisional certificate of registration.  

 69  Mainland China and Hong Kong business addresses were listed. 

 70  http://nbmc.com.cn/download.jsp?id=832. 

 71  Panama provided information consistent with the voyage route of the Glory Taizhou that the 

Panel identified. 

 72  In Chinese: 凱沃博資源有限公司. 

 73  Palau provided information on the Jian Fu (now broken up), with an automatic identification 

system gap consistent with the identified investigative period.  

http://nbmc.com.cn/download.jsp?id=832
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  Figure 23 

  Documents showing the trans-shipment of coal originating in the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea at Nakhodka 
 

 

 

Source: Member State. 
 

 

74. Other Chinese entities, XinXin Green Work Research & Development Co. Ltd. 

and Taizhou Yifeng Transportation Co. Ltd., were also involved in the illicit 

procurement of coal originating in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, based 

on information from a Member State. Details are contained in annex 39.  

 

  Omission in petroleum transfer notification 
 

75. The Panel enquired of the Russian Federation about the possible omission of 

617.742 tons from the notifications to the Committee regarding the transfer of 

petroleum products to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea between 2018 and 

2019, based on a record of transfers the Panel obtained.74 

 

  Recommendations  
 

  To the Committee  
 

76. The Panel recommends the designation of the following vessels for violation 

of paragraph 5 of Security Council resolution 2397 (2017):  

 – An Ping (IMO No. 7903366), formerly Sierra Leone-flagged  

 – Heng Rong (IMO No. 7913098), unknown-flagged  

 – Rich United (IMO No. 9129213), unknown-flagged  

 – Run Da (IMO No. 8511172), formerly Mongolia-flagged  

__________________ 

 74  The data made available to the Panel contained records on transfers of approximately 32,982.625 

tons of petroleum during 2018 and 2019 by 10 companies of the Russian Federation. This is 52.5 per 

cent of the amount of petroleum transferred to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea between 

2018 and 2019 (62,709.116 tons) of which the Committee was officially notified. The Panel 

confirmed that the two data sets clearly matched most of the cases. The Panel also notes that the 

Korea Ungum (Yngum) Corporation, a front company of the designated Foreign Trade Bank 

according to a Member State, was importing petroleum products during this period. See para. 141 for 

other activities of Ungum. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
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77. The Panel recommends the designation of the following vessel for violation 

of paragraph 5 of resolution 2397 (2017), and reiterates its recommendation for 

designation of the vessel for violation of paragraph 11 of resolution 2375 (2017):  

 – Xing Ming Yang 888 (IMO No. 8410847), unknown-flagged  

78. The Panel continues to recommend the following vessels for designation in 

further violation of paragraph 5 of resolution 2397 (2017):  

 – Diamond 8 (IMO No. 9132612), formerly Sierra Leone-flagged  

 – Hokong (IMO No. 9006758), unknown-flagged  

 – New Konk (IMO No. 9036387), unknown-flagged  

 – Subblic (IMO No. 8126082), unknown-flagged  

 – Unica (IMO No. 8514306), unknown-flagged  

 – Yun Hong 8 (maritime mobile service identity No. 413459380), China-flagged  

79. The Panel recommends the designation of the following vessels for violation 

of paragraph 11 of resolution 2375 (2017):  

 – Enterprise (IMO No. 9153331), formerly Togo-flagged  

 – Ri Hong (aka Klausen) (IMO No. 9162318), formerly Sierra-Leone flagged  

 – Tae P(h)yong (IMO No. 9018751), Democratic People’s Republic of Korea-

flagged  

 

  To Member States, on best practices with regard to the activities of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea  
 

  On due diligence measures related to the evasion of sanctions  
 

80. The Panel recommends that Member States continue to foster industry-

wide awareness of the challenges posed, including new tactics in sanctions 

evasion by culpable individuals, and relevant steps to mitigate these risks. This 

can be disseminated in the form of industry-wide advisories and circulars.  

 

  On due diligence measures related to ship-to-ship transfers  
 

81. The Panel recommends that parties engaged in ship-to-ship transfers of 

refined petroleum in areas where such illicit transfers are known to occur 

authorize the ship captain or an assigned crew member to send an email to the 

relevant flag registry providing notification of the event, ship identifiers (name 

and IMO and maritime mobile service identity numbers) of the vessel involved, 

the material and volume of the transfer, the date and time of the start and stop 

of the transfer and the location of the transfer. 

82. The Panel recommends that relevant counterparties in the maritime supply 

chain consider implementing controls that allow for proper verification-of-origin 

checks for ships that conduct ship-to-ship transfers, particularly in areas where 

illicit transfers are known to occur. Such steps could include requirements for 

complete, accurate shipping documentation, including bills of lading that identify 

the origin and destination of cargo and copies of export licences, where applicable.  

83. The Panel recommends that Member States exercise vigilance to identify 

and prevent the illicit operation of vessels obtaining Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea fishing permits, which may use various method to obfuscate 

their activities and identities.  

 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2375(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2375(2017)
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  Trade statistics of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea  
 

84. Recorded foreign trade of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 75 

plummeted in 2020 due to the border closure measures taken to prevent COVID-19. 

During the first nine months of 2020, the country’s total exports reached only about 

9.2 per cent of the total exports in 2019 (see table).  

 

  Table 

  Recorded trade of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, 2019 and 2020 

(January-September) 

  (Thousands of United States dollars)  
 

 

 2019 2020 (Jan.–Sep.) 

   
Export 447 351 41 115 

Import 2 725 394 310 452 

 Trade balance (2 354 508) (269 337) 

 

Source: International Trade Centre Trade Map (accessed 15 December 2020).  
 

 

85. The Panel continued to analyse trade data of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea from published trade statistics to investigate trade conducted in violation of 

relevant resolutions. 76  Border closure measures notwithstanding, statistics indicate 

many instances of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea trading items such as 

machinery, electrical equipment and iron, in violation of relevant resolutions, in 2020.77  

86. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea also traded prohibited items which 

did not appear in international or national trade statistics databases.78 According to a 

Member State, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea exported at least 4.1 million 

tons of coal and possibly other prohibited minerals to China between January and 

September 2020 (see annexes 34, 35, 36, 38 (a) and (b) and 39) and also imported 

prohibited items such as machinery using barges that originated in China in 2020 (see 

para. 69 and annex 37).79 These trades did not appear in trade statistics databases.  

 

  Possible online trade of prohibited goods 
 

87. The Panel investigated activities of a Chinese company, Dandong China-DPRK 

Information Co., Ltd. 80  for its continued operation of an e-commerce platform 

(www.hcein.com). The company website (see figure 24) states its mission as the 

facilitation of trade and investment between China and the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea, and includes prohibited goods such as machinery, electrical 

equipment and vessels as items it deals with.81 The company has yet to respond to the 

__________________ 

 75  These figures are based on the International Trade Centre Trade Map, which reflects customs 

data reported by Member States. 

 76  See annex 40 for the full list of Harmonized System codes the Panel uses to monitor 

implementation of the sectoral ban. That annex supersedes annex 4 of S/2018/171 and 

S/2018/171/Corr.1. 

 77  See annex 41 for the Panel’s detailed methodology and full details regarding the Panel’s enquiries 

and responses from Member States. The Panel notes that not all responses from Member States 

contained adequate information for the Panel to conclude that the recorded trade was not 

conducted with the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. 

 78  For the cases mentioned in the present paragraph, the Panel checked the ITC Trade Map and the 

General Administration of Customs of the People’s Republic of China websites. 

 79  Two experts are of the view that this information can be further corroborated.  

 80  In Chinese: 丹东华朝信息有限公司. 

 81  The website was still active as at 5 January 2021. Prohibited items are shown in red boxes. 

http://www.hcein.com/
https://undocs.org/en/S/2018/171
https://undocs.org/en/S/2018/171/Corr.1
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Panel’s request for information on its clients, the operation of the website and any 

business deals such as trade and investment generated from its activities. 

Investigations continue.  

 

  Figure 24 

  Website of Dandong China-DPRK Information Co., Ltd.  
 

 

 

Source: www.hcein.com, annotated by the Panel. 
 

 

  Implementation of ban on imports and exports 
 

88. The Panel sought information from customs authorities of 35 Member States on 

the status of implementation of obligations under relevant resolutions between 2018 

and 2020. This included the obligations to inspect all cargos to and from the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and to seize and dispose of them when 

prohibited items were found, pursuant to paragraph 18 of resolution 2270 (2016) and 

paragraph 20 of resolution 2397 (2017).  

89. The Panel found that Member States observed implementation of the 

prohibitions.82 However, Member States occasionally faced the challenge of having 
__________________ 

 82  One Member State provided information on 12 cases of export entries mentioning the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea as the country of destination that had subsequently been 

withdrawn, with the goods returned. 

http://www.hcein.com/
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2270(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
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to determine whether certain items were prohibited from transfer to and/or from the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. There was a case of rejection of customs 

clearance without sufficient grounds, involving the seizure of medicine exported to 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, which is not prohibited. At the same time, 

a Member State exposed inaccurate understanding of relevant resolutions by 

maintaining that its imports from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea were 

permissible because the items “did not turn out to be chemical, nuclear or biological 

material, as included in … resolution 2270”.  

 

 

 IV. Embargoes, designated entities and individuals, and 
overseas workers  
 

 

  Embargoes 
 

  Cambodia 
 

90. The Panel noted that the documentary film The Mole: Undercover in North 

Korea, released in October 2020, suggests that international arms dealers from the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and nationals of a European country 

discussed a quotation for weapons and how to complete the arms sales contract during 

meetings in Phnom Penh in 2017. The documentary suggests that the arms sales were 

never realized. In response to the Panel’s enquiry, Cambodia replied that:  

 The documentary aims to attack North Korea …. Cambodia did not identify any 

signs related to the arms trade in Cambodia … the documentary video does not 

have clear basis and evidence that corroborate the arms trade since the 

production of this documentary is imaginative, fictional and appealing to the 

audience to earn money or for other purposes. (See annex 43; see also para. 151 

and annex 88).  

For a case concerning Uganda in relation to the documentary, see annex 88.  

 

  Nigeria  
 

91. The Panel continued to investigate the foiling of an arms-smuggling plot by a 

national of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in Czechia, another State 

member of the European Union and Nigeria. 83  According to a Member State, a 

national of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Hong Yong Su, was in Nigeria 

in January 2020. The Member State assumed Mr. Hong to be, or to have been 

previously, a member of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea military intelligence 

and of the Reconnaissance General Bureau (KPe.031). The Member State also 

suspects Mr. Hong of acting on behalf of Haekumgang Trading Co., which is assessed 

to be a procurement arm of the armed forces of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea to be active in Africa, as well as on behalf of the Korea Hyoksin Trading 

Corporation (KPe.006). Nigeria replied that “the Nigeria Immigration Service (NIS) 

has no record of Mr. Hong Yong Su in its database and that investigations have 

revealed that the Haekungaan Trading Corporation is neither domiciled nor 

operational in Nigeria” (see annex 44).  

 

  Russian Federation and Hungary  
 

92. According to a Kommersant article of 8 August 2020, the Federal Security 

Service of the Russian Federation successfully prevented the smuggling of military 

equipment by Vladimir Lyubishin in August 2016. Konstantin Moskal, his assistant 

Denis Fedosov and Mr. Lyubishin planned to smuggle to the Democratic People’s 

__________________ 

 83  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, paras. 74–77. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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Republic of Korea five heading/vertical stabilizers designed to work as part of 

vertical, pitch and heading information systems of the main and reserve channels of 

combat aircraft navigation systems, along with other military aircraft accessories. 

Mr. Lyubishin and his son, who were detained in Hungary at the request of the United 

States of America in November 2016, were extradited to the Russian Federation in 

August 2018. Russian courts sentenced Mr. Lyubishin to one year and five months in 

prison, and Mr. Moskal to three years and six months, with a fine of 500,000 roubles. 

In response to the Panel’s enquiry, the Russian Federation replied as follows (see 

annex 45): 

 In September 2016, Mr. Pak Zen Un, a representative of Sonkwang, the North 

Korean foreign trade company, illegally purchased a batch of spare parts for 

MIG-29 aircraft from citizens of the Russian Federation, Vladimir 

Vyacheslavovich Lyubishin and Konstantin Viktorovich Moskal, with the intent 

of smuggling them to North Korea with Mr. Lyubishin’s assistance … In June 

2017, the Investigative Department of the Federal Security Service of the 

Russian Federation initiated criminal proceedings against the elder 

Mr. Lyubishin for planning to smuggle military equipment to the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea … Mr. Lyubishin pleaded guilty and provided 

testimony incriminating Mr. Pak Zen Un in the organization of the illegal 

shipment of Russian-made military equipment abroad. 

Hungary also replied to the Panel’s enquiry (see annex 46).  

 

  Somalia  
 

93. According to the final report of the Panel of Experts on Somalia dated 

28 September 2020 (S/2020/949), four 60 mm mortar rounds were fired by 

Al-Shabaab on 17 February 2020 in the direction of the United Nations compound 

within Aden Adde International Airport. Based on an analysis of the tail fins, the Panel 

noted that the mortars had been produced by multiple manufacturers. The Panel 

further noted one had characteristics consistent with a 60 mm HE type 63 mortar 

round manufactured in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. The Panel 

continues to request further clarifications from Somalia and has yet to receive a reply.  

 

  Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela  
 

94. The Panel of Experts established pursuant to resolution 1874 (2009) continued 

to investigate possible military and technological cooperation between the Bolivarian 

Republic of Venezuela and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. According to 

a media report, the President of the National Constituent Assembly of the Bolivarian 

Republic of Venezuela signed a series of agreements pledging military and 

technological cooperation during a visit to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

in September 2019.84 In response to the Panel’s enquiry, the Bolivarian Republic of 

Venezuela replied that: 

 [The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela] expresses its serious concern at the 

decision of the Panel to initiate an official investigation on the basis of 

information from ‘a media report’; namely, one single source … particularly 

taking into account the fact that there is no single agreement between [the 

Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela] and the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea on military and technological cooperation (see annex 47).  

The Panel continues to request further clarifications from the Bolivarian Republic of 

Venezuela but has not yet received a reply. 

 

__________________ 

 84  See S/2020/151, para. 112. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/949
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
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  Yemen  
 

95. The Panel continued its investigation into two cases concerning Yemen. The 

first case concerns a Yemeni cooperation project with the defence industry of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. The second case concerns a project deal for 

the supply of military equipment from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.85 

For the first case, Yemen replied that: 

 [T]he so-called Zakaria Yahya Al-Shami ... is an affiliate of the Houthi militia 

and does not represent the Government of Yemen in any capacity, therefore, his 

actions and attempts to establish military cooperation with the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) are a clear violation of Security Council 

resolutions [on] DPRK.  

For the second case, Yemen replied that: 

 The Houthi militia embassy in Damascus and the so-called Al-Qanis do not 

represent the Government of the Republic of Yemen. Further, the actions of 

Al-Qanis, including the signing of a protocol with a Syrian arms dealer called 

‘Hussein Al-Ali’ in order to import military equipment into Yemen, are in clear 

violation of the Security Council resolutions [on] DPRK (see annex 48).  

96. The Panel continued its investigations into several previously reported cases 

related to the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Eritrea and Myanmar (see annex 49).  

 

  Cash and gold smuggling  
 

97. Concerning the Iranian individuals suspected of involvement in the smuggling 

of gold and cash by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,86 the United Arab 

Emirates stated in 2020 that those individuals were residing in Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates. A Member State stated that the nationals of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea involved in the smuggling often travelled using Emirates Airlines. 

The Panel has been requesting information from the airline but has yet to receive a 

substantive response (see annex 51).  

 

  Textiles and artwork  
 

98. The Panel investigated possible violation of the embargo and asset freeze 

requirements of relevant resolutions. Travel agencies were advertising visits to the 

Mansudae Art Studio and prohibited products. Transfers of the Mansudae Art Studio’s 

artwork for exhibitions were reported. The Paekho Art Studio was involved in the 

construction of statues overseas (see annex 52).  

 

  Textiles 
 

99. Chugai Travel Co. Ltd. 87  advertised Korean dress for foreign tourists in 

Pyongyang. Chugai stated itself to be the Japanese general agency of Air Koryo88 and 

the Korean International Travel Company. The Panel has yet to receive a substantive 

response from Chugai (see annex 53).  

 

  Artworks and an artist working overseas 
 

100. Young Pioneer Tours advertised visits to the Mansudae Art Studio. On its 

website, it had previously stated that tourists could visit the studio, purchase artworks 

__________________ 

 85  Ibid., para. 113. 

 86  S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 78 and annex 30. 

 87  Japanese name: 中外旅行社. 

 88  See S/2017/150, paras. 148–151. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2017/150
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and ship them overseas. Young Pioneer Tours replied to the Panel that the content 

uploaded in 2020 had been “overlooked by management” and that it had arranged 

visits via the Korean International Travel Company (see para. 99).89 It also noted that 

although about 40 visits had been arranged between 2017 and January 2020, it was 

not aware of any artwork purchases (see annex 54).  

101. On its website, Koryo Studio is selling artworks it commissioned to artists in 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, along with the artworks of a Mansudae 

artist. To the Panel, Koryo Studio replied that the oil paintings sold on the website 

had been painted before 2009. It also stated that it “worked with the animation artist 

who is living in PR China (an employee of one of animation studios in Pyongyang 

[with] absolutely no connection with Mansudae Art Studio)”. The Panel requested 

further details concerning this national of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

earning income overseas (see annex 55).  

 

  Mansudae Art Studio artworks  
 

102. It is reported that in the Republic of Korea, in 2019 and 2020, several artworks 

of artists affiliated with the Mansudae Art Studio were displayed at art exhibitions 

arranged by the Institute for Unification Education, a subsidiary organ of the Ministry 

of Unification, and the K Mecenat Network. 90  The Panel received replies to its 

enquiries (see annex 56).  

103. It is reported that artwork of Kim Cheong Hee, director of the handcraft division 

of the Mansudae Art Studio, was displayed at an exhibition held at the National 

Assembly of the Republic of Korea in 2019, co-hosted by the Culture, Sports and 

Tourism Committee of the National Assembly, the One Korea Global Campaign 

organizing committee 91  and the Korean Fine Arts Association. 92  Kim’s work was 

reported to have also been displayed in the Republic of Korea in 2018, at an exhibition 

co-hosted by organizations that included the Korean Fine Arts Association and the 

One Korea Global Campaign organizing committee. The Association’s response is 

contained in annex 56. 

 

  Statues  
 

104. Congo Aconde SARL was involved in projects to build several statues in the 

Provinces of Lualaba and Haut-Lomami, Democratic Republic of the Congo, from 2018 

to at least late 2019. Based on the information seen by the panel, the Panel considers 

Congo Aconde SARL to be a front company for the State-run Korea Paekho Trading 

Corporation, which exports artwork, including statues created by the Paekho Art Studio 

(see paras. 133, 147 and 149 and annex 57). 

 

  Recommendations  
 

105. The Panel recommends that Member States should exercise vigilance in the 

inspection of cargo, including the luggage of individuals traveling to or from the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, as required in accordance with paragraph 13 

of resolution 2321 (2016) and paragraph 18 of resolution 2270 (2016).  

106. The Panel recommends that Member States exercise vigilance concerning 

the transfer of artworks of the designated entities to comply with the asset freeze 

requirements of relevant resolutions. 

__________________ 

 89  The phone number provided in the reply was +850-218-111, ext. 8375. 

 90  In Korean: K-메세나네트워크. 

 91  In Korean: 원케이글로벌캠페인 조직위원회. 

 92  In Korean: 한국미술협회. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2321(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2270(2016)
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107. The Panel recommends designation of the Korea Paekho Trading 

Corporation and the Paekho Art Studio.  

 

  Drones 
 

108. The Panel investigated the transfer of drones 93  to the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea, which were observed during the military parade conducted in 

Pyongyang on 10 October 2020, as a violation of resolution 2397 (2017). The drones 

were identified as Mavic 2 Pro type, manufactured by SZ DJI Technology Co. Ltd. 94 

in 2018 or later. The company has yet to respond to the Panel’s enquiry.  

 

  Figure 25 

  Mavic 2 Pro drones observed during the 10 October 2020 military parade  
 

 

 

Source: Rodong Sinmun and YouTube, annotated by the Panel.  
 

 

  Misuse of embassy properties  
 

  Romania  
 

109. The Panel requested an update and additional information from Romania about 

the lease of the embassy property of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to 

IMA Partners SRL. 95  Romania replied that one of the two buildings located at 

28-36 Soseaua Nordului, 1st District, Bucharest, within the perimeter of the Embassy 

of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, is still used by IMA Partners SRL, 

although the lease contract stated that the lease agreement between the two mentioned 

entities had been terminated as at 10 November 2017. At the same time, 44 legal or 

natural persons entered into a sub-lease agreement with IMA Partners SRL, which 

between 1 January 2018 and 30 June 2020 IMA collected a total rent equivalent to 

$653,700 (see annex 58). Romania assured the Panel, however, that no transactions, 

involving either cash or bank transfer, had been recorded between IMA and the 

Embassy of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea during the aforementioned 

period.  

 

  Bulgaria  
 

110. The Panel asked Bulgaria for information concerning data showing that a 

Bulgarian company, the Terra Group, was still advertising the rental of the “Terra 

Residence”, which appeared to be the former residence of the Ambassador of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (located at 56, Andrei Sakharov St., Mladost 

quarter 1, Sofia, 1784), and that a rental by a company called “Lora Catering” was 

__________________ 

 93  The Harmonized System code for drone is 85. See S/2020/151. 

 94  www.nknews.org/pro/north-korea-likely-violated-sanctions-with-military-parade-drone-from-china. 

 95  The case was previously investigated by the Panel (see S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 85). 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
http://www.nknews.org/pro/north-korea-likely-violated-sanctions-with-military-parade-drone-from-china
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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advertised as being located at that address.96 Bulgaria requested more time for the 

required investigation97 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. No follow-up information 

has been received.  

 

  Implementation of luxury goods ban  
 

111. Due to restrictions by authorities on overseas purchases of consumer goods, 98 

the import of luxury goods (prohibited under paragraph 8 (a) (iii) of resolution 1718 

(2006)) in 2020 was greatly limited and became sporadic. Private smuggling has also 

virtually stopped.  

112. The Panel continued previous investigations of imports of luxury automobiles, 

having also received reports of recent attempts to deliver new luxury cars made in 

Germany or Japan to the country.  

 

  Mercedes-Benz  
 

113. The Panel continued its investigation of the case of the illegal importation into the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea of two Mercedes-Benz S-Class 600 Sedan Long 

Guard VR9 vehicles,99 which, as confirmed by a Member State, were sold by European 

Cars & More SRL to LS Logistica & Spedizioni SRL in Hong Kong and transported 

from Italy to the Netherlands, where two local companies were involved with the 

logistical handling of the subsequent export from Rotterdam. European Cars & More 

SRL cooperated with the Panel and, in its reply of 20 October 2020 and previous 

correspondence, provided detailed information. This included information that European 

Cars & More SRL previously sold a number of other luxury vehicles (Mercedes S600 

Guard, S650 Maybach and S600 Pullman) to LS Logistica & Spedizioni SRL (see 

annex 60).  

114. The Panel is concerned that, in the absence of any information on the end users, 

it is possible that the vehicles mentioned in annex 60 ended up in the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea, where the leadership widely uses similar cars, some of 

which have appeared recently (see, for example, annex 61). The Panel has continued 

its efforts to contact and obtain information from LS Logistica & Spedizioni SRL, but 

has never received a response. The Panel has also requested additional information 

and documentation from European Cars & More SRL. The investigation continues.  

 

  Toyota  
 

115. The Panel obtained new evidence of Lexus vehicles 100  being used in the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, notably by the leader of the country, for 

example, in August 2020 during an on-site inspection in North Hwanghae Province 

(see annex 62). The manufacturer informed the Panel that the vehicle concerned 

appeared to be a gasoline-powered Lexus LX 570 with left-hand drive, a version 

produced by Toyota since July 2017 at its plant in Yoshiwara, Japan, which is exported 

primarily to the United States, China and Canada. However, Toyota was not able to 

specify the market in which the depicted Lexus LX 570 was sold.  

 

__________________ 

 96  See www.terraresidence.com and www.evepla.com/BG/Sofia/100084117957/Lora-Catering 

(accessed 30 December 2020). 

 97  The case was previously investigated by the Panel (see S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 86). 

 98  A decision was reportedly taken in April 2020 by the authorities of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea to limit imports of “non-essential goods”, including many food items, textiles 

and electronic goods (Jeong Tae Joo, “N. Korea announces all ‘trivial’ imports restricted until 

end of the year”, Daily NK, 23 April 2020). 

 99  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 92. 

 100  For preceding investigation outcomes, see S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 93. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
http://www.terraresidence.com/
https://www.evepla.com/BG/Sofia/100084117957/Lora-Catering
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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  Alcohol and other luxury goods  
 

116. According to information available to the Panel, shipments to the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea of alcoholic beverages were irregular and decreased due 

to COVID-19-related restrictions.  

117. Singapore informed the Panel that a trans-shipment of wine was seized by its 

authorities on 31 January 2020. According to the relevant documents, the shipment 

was supplied to “Sangmyong General Trading Corporation”, previously (in 2012–2013) 

identified by the Panel as an entity violating the ban on the import of luxury goods 

from Japan.101 On 25 August, a Singaporean court order was issued under a relevant 

national law for the shipment to be forfeited to Singapore Customs for disposal (see 

figure 26).  

 

  Figure 26 

  Court order by Singapore  
 

 

 

Source: The Panel. 
 

 

118. Singapore informed the Panel that SINSMS Pte Ltd. (previously investigated by 

the Panel) director Lim Cheng Hwee had been sentenced to two months’ 

imprisonment for supplying prohibited alcohol102 worth $562,082 to the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea between 2013 and 2018; his wife, Leng Ooi, had been 

fined; and the company had been fined 30,000 Singapore dollars (see annex 64).  

119. The Panel obtained information on a problem relating to the admissibility of 

export of sporting equipment, especially with regard to determining possible 

corresponding Harmonized System codes for what is considered “recreational sports 

equipment”. The Panel considers that in general the definition of “luxury goods” 

which are not specifically set out in the sanctions list falls within national legislation.  

120. In this regard, the Panel recalls that the Committee’s Implementation Assistance 

Notice No. 3, issued in 2011 and updated on 20 January 2017, notes, in its  para. 4 iv) 

that: “Care should be taken not to restrict the supply of ordinary civilian use goods to 

the wider population of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea nor have a 

negative humanitarian impact on the country”.  

__________________ 

 101  See S/2012/422, para. 79. 

 102  Chad O’Carroll, “Singaporean company director jailed for selling alcohol to North Korea”, 

NK News, 14 December 2020. Available at www.nknews.org/2020/12/singaporean-company-

director-jailed-for-selling-alcohol-to-north-korea. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2012/422
http://www.nknews.org/2020/12/singaporean-company-director-jailed-for-selling-alcohol-to-north-korea
http://www.nknews.org/2020/12/singaporean-company-director-jailed-for-selling-alcohol-to-north-korea
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  Recommendation  
 

121. The Panel recommends that Member States streamline their export control 

lists to reflect the list of prohibited luxury goods in a manner consistent with the 

objectives of resolutions 1718 (2006), 1874 (2009), 2094 (2013), 2270 (2016) and 

2321 (2016), avoiding unnecessary broadening of their scope and taking care not 

to restrict the supply of ordinary civilian-use goods to the wider population nor 

to have a negative humanitarian impact.  

122. The Panel reiterates its recommendation that Member States encourage their 

business entities and nationals exporting luxury goods to include a contractual 

provision to prevent resale to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.  

123. The Panel reiterates its recommendation that Member States and relevant 

organizations encourage shipping and transportation companies to provide 

thorough systems for checking consignees, bearing in mind the risk of 

trans-shipment.  

 

  Munitions Industry Department (KPe.028)  
 

124. The Panel continued to investigate the activities of a national of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea, Ma Tong Hyok, 103  allegedly a key information 

technology manager from the country based in Dalian who was directly involved in 

bringing information technology workers from the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea who are subordinate to the designated Munitions Industry Department to 

China.104 Based on information from a Member State, the Panel sought information 

from Dalian Runguang Science and Technology Co., Ltd.,105 which the Member State 

alleged was fully aware that it was working with Ma and information technology 

workers from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and laundering money on 

behalf of the country. The Panel has yet to receive a reply from the company.  

 

  Reconnaissance General Bureau (KPe.031) 
 

125. The Panel continued its investigation into cyberattacks conducted by 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea cyberthreat actors subordinate to the 

Reconnaissance General Bureau, such as Lazarus and Kimsuky. A clear trend in 2020 

was that the country’s cyberactors were conducting attacks against defence industries 

around the globe.106  

126. The Panel sought further information on cyberattacks against the defence 

industry of Israel based on publicly available information. A cybersecurity firm 

assessed this type of attack as the “main offensive campaign by the Lazarus group” 

in 2020 and estimated that Lazarus operates “dozens of researchers and intelligence 

personnel to maintain the campaign globally”. 107  According to the report, the 

attackers not only attempted to illegally access military technology108 but also sought 

to exfiltrate information that could be used for financial gain. After approaching 

__________________ 

 103  According to the Member State, Mr. Ma and the teams of Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

information technology workers under his oversight were in China as of late January 2020. 

 104  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 110. 

 105  In Chinese: 大连润光科技有限公司. 

 106  Three Member States expressed similar views in public or to the Panel. The Panel previously 

reported on similar attacks in S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 117. 

 107  See www.clearskysec.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Dream-Job-Campaign.pdf. The Panel 

notes that there have been media reports on similar cyberattacks against European defence 

companies. 

 108  The United States also analysed the malware used by Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

cyberactors and pointed out that the target information was “key military and energy technologies”. 

See https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/analysis-reports/ar20-232a. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1874(2009)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2094(2013)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2270(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2321(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
http://www.clearskysec.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Dream-Job-Campaign.pdf
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/analysis-reports/ar20-232a
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targeted employees by impersonating human resources officers at prominent defence 

and aerospace companies, using fake accounts on a popular business-oriented social 

media site,109 the attackers sought to increase their credibility through live telephone 

conversations or text messages and then sent email attachments containing malware 

to the targets. The cybersecurity firm assessed that the attacks succeeded in infecting 

“several dozen companies and organizations” and illegally accessed classified data, 

but the precise extent of damage has not been made public. The Panel requested 

further information from Israel.110 Investigations continue.  

127. In August 2020, the United States identified a new cyberthreat group, 

“BeagleBoyz”, an element of the Reconnaissance General Bureau that has likely been 

active since 2014, and attributed the 2016 heist of Bangladesh Bank to this group in 

a public cybersecurity threat alert.111 According to the document, the BeagleBoyz had 

attempted to steal nearly $2 billion since at least 2015 through a “FASTCash” ATM 

cash-out scheme and attacks against Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial 

Telecommunication (SWIFT) terminals and the servers hosting the payment systems 

of financial institutions. The BeagleBoyz also attacked cryptocurrency exchanges by 

illegal remote access, including through the use of job application-themed spear-

phishing emails. The Panel notes that its investigations into cyberattacks against 

financial institutions and cryptocurrency exchanges described in S/2019/691 

(paras. 57-68 and annex 21) correspond to the activities of the BeagleBoyz and further 

notes that the suspected ringleader of a 2016 scheme involving illegal ATM 

withdrawals using hacked credentials from a South African bank fled from Japan to 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea immediately after the attack. The reply 

of Japan is contained in annex 66.  

128. Cyberattacks against the Panel and Committee members continued. 112  In 

October 2020, a Panel expert received a phishing email spoofed as being from a 

United Nations employee which contained a malicious link (see figure 27). In this 

regard, the expert independently identified the Internet protocol address through 

which the email was sent as having previously been used by Kimsuky (a.k.a. 

Thallium) and Konni, another cyberthreat group widely associated with the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.113  

 

__________________ 

 109  Other cybersecurity firms also reported on similar activities by Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea cyberthreat actors throughout 2020. See www.mcafee.com/blogs/other-blogs/mcafee-

labs/operation-north-star-a-job-offer-thats-too-good-to-be-true. 

 110  The Government made a public statement that it had thwarted attacks from Lazarus. See 

https://mfa.gov.il/MFA/ForeignPolicy/Pages/Defense-Establishment-thwarts-cyber-attack-

targeting-defense-industries-12-August-2020.aspx. 

 111  See https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-239a. 

 112  The Panel confirmed that one delegate of a member of the Security Council had also received the 

same phishing email that Panel experts received in 2020 (see S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, 

para. 120). 

 113  Multiple cybersecurity firms point to the high degree of similarity between Konni and other 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea cyberthreat groups such as Kimsuky and APT37. A 

Member State also shared information with the Panel which referred to the activities of Konni as 

a threat actor of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. For open-source information, see 

https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2017/05/konni-malware-under-radar-for-years.html, 

https://blog.alyac.co.kr/3390, https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/unit42-new-konni-malware-

attacking-eurasia-southeast-asia and https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/unit42-nokki-almost-

ties-the-knot-with-dogcall-reaper-group-uses-new-malware-to-deploy-rat. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/691
http://www.mcafee.com/blogs/other-blogs/mcafee-labs/operation-north-star-a-job-offer-thats-too-good-to-be-true
http://www.mcafee.com/blogs/other-blogs/mcafee-labs/operation-north-star-a-job-offer-thats-too-good-to-be-true
https://mfa.gov.il/MFA/ForeignPolicy/Pages/Defense-Establishment-thwarts-cyber-attack-targeting-defense-industries-12-August-2020.aspx
https://mfa.gov.il/MFA/ForeignPolicy/Pages/Defense-Establishment-thwarts-cyber-attack-targeting-defense-industries-12-August-2020.aspx
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/alerts/aa20-239a
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
https://blog.talosintelligence.com/2017/05/konni-malware-under-radar-for-years.html
https://blog.alyac.co.kr/3390
https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/unit42-new-konni-malware-attacking-eurasia-southeast-asia
https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/unit42-new-konni-malware-attacking-eurasia-southeast-asia
https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/unit42-nokki-almost-ties-the-knot-with-dogcall-reaper-group-uses-new-malware-to-deploy-rat
https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/unit42-nokki-almost-ties-the-knot-with-dogcall-reaper-group-uses-new-malware-to-deploy-rat
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  Figure 27  

  A phishing email sent to a Panel expert in October 2020  
 

 

 

Source: The Panel. 
 

 

129. The Panel reiterates its view that cyberattacks, both past and ongoing, against 

such United Nations bodies as the Committee and the Panel, which are mandated to 

monitor the implementation of United Nations sanctions, amount to sanctions 

evasion, considering the persistent and highly disruptive nature of the attacks.  

 

  Democratic People’s Republic of Korea nationals earning income overseas 
 

130. The Panel further investigated nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea earning income overseas. Several Member States informed the Panel that many 

of the country’s nationals were still employed in the construction, art, health, sport, 

catering and information technology fields, and that one of the methods used by these 

workers was entry on tourist or student visas. A Member State stated to the Panel that 

COVID-19 had “facilitated” nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

remaining in third countries due to border closure. The Panel notes that the national 

laws of several countries allow for nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea to earn income under certain circumstances. The Panel investigated both new 

findings and reported cases.114  

 

  Football players  
 

131. Qatar informed the Panel of the termination of Han Kwang Son’s contract and 

his departure from Qatar in January 2021.115  Several players have joined national 

teams of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea since 2017 while affiliated with 

Japanese teams. One of those players transferred to a team of the Republic of Korea 

in 2019. Replies from Member States are contained in annex 67.  

 

__________________ 

 114  S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, paras. 126–138. 

 115  Ibid., para. 126. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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  Medical workers  
 

132. Nigeria provided information about a bilateral health and medical agreement, as 

well as Democratic People’s Republic of Korea workers, mainly working in medical 

facilities, whom it planned to deport (see annex 68).  

 

  Construction workers  
 

  Democratic Republic of Congo  
 

133. Documents obtained by the Panel suggest that Pak Hwa Song, Hwang Kil Su 

and Congo Aconde SARL workers could be subject to repatriation requirements, as 

they are earning income overseas (see paras. 104, 147 and 149).  

 

  Senegal  
 

134. The Panel continued investigating construction workers affiliated with Corman 

Construction & Commerce SUARL.116 Internal financial records indicate that Corman 

Construction was sending revenue to the Embassy of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea (see annex 69; also see paras. 143–146).  

 

  Restaurant and hotel workers  
 

135. A Member State stated that nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea were working in restaurants and hotels overseas in 2020. 117  

 

  Exit to a third country  
 

136. Georgia replied to the Panel that there were no nationals of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea in the territory under its control and that it did not have 

information on the Panel’s enquiry regarding the exit of Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea workers from the Russian Federation to Abkhazia (see 

annex 71).118 

 

  Recommendation  
 

137. The Panel recommends that Member States continue to exercise vigilance 

in screening the visa and residency status of nationals of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea in order to prevent the circumvention of the obligations 

contained in the resolutions.  

 

 

 V. Finance  
 

 

138. The Panel assesses, based on information provided by Member States, 

information obtained by the Panel and open-source reporting, that the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea continues to access international financial systems 

through joint ventures, offshore accounts, shell companies, virtual asset service 

providers (e.g. cryptocurrencies) and overseas banking representatives. The illicit 

revenue generated from sanctions evasion activities and laundered through these 

networks both directly and indirectly supports the country’s weapons of mass 

destruction and ballistic missile programmes. These networks’ obfuscation methods 

__________________ 

 116  See S/2020/151, para. 144. 

 117  The Panel investigated workers from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in the 

restaurant in the Magnolias Pattaya Boutique (4/6 M.9 Maprachan Reservoir, Tambon Pong, 

Amphoe Banglamung, Chonburi, Thailand). The reply of Thailand is contained in annex 70.  

 118  See S/2020/151. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
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and techniques continued to exploit those Member States with lax or minimal 

financial oversight, rules and regulations.  

139. Consistent with its previous reporting, the Panel continues to observe and 

investigate individuals and companies linked to the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea that, to facilitate sanctions evasion activities related to maritime sanctions, the 

importation of luxury goods, illicit labour and the laundering of proceeds related to the 

theft of virtual assets, predominantly target and use financial institutions in China.119 

Moreover, corporate service providers continue to facilitate, both wittingly and 

unwittingly, the sanctions evasion activities of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea.  

 

  Overseas banking representatives  
 

140. The Panel continued its investigations into overseas banking representatives. A 

review of a Member State’s February 2020 legal proceedings suggests that Han Jang 

Su120 continued to control bank accounts in the Russian Federation after the Russian 

Federation informed the Panel that “it has taken all measures under Russian national 

legislation to implement the relevant resolutions of the Security Council” regarding 

Mr. Han (see annex 72). Similarly, the same legal proceedings indicate that 

representatives of the Foreign Trade Bank of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea continued to operate or control China-based accounts after China indicated that 

it had notified the Panel that it had “taken corresponding measures in accordance with 

the requirement of the resolutions [and] closed all the representative offices of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea financial institutions in China in 2016, and 

all of the relevant representatives in China have left China” (see annex 72). The Panel 

continues to investigate these differences. 

141. Separately, according to one Member State, the Foreign Trade Bank, through a 

front company, has facilitated the sale and export of musical instruments to a company 

of the Russian Federation since 2017.121 The same Member State conveyed to the 

Panel that, in August 2019, the alleged Bank’s front company, the Korea Ungum 

Corporation, 122  and the Bank’s affiliated company, the Unha Daesong Trading 

Company, contracted for $2 million worth of musical instruments and parts through 

the representative of the bank’s alleged front company, who has also acted as the 

Bank’s representative in Khabarovsk, Russian Federation. (See annex 73 for a list of 

banks and account numbers for Ungum and Unha Daesong.123)  

 

  Illicit revenue generation and banking in sub-Saharan Africa  
 

142. The Panel found significant and ongoing financial activity related to illicit 

labour networks operating in sub-Saharan Africa. Although the Panel continues to 

investigate these cases, evidence indicates that entities linked to the Mansudae 

Overseas Project Group of Companies (KPe.050),124 as well as another entity of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Korea Paekho Trading Corporation, have 

facilitated illicit labour and access to international financial systems. In several cases, 

__________________ 

 119  Two experts are of the view that this information can be further corroborated.  

 120  See S/2020/151, para. 177, and S/2019/171, para. 125. 

 121  The Panel does not assess that the exportation of musical instruments is a likely violation of 

sanctions but is investigating the matter as a possible violation of paragraph 33 of Security 

Council resolution 2270 (2016), and possibly other Council resolutions.  

 122  According the Member State, the Korea Ungum Corporation is also known as the TS Ungum 

Corporation, the Korea Yngum Corporation and the Korea Ungum Company. 

 123  Two experts considered that there is no evidence or available investigative materials to suggest 

these two companies are front companies for the Foreign Trade Bank.  

 124  On 5 August 2017, the Security Council designated the Mansudae Overseas Project Group of 

Companies (KPe.050) (see resolution 2371 (2017), annex II). 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/2019/171
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2270(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2371(2017)
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these companies specifically targeted development grants and loans, as well as 

foreign direct investment earmarked for municipal projects.  

 

  Senegal  
 

143. In September 2019, the Panel initiated an investigation into press reports 125 of 

entities with suspected links to the Mansudae Overseas Project Group of Companies 

that continued to operate in Senegal. The Panel assesses that Corman Construction i s 

a front company for the Mansudae Overseas Project Group of Companies and 

continues to generate revenue for the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in 

violation of paragraph 18 of resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 8 of resolution 2397 

(2017) and paragraph 8 (d) of resolution 1718 (2006).  

144. Furthermore, the Panel notes that although Senegal submitted a national 

implementation report to the Committee on 21 December 2017 (S/AC.49/2018/1), 

stating that its national authorities had taken appropriate action against the Mansudae 

Overseas Project Architectural Group, which was based in Senegal, and that they had 

refused to issue entry and short-stay visas or to renew previous visas for its 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea workers, the managers, directors and 

employees of the company did in fact continue to conduct business in Senegal. The 

Panel also highlights that it had conveyed information at its disposal regarding the 

company’s name change to “Corman Construction Commerce” in its letter to Senegal 

of 29 October 2019.126 Finally, the Panel assesses that several Senegalese companies 

that signed contracts with Corman Construction did so with knowledge of the 

relationship between Corman Construction and the Mansudae Overseas Project 

Architectural Group.  

145. On 21 December 2017, the Permanent Mission of Senegal informed the Chair 

of the Committee that “the competent Senegalese authorities have taken measures 

against the North Korean company Mansudae Overseas Project Architectural Group” 

and that “[t]he Government of Senegal has systematically refused to issue entry and 

short-stay visas to or renew previous visas for the company’s North Korean workers. 

Owing to these measures, the company cannot continue to carry out its activities.” 127  

146. According to documents obtained by the Panel, Corman Construction registered 

as a Senegalese company on 22 June 2017 (see annex 74), approximately six months 

before Senegal notified the Panel that it had taken measures against the Mansudae 

Overseas Project Architectural Group. Through an analysis of contracts and financial 

records obtained by the Panel, it is evident that Choe Song Chol and Im Song Sun, 

known nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea linked to the company, 

continued to manage several construction projects in Dakar and to receive payments 

on contracts awarded to both that company and Corman Construction. These included 

construction projects for SCI Adja Seneba (see annex 75) and Patisen (see annex 76) 

and at Diamniadio Lake City (see annex 77) development project. The Panel also 

notes that Corman Construction has and may continue to maintain financial accounts 

at Banque Atlantique and Banque Sahelo-Saharienne (see annex 78). The Panel has 

yet to receive a reply from Senegal.  

 

__________________ 

 125  See Ham Ji-ha and Kim Seon-myung “Despite UN sanctions, North Koreans at work in Senegal”, 

Voice of America, 24 September 2019, available at www.voanews.com/africa/despite-un-

sanctions-north-koreans-work-senegal. 

 126  In its March 2020 final report, the Panel highlighted an ongoing investigation into the Mansudae 

Overseas Project Group of Companies in Senegal-SUARL and identified several individuals 

associated with the company (See S/2020/151, para. 144). 

 127  See S/AC.49/2018/1, annex. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2375(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/1718(2006)
https://undocs.org/en/S/AC.49/2018/1
http://www.voanews.com/africa/despite-un-sanctions-north-koreans-work-senegal
http://www.voanews.com/africa/despite-un-sanctions-north-koreans-work-senegal
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/151
https://undocs.org/en/S/AC.49/2018/1
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  Democratic Republic of Congo  
 

147. In or around February 2018, Pak Hwa Song and Hwang Kil Su, both nationals 

of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (see annexes 79 and 80), registered the 

company “Congo Aconde SARL” in Lubumbashi (see annex 81) for the purpose of 

facilitating construction projects in Lualaba, Haut-Lomami and Haut-Katanga 

Provinces. Some of these projects are suspected to be violations of United Nations 

sanctions, including violations of paragraph 29 of resolution 2321 (2016).128  

148. Shortly after establishing Congo Aconde SARL, Mr. Pak and Mr. Hwang opened 

United States dollar-denominated accounts at a Lubumbashi branch of a bank 

headquartered in Cameroon (see annex 82).129 Three additional individuals associated 

with Congo Aconde SARL also opened accounts at the same bank: Han Kyong Ho, 

Ri Yong Gwang and Rim Chol (see annex 83). 130  According to financial records 

obtained by the Panel, between February 2018 and September 2020, the accounts 

belonging to Congo Aconde SARL and its associates had approximately $407,800 in 

deposits and approximately $408,145 in withdrawals.131  

149. According to documents obtained by the Panel, in February 2019 the city of 

Lubumbashi awarded Congo Aconde SARL a contract to perform construction 

services (see annex 85). On 18 April 2019, Mr. Pak requested a bank guarantee 

release, related to the aforementioned contract award, from the account of Congo 

Aconde SARL at Afriland First Bank (see annex 86).  

150. The Panel notes that Mr. Hwang Kil Su is known to have been involved in 

construction-related projects in Cameroon, which the Panel is currently investigating. 

The Panel is also investigating similar activities linked to the Korea Paekho Trading 

Corporation and its affiliates throughout Rwanda, Nigeria and Ghana.  

 

  Joint ventures and cooperative entities 
 

  Korea Narae Trading Corporation  
 

151. In its 2020 midterm report, the Panel highlighted the attempts by the Korea 

Narae Trading Corporation and its representatives, including Alejandro Cao de Benos, 

to establish a joint venture in violation of relevant United Nations resolutions 132. The 

Mole: Undercover in North Korea portrays members affiliated with the Korea 

Friendship Association and the Korea Narae Trading Corporation attempting to 

__________________ 

 128  Local media reports indicate that Congo Aconde SARL constructed monuments in Haut Lomami, 

which were unveiled in January 2019 (see annex 84). A news article also describes Congo Aconde 

SARL as a “South Korean” company, which is incorrect. See “Overt affairs: how North Korean 

businessmen busted sanctions in the Democratic Republic of Congo” (The Sentry, August 2020), 

available at https://thesentry.org/reports/overt-affairs. See also “Artful dodgers: new findings on 

North Korean sanctions-busting in the Democratic Republic of Congo” (The Sentry, January 

2021), available at https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/ArtfulDodgers-

TheSentry-January2021.pdf. 

 129  In response to the Panel’s enquiry about the financial activities of Congo Aconde SARL, one 

financial institution described its due diligence procedures, which included cross-referencing 

names and passport numbers against United Nations designation lists. The financial institution 

explained that Messrs. Pak Hwa Song and Hwang Kil Su are not designated entities. They also 

provided the Panel with documentation that the two men had signed an acknowledgment that the 

accounts would not be used for prohibited activities, inter alia, sanctions evasion. 

 130  After the release of the aforementioned report (see footnote 129), the financial institution closed 

all accounts associated with Congo Aconde SARL in September 2020, according to a bank 

representative. 

 131  According to the financial institute: “We have not carried out any money transfer operations 

abroad from the company’s accounts and we have not received any money transfers from abroad 

to CONGO ACONDE SARL”. 

 132  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, para. 151 and annex 57. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2321(2016)
https://thesentry.org/reports/overt-affairs
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/ArtfulDodgers-TheSentry-January2021.pdf
https://cdn.thesentry.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/ArtfulDodgers-TheSentry-January2021.pdf
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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engage in activities related to sanctions evasion, including possible arms sales and 

possible illicit oil sales (see annex 88). The Panel continues to investigate the claims 

made in the film and would welcome the cooperation of its director and producers.  

 

  “Hanne Ulaan LLC”  
 

152. In December 2020, Mongolia provided the Panel with details of an internal 

investigation into activities related to sanctions evasion. According to Mongolia, Choi 

Chon Gon, a resident and citizen of the Russian Federation, travelled to Mongolia in 

January 2019 for the purpose of setting up the company “Hanne Ulaan LLC” and 

establishing bank accounts. The company’s corporate registration documentation was 

also forwarded to an address in Moscow that matches that of the Embassy of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Documents included a “wage report of the 

company and the payment receipt for the membership of the Mongolian Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry”, according to Mongolia. Based on these financial activities, 

Mongolian authorities have preliminarily assessed Hanne Ulaan LLC to be a 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea front company for the purpose of evading 

sanctions. Furthermore, Mongolian authorities have taken decisive action to freeze 

approximately $13,800 in bank accounts linked to Hanne Ulaan LLC and Mr.  Choi 

(see annex 89). 

 

  Korea Surim Trading Corporation  
 

153. According to a Member State, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

continues to establish joint ventures and cooperative entities with Chinese companies 

for the purpose of evading sanctions. One such company, Korea Surim Trading 

Corporation, is alleged by the Member State to have established a joint venture with 

China Zhejiang Province Qianwan Ecological Environment Co. Ltd. for hog farming 

and sand and gravel excavation in Sinuiju, along the Yalu River. According to the 

same Member State, the Korea Myohyang General Corporation is actively involved 

in the facilitation of the joint venture. The Panel has requested information from 

entities involved in related transactions (see para. 55 and annex 32 (b)) but has yet to 

receive a reply.  

 

  Korea Puhung Trading Company  
 

154. In its 2020 midterm report, the Panel described the activities of Kim Su Il, a 

Munitions Industry Department operative alleged to continue to operate in Viet Nam 

(see annex 90).133 In response to the Panel’s request for information, Viet Nam noted 

that Mr. Kim, who no longer has a work permit and has terminated his activities, 

opened a bank account at a bank based in Viet Nam in 2017 and closed the account 

on 8 January 2018. From 2017 to 2018, there were three transactions. The first was 

an incoming wire from the “Korea Puhung Trading Company” in the amount of 

$5,000. The second and third transactions were cash withdrawals on 4 August 2017 

and 8 January 2018, respectively, totalling $5,000. Viet Nam also informed the Panel 

that the Korea Puhung General Trading Corporation had opened accounts 

denominated in Vietnamese dong and United States dollars at a bank based in 

Viet Nam on 10 April 2017. Viet Nam stated that the accounts had been closed on 

21 July 2020. 

 

  MCM International Trading Company Limited 
 

155. Through the course of an investigation into possible sanctions evasion activities, 

the Panel found a joint venture or cooperative entity operating in Thailand. According 

__________________ 

 133  Ibid., para. 115. Viet Nam has replied to the Panel that it has not found any links between Mr. Kim 

and the Munitions Industry Department, or any sanctions violations. 
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to corporate records, the MCM International Trading Company Limited was 

registered in November 2015 and remains active (see annex 91). 134 Records list the 

company’s director as Min Myong Chol. The Panel has requested additional 

information from Thailand.  

 

  Cyberactivities against financial institutions  
 

  Virtual assets and virtual asset service providers  
 

156. The Panel continued its investigations into cyberactivities of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea that target financial institutions, virtual assets and virtual 

asset service providers. Based on a review of publicly available information and 

information provided by Member States, the Panel continues to assess that 

cyberactors linked to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea continued to 

conduct operations against financial institutions 135  and virtual currency exchange 

houses in 2020 to generate revenue to support its weapons of mass destruction and 

ballistic missile programmes. According to one Member State, the total theft of virtual 

assets by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, from 2019 to November 2020, 

is valued at approximately $316.4 million.  

157. In its midterm report, the Panel noted the country’s efforts to launder stolen 

virtual assets (i.e. cryptocurrencies) through Chinese brokers to acquire fiat 

currency. 136  An analysis of cryptocurrency transactions shows that the country 

continues to target over-the-counter virtual asset brokers, especially those located in 

China. The Panel also notes that peer-to-peer services and those that do not collect 

“know-your-client” information, including over-the-counter exchange services, 

present a growing target for Democratic People’s Republic of Korea cyberactors.  

158. A Member State’s August 2020 court proceeding137 outlines further activities 

undertaken by the same China-based individuals to launder proceeds from a July 2019 

and a September 2019 hack, which resulted in the theft of approximately $272,000 

and $2.5 million, respectively. 138  These hacks involved the theft of alternative 

cryptocurrencies, such as Proton tokens, PlayGame tokens and IHT Real Estate 

Protocol tokens. According to one Member State, the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea would fence the stolen bitcoins through over-the-counter brokers, based in 

China, at a discounted rate. The brokers then would convert the virtual assets into 

more stable cryptocurrencies, such as ethereum or bitcoin, an obfuscation method 

known as “chain-hopping.”  

__________________ 

 134  Documentation obtained by the Panel suggests that MCM International is not located at the 

address listed in the corporate registry. 

 135  Based on an open-source report, the Panel is investigating alleged attempts by the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea to hack a financial institution in Chile. In response to the Panel’s 

request for information, the national authorities of Chile stated that “the Office of the Public 

Ministry in Chile Specialized Unit for Money-Laundering [and] Economic and Organized Crimes 

has indicated that the criminal investigation initiated in connection to the cyberattack against 

[the bank] is still a non-formalized investigation”. The Panel continues its investigation.  

 136  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, annex 56. 

 137  According to court records, United States authorities were able to link the brokers’ Internet 

protocol addresses to the same Internet protocol addresses used by the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea to facilitate the hack of two previous cryptocurrency changes. See 

www.justice.gov/opa/pr/united-states-files-complaint-forfeit-280-cryptocurrency-accounts-tied-

hacks-two-exchanges. 

 138  According to the same Member State and information obtained by the Panel, one of the China-

based individuals accused of laundering the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea stolen 

cryptocurrency had registered an account at a virtual currency exchange house mere hours before 

the country conducted its July 2019 attack. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/united-states-files-complaint-forfeit-280-cryptocurrency-accounts-tied-hacks-two-exchanges
http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/united-states-files-complaint-forfeit-280-cryptocurrency-accounts-tied-hacks-two-exchanges
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159. The Panel is investigating a hack against a cryptocurrency exchange that 

occurred in September 2020. The hack resulted in approximately $281 million worth 

of cryptocurrencies stolen from the exchange. Preliminary analysis, based on the 

attack vectors and subsequent efforts to launder the illicit proceeds, strongly suggests 

links to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Transactions on the blockchain 

related to the hack also appear to be related to a second hack in October 2020, which 

resulted in the theft of approximately $23 million. According to sources familiar with 

both hacks, the attackers exploited “defi” protocols, i.e., smart contracts that facilitate 

automated transactions.  

 

  Information technology freelance platforms  
 

160. According to one Member State, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

continues to generate illicit revenue by exploiting freelance information technology 

platforms. The country’s information technology laborers can evade due diligence 

and know-your-customer protocols by largely employing the same obfuscation 

methods used to access the global financial system, i.e. providing false identification, 

using virtual private network services and establishing front companies based in Hong 

Kong. According to one company’s internal investigation based on the Panel’s 

enquiry, most accounts linked to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea operate 

from locations in China.139 To avoid scrutiny, these accounts will often go “off-site” 

after establishing contact with potential customers, i.e. those looking to hire 

information technology services. The company also noted a trend whereby users 

linked to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea will target information 

technology freelance platforms with lower levels of security or less rigorous due 

diligence procedures.  

161. Through an ongoing investigation into joint ventures, the Panel identified one 

such information technology labour network operating in Jilin, China. According to 

information obtained by the Panel, the user in question was linked, via a Chinese 

phone number and Internet protocol addresses, to four additional accounts. 140  The 

user also supplied a Chinese national identification number and photograph, both of 

which are likely fraudulent. Over the course of a year, the account in question 

generated approximately $1,050 (with an average transaction of $200). The Panel is 

continuing to investigate this network, among others, but specifically notes dangers 

facing information technology freelance platforms in meeting compliance obligations 

and unintentionally facilitating access by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

to international payment systems.  

 

  Recommendations  
 

162. The Panel notes the reliance by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

on corporate service providers to facilitate its sanctions evasion activities and 

encourages Member States to continue to address opaque corporate registration 

rules and regulations that may afford anonymity to sanctions evasion activities.  

163. The Panel recommends that Member States conduct enhanced due 

diligence on contractors and subcontractors for development projects, especially 

those in sub-Saharan Africa that involve municipal loans, grants or foreign direct 

investment.  

__________________ 

 139  See S/2020/840 and S/2020/840/Corr.1, annex 47. 

 140  The Panel has linked at least two of these usernames and email addresses to two separate 

information technology freelance platforms. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840
https://undocs.org/en/S/2020/840/Corr.1
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164. The Panel recommends that Member States work with freelance 

information technology companies to promote and enhance sanctions compliance 

implementation capacity and capability. 

165. The Panel recommends Choe Song Chol and Im Song Sun for designation 

by the Committee.  

166. The Panel recommends Pak Hwa Song and Hwang Kil Su for designation 

by the Committee. 

 

 

 VI. Unintended impact of sanctions  
 

 

167. In paragraph 25 of resolution 2397 (2017), the Security Council reaffirmed that 

United Nations sanctions “are not intended to have adverse humanitarian 

consequences for the civilian population of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea or to affect negatively or restrict those activities, including economic activities 

and cooperation, food aid and humanitarian assistance, that are not prohibited by 

[Security Council] resolutions” and also stressed that it is the country’s “primary 

responsibility and need to fully provide for the livelihood needs” of its people.  

168. United Nations agencies, Member States and non-governmental organizations 

describe the evolving humanitarian situation in the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea as dire and rapidly deteriorating. The combination of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

environmental disasters, sanctions and the mismanagement of social and economic 

policies have exacerbated food shortages,141 led to price spikes and panic buying and 

further limited the availability of medical supplies and services. 142  

169. Given these factors, in addition to the scarcity of accurate data, the Panel is 

unable to make a quantitative assessment of the unintended consequences of United 

Nations sanctions143 but notes that during the reporting period sanctions likely had 

unintended effects affecting civilian population.  

170. According to two Member States, the unintended consequences of United 

Nations sanctions were as follows:  

 • Limitations on fuel imports negatively influenced energy security,144 production 

of electricity, 145  civil transport and agriculture, and resulted in ecological 

problems like deforestation  

 • Constraints on agricultural resources, e.g. transportation services, imports of 

machinery and production of fertilizers, led to reduced food “availability” 146  

__________________ 

 141  A Member State conveyed to the Panel that the public distribution system quota as of October 

2020 had been reduced to 545 grams. 

 142  See annex 98 for the statement of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea on the humanitarian crisis in that country.  

 143  Two experts have different views on this. 

 144  According to research materials (http://nautilus.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Refined-

Products-Balance-Thru-July-22-2020-SR-PDF.pdf), imported fuel is predominantly used in the 

civilian sector (see annex 97). 

 145  According to the Member States: “Amid growing scarcity of hydrocarbons in the country, many 

thermoelectric power stations suspended their operation”. 

 146  According to the Member States: “Unable to use the fuel-consuming farming equipment, Korean 

farmers are forced back to implement less effective methods (up to using draught cattle and 

manual labour)”. 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
http://nautilus.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Refined-Products-Balance-Thru-July-22-2020-SR-PDF.pdf
http://nautilus.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Refined-Products-Balance-Thru-July-22-2020-SR-PDF.pdf
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 • The health care, sanitation and hygiene spheres were negatively affected by 

import restrictions on medical equipment and its supplements147  

 • Sectoral sanctions caused an estimated loss of at least 200,000 jobs, resulting in 

a disappearance of income and a rise in hidden unemployment  

 • The repatriation of workers has led to the loss of income and adverse 

socioeconomic conditions. Such workers were mostly sent to do construction 

work in remote mountainous regions, practically without pay, and some faced a 

debt crisis because of the abrupt termination of their earnings.  

171. Two additional Member States reported to the Panel that their analyses indicate 

that the trajectory of economic mismanagement of the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea, including “white elephant” projects and the diversion of resources, not 

sanctions, has been the primary driver of agricultural declines, food insecurity and 

inadequate health and medical services. The Member States further noted the following:  

 • The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea continues to prioritize the stability 

and continuity of the Kim family regime over all other national priorities, 

including health and medical services and food security  

 • The vast majority of the income that nationals of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea earn abroad is retained by the State-owned enterprises that 

employ them, so the regime is the primary beneficiary of their labour. 

Additionally, any “social benefit” derived from overseas workers is hampered 

by strict living conditions that are controlled and monitored;  

 • Agricultural and enterprise reforms were publicly launched months after Kim 

Jong Un took power in 2012 and rolled back almost immediately afterwards, 

nearly five years before the Security Council unanimously implemented sectoral 

sanctions and bans on overseas workers in 2017  

 • The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has politicized humanitarian 

assistance. It is only accepting aid in areas that the Korea Workers’ Party 

considers a priority, and it is only accepting aid from countries that do not pose 

an ideological problem for the regime or demand procedures that minimize 

diversion. Moreover, the aid has “almost certainly” been diverted to meet the 

needs of the leadership, ultimately reducing the incentive for meaningful 

economic reform.  

 • The regime has focused all its energy on hastily building a showcase hospital in 

the heart of the capital city. Construction was started, apparently, without a 

comprehensive plan for even completing the building and was rushed to meet 

an artificial political deadline, which was not met.  

172. To assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on humanitarian operations 

within the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the Panel surveyed 38 organizations 

in May 2020 and followed up with each organization in October 2020. These included 

both United Nations organizations and non-governmental organizations that applied for 

exemptions, either directly to the Committee or through a Member State or the United 

Nations Resident Coordinator in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. As of 

January 2021, the Panel had received 11 replies.148 Annex 99 (a) includes a summary of 

the responses. 

__________________ 

 147  The Member State notes that “health-care problems grow out of import restrictions on medical 

equipment and its supplements related to coercive measures and of a deficit of foreign currency 

due to export restrictions”. 

 148  Response to the Panel’s enquiry was optional and has no bearing on the exemption approval 

processes. (For suggestions from non-governmental organizations, see annex 99 (b)).  
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173. United Nations agencies and non-governmental organizations informed the 

Panel that significant reductions in personnel and operational capacity had occurred 

due to border closures and international and domestic travel restrictions. 149 Several 

organizations have had to suspend both implementation and monitoring efforts. In 

many cases, humanitarian aid is no longer reaching the target populations.  

174. Several responses highlighted the burden of additional costs incurred due to 

having to store items requiring climate control, such as medicine, and other supplies 

at the border. 150  Some organizations noted secondary effects due to less reliable 

supply chain and logistics channels, creating longer lead times. One organization 

explained how its procurement lead times had increased significantly, to more than 

eight months. 151  Organizations have also experienced increased competition with 

regard to finding available shippers and freight forwarders, further compounding the 

problem. Finally, several respondents noted that the continued lack of a stable banking 

channel, coupled with the border closures and a lack of international flights, had 

created severe cash flow problems, which would likely result in reduced humanitarian 

efforts and possible fiscal reprogramming for the next year.  

 

  Recommendations  
 

175. The Panel recommends that the Committee review the responses of 

non-governmental organizations to the Panel’s survey to help inform future 

decision-making and to better assess humanitarian aid needs and impact (see 

annex 99).  

176. The Panel notes the importance of the arrangements for re-establishing the 

banking channel.  

177. The Panel notes the usefulness of biannual briefings by the relevant United 

Nations agencies on the unintended impact of sanctions and recommends that 

the Committee continue this practice. 

178. The Panel recommends that the Security Council continue to address issues 

and processes that mitigate the potential unintended adverse impacts of 

sanctions on the civilian population of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea and on humanitarian aid operations to benefit the country’s vulnerable 

population and overcome the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

179. The Committee should continue to streamline the processes and procedures 

for applying for humanitarian exemptions. 

 

 

 VII. National implementation reports  
 

 

  Status of Member States reporting on the implementation of relevant resolutions  
 

180. As at 5 February 2021, 66 Member States had submitted reports on their 

implementation of paragraph 8 of resolution 2397 (2017), 81 Member States on 

paragraph 17 of resolution 2397 (2017), 95 Member States on resolution 2375 (2017), 
__________________ 

 149  As of December 2020, only two international United Nations humanitarian staff members and 

nine ambassadors remained in Pyongyang. 

 150  China noted that: “The Chinese customs authorities have established standard operational 

procedure and working method, and actively solved problems during customs clearance of 

humanitarian goods to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea”, despite contrary statements 

from NGOs (see annex 93). 

 151  The Committee has accelerated the exemption process for humanitarian assistance by adopting a 

two-day decision-making procedure in response to COVID-19 (see implementation assistance 

notice No. #7, available at www.un.org/securitycouncil/sites/www.un.org.securitycouncil/files/  

ian7_updated_30nov20_2.pdf). 

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2375(2017)
http://www.un.org/securitycouncil/sites/www.un.org.securitycouncil/files/ian7_updated_30nov20_2.pdf
http://www.un.org/securitycouncil/sites/www.un.org.securitycouncil/files/ian7_updated_30nov20_2.pdf
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90 Member States on resolution 2371 (2017), 107 Member States on resolution 2321 

(2016) and 115 Member States on resolution 2270 (2016). Despite the increase in 

overall reporting, the Panel notes that the number of non-reporting States (127, 1 of 

which served as a non-permanent member of the Security Council in 2020) for 

resolution 2397 (2017) remains significant.  

 

  Recommendations  
 

181. The Panel recommends that Member States submit their reports in full 

conformity with resolutions 2371 (2017), 2375 (2017) and 2397 (2017).  

 

 

 VIII. Recommendations  
 

 

182. For a consolidated list of recommendations, see annex 100.  

  

https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2371(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2321(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2321(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2270(2016)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2371(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2375(2017)
https://undocs.org/en/S/RES/2397(2017)
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Annex 1:  COVID-19, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea border measures 
 
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea responded rapidly to the emergence of the COVID-19 
pandemic with border closures, internal controls and  quarantine measures (see S/840/2020, Annex 
1). All international flights remained suspended throughout the current reporting period. Passenger 
rail services also remained suspended. Occasional and limited cross-border  deliveries of goods and 
cargo by road and rail were recorded. Maritime deliveries to the refined petroleum facility at Nampo 
continued. Maritime container shipments were occurring at the start of the reporting period but were 
largely suspended shortly afterwards. Outward coal shipments continued at reduced levels. There 
was almost no movement of people into or out of the country. Diplomatic missions, UN agencies  
and non-government organisations were permitted to repatriate staff but were unable to bring staff 
into the DPRK.   
   
Source: The Panel.  
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Annex 2: Yongbyon nuclear complex  
(1)  Plumes of steam observed in uranium enrichment plant complex on 14 July, 18 

September, and 22 September 2020. 

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 14 Jul. 2020, 02:17 UTC  

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 18 Sep. 2020, 02:12 UTC  
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Source: Planet Labs Inc. 22 Sep. 2020, 02:54 UTC  

 

(2) A cooling device at the uranium enrichment facility remained removed (see para. 3, S/2020/840)  

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 12 Dec. 2019, 02:47 UTC, and 20 Dec. 2020, 02:45 UTC  
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Annex 3: Uranium mine and processing plant in Pyongsan  
 

Pyongsan uranium mine and plant were damaged by typhoons in the summer of 2020. However, 

satellite imagery suggests its operation was continuing as of late 2020. Furthermore, satellite 

imagery suggests the leakage of a waste pipeline over the Ryesong River. The waste tailings contain 

heavy metal and acid and are highly toxic, which could cause local adverse environmental impact.  

 

(1) Construction and modernization of the building  

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 27 Nov. 2020, 04:54 UTC and 14 Apr. 2020, 02:21 UTC  
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(2) Leak of waste pipeline                                                                                                                            

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 27 Nov. 2020, 04:54 UTC; 14 Nov. 2020, 01:59 UTC; 30 Oct. 2020, 05:05 UTC; 

20 Sep. 2020, 02:19 UTC; Google Earth: 23 Mar. 2019. 
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Annex 4: Impact of typhoons at the dam of Kuryong River in  

Yongbyon 
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Source: Planet Labs Inc. 8 Jul. 2020, 02:47 UTC; 5 Sep. 2020, 05:10 UTC; 18 Sep. 2020, 02:12 UTC; 

9  Oct. 2020, 02:15 UTC; 17 Oct. 2020, 02:18 UTC; 23 Oct. 2020, 02:15 UTC; 20 Dec. 2020, 02:45 UTC  
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Annex 5: Suspected uranium enrichment facility in Kangson  
 

The Panel is continuing monitoring the facility for its possible connection with the nuclear program 

in Kangson (figure). Several assessments have been stated. The IAEA has stated that “if the Kangson 

complex is a centrifuge enrichment facility, this would be consistent with the Agency’s assessed 

chronology of the development of the DPRK’s reported uranium enrichment program”. 1 An analysis 

was published concerning one possibility that the facility is not a uranium enrichment facility but 

could be another type of facility related to the uranium enrichment programme, such as a workshop 

for production and testing of centrifuge components.2  

 

Figure: Suspected uranium enrichment facility in Kangson  

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. (Skysat Collect, 4 Dec. 2020, 02:57 UTC)  

 

 

  

 

 1 IAEA, 1 September 2020, GOV2020/42-GC(64)/18. 

 2 38 North, https://www.38north.org/2020/12/kangson201217/  
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Annex 6: Statement by Chairman Kim Jong Un concerning DPRK’s nuclear weapon 

program 

On 11 October DPRK’s state media reported “Congratulatory note to Supreme Leader of Party, 

Nation and Armed Forces, Kim Jong Un” by several committees of Workers Party of Korea, State 

Affairs Commission, Presidium of the Supreme People's Assembly and Cabinet  of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea dated on 10 October 2020. In the note they expressed the commitment 

to “…building strong military power by strengthening the political ideological and military technical 

power of the revolutionary force in all directions, and brighten the country as a world class military 

power, by massively strengthening defence capability centred around nuclear force in both quality 

and quantity.”  

On 9 January 2021, DPRK’s state media reported in Mr. Kim Jong Un’s report on the work of the 

Central Committee of the Party presented at Eighth Congress of the Workers Party of Korea in  

January 2021, Mr. Kim Jong Un stated the Central Committee “carried out the great cause of 

building a state nuclear force”, and a plan to develop tactical nuclear weapons are presented.  It was 

also reported that in the closing remarks of this Eighth Congress, Mr. Kim Jong Un stated that “[the 

country] must further strengthen the nuclear war deterrent while doing our best to build up the most 

powerful military strength.”   
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Annex 7: A Member State’s information on dual use choke-point items used for nuclear 

fuel cycle which are not listed as items to which measures imposed in paragraph 8(a), 

8(b) and 8(c) of resolution 1718 (2006) should apply   
 

(1) Insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) 

Fast-switching electrical components are necessary in several power applications, including 

frequency changers. Four or more IGBTs are critical components in modern multi -phase 

frequency changers (inverters, converters, motor drives).  

(2) Programmable logic controllers (PLSs) 

 Modern process control systems incorporate industrial computer technology for control 

rooms. PLCs contain the programmed software that operates instrumentation such as 

frequency changers and valves. 

(3) Roots vacuum pumps, rotary vane vacuum pumps 

Vacuum equipment is required in many nuclear fuel cycle facilities. Roots pumps are 

commonly employed as a booster pump for several types of forepumps (such as rotary vane 

pumps).  

(4) Pressure transducers, micromanometers 

Many nuclear fuel cycle processes require precise pressure measurement. Corrosion resistant 

pressure transducers are used for centrifuge enrichment cascade instrumentation. 

Micromanometers are also used as ancillary instruments to monitor operations.  

(5) Epoxy resin and associated hardeners, monel welding rods 

Epoxy resins and associated hardeners are used to form composite structures and protect 

centrifuge rotors from exposure to corrosive uranium components. Monel welding rods are 

used to weld corrosion resistant nickel-alloy materials.        

Source: Member State and the Panel 
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Annex 8: Examples of research topics on two DPRK university websites  
 

1. Kim Il Sung University academic journal Vol. 66, No. 2, 2020  

(1) Study on Neutron Detector with Lithium-6 Sensor  

 Pak Su Il ,Ko Myong Son and Kim Song Jin  

(abstract)  

In this paper we manufactured a thermal neutron sensor with compound contained    Lithium-

6, constructed a thermal neutron detector with this sensor and ZnS(Ag) scintillator, and 

evaluated its detection efficiency. The thermal neutron detection efficiency of Lithium-6 sensor 

is 14%.  

Keywords: neutron detector, scintillator, radiation detector  

(2) Improvement of Some Characteristics in Nuclear Reactor Internal Vibration Measuring 

Instrument  

 Ri Kum San, Ro Kwang Chol  

(abstract)  

In order to realize normalization of analysis results for various type of accelerators sensors 

with sensitivity 10～1000mV within acceleration range of 1～50g, we have enabled gain of 

the charge amplifier to be regulated 0～60dB.  

 

Applying on-line USB communication and microprocessor PIC18F4550 and converting 

measuring device into NI-VISA device, we have increased communication rate up to 12Mbps 

and normalized nuclear reactor internal vibration measuring.  

In addition, by using powerful digital signal processing function of LabVIEW, we have 

improved reliability and realized multifunction and on-line in measuring and analyzing of 

nuclear reactor internal vibration.  

Keywords: vibration measuring, nuclear reactor internal vibration  

(3) A Method of Discriminating Seismic Wave and Explosive Wave in a Digital Seismic Analysis  

Pak Chi Bong, Jong Kyong Su and Kim Yong Il 

(abstract)   

We suggested a method to determinate seismic wave and explosive wave, which were based 

on the power spectra mean frequency ratio and the linear discriminant analyze.  

Keywords: seismic wave, explosive wave 

 

Source: Kim Il Sung University website, www.ryongnamsan.edu.kp/univ/ko/research/journals 

(accessed 4 January 2021) 

 

  

http://www.ryongnamsan.edu.kp/univ/ko/research/journals
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2.  Publication by experts affiliated with Kim Chaek University of Technology  

 

(1) Determination of geological strength index of jointed rock mass based on image processing  

 

Kunui Hong (Faculty of Mining Engineering, Kim Chaek University of Technology),  

Eunchol Han (School of Engineering and Science, Kim Chaek University of Technology),  

Kwangsong Kang (Faculty of Mining Engineering, Kim Chaek University of Technology)  

 

(abstract)  

 

The geological strength index (GSI) system, widely used for the design and practice of mining 

process, is a unique rock mass classification system related to the rock mass strength and 

deformation parameters based on the generalized Hoek-Brown and Mohr-Coulomb failure cri-

teria. The GSI can be estimated using standard chart and field observations of rock mass block-

iness and discontinuity surface conditions. The GSI value gives a numerical representation of 

the overall geotechnical quality of the rock mass. In this study, we propose a method to deter-

mine the GSI quantitatively using photographic images of in situ jointed rock mass with image 

processing technology, fractal theory and artificial neural network (ANN). We employ the GSI 

system to characterize the jointed rock mass around the working in a coal mine. The relative 

error between the proposed value and the given value in the GSI chart is less than 3.6%. 

 

Keywords: Jointed rock mass, Geological strength index (GSI), Image processing Fractal 

dimension, Artificial neural network (ANN) 

 
Source: Kim Chaek University of Technology website,  

http://www.kut.edu.kp/index.php/page/index?si=25http (accessed 4 January 2021) 

 

(2)  Papers published in KUT International Conference for the 70th foundation anniversary  

 

1) The Stability Estimation of Rock Mass Surrounding Tunnel by Strength Reduction FEM 

 

Jong Tok Yong, Jang Ui Jun 

 

2) 3D Numerical Modeling for Tunnel in Anisotropic Rock by FEM  

 

Hwang Ryong Hyon1, Ri Yong Il 

 

3) Intelligent Back Analysis of Geotechnical Parameters for Soft Rock Mass Surrounding 

Tunnel using Grey Verhulst Model 

 

Han Un Chol, Hong Kun Ui  

 
Source: Kim Chaek University of Technology website, 

http://www.kut.edu.kp/index.php/page/index?si=54 (accessed 4 January 2021) 

 

 
 

  

http://www.kut.edu.kp/index.php/page/index?si=25http
http://www.kut.edu.kp/index.php/page/index?si=54
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Annex 9: “Sister University” listed on the website of Kim Il Sung University  
 

1)  Kim Il Sung University website 

 

 
Source: Kim Il Sung University website, “Sister University” 

www.ryongnamsan.edu.kp/univ/en/education/sister_university. (accessed 11 December 2020)  
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2) Panel’s enquiry (a letter sent to a university)  
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Source: The Panel 
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(3) Replies from universities received by by 4 February 2021  

University of Belgrade  
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Freie Universität Berlin  
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Institut national des langues et civilisations orientales (Inalco)  
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Comenius University in Bratislava 
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University of Tirana 
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Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski 
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Universidad Autónoma de Santo Domingo (UASD)  
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Cairo University (Egypt) 
 

[Translation from Arabic] 

           3 February 2021 

Sir, 

I write in reference to your letter dated 5 January 2021 (S/AC.49/2021/PE/OC.14). I have the honour to note 

that the relevant Egyptian agencies have reported the following:  

I. With regard to the cooperation agreement between Cairo University and Kim Il Sung University:  

1. The agreement in question was signed in July 2011. It has not been implemented since it was signed. No 

student or research exchange has been carried out under it (please find annexed the text of the agreement in 

the three languages). 

2. Article 8 of the agreement states that it shall be valid for three years and automatically renewable for an-

other three years only. The agreement would therefore have expired in July 2017.  

II. With regard to faculty members or academic researchers from the Democratic People’s Republic of Ko -

rea affiliated with Cairo University since 2017: 

There are no faculty members or academic researchers who are nationals of the Democratic People’s Re -

public of Korea currently affiliated with Cairo University, nor have there been any affiliated since 2017.  

 Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

 

Mohamed Edrees 

Ambassador 

      Permanent Representative of Egypt to the United Nations  
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 (Original) 
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(annex: English text only) 
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The University of Algiers I (Algeria) 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 10: A new ICBM system3 was revealed in the military parade of 10 October 

2020 in Pyongyang, televised by KCTV  
 

   

In the wake of the Hwasong-15 ICBM (KN-22)4, the four new ICBMs5 presented on their new Transporter 

Erector Launcher (TEL) were probably genuine missiles not mockups according to a Member State, though 

the new ICBM has never been tested in flight. They are longer and have a larger diameter6 than the Hwa-

song-15, which is 20.5m in length and 2.5m in diameter, and is theoretically capable of flying over 13,000 

km (see S/2018/171 para.10). All of the new ICBMs were transported on eleven axle TELs (see figure 10-

1).  

According to several Member States, the new ICBM’s warhead capacity appears to have increased, either 

for accommodating a larger payload or for deploying multiple reentry vehicles (MRV or MIRV)7, although 

this remains to be confirmed.  

The new ICBM has two liquid fuel propulsion stages. According to a Member State, its mass at takeoff will 

be around 105 tons. It is likely to be able to deliver a 1,700 kg payload mass (estim.) at a range of approx-

imately 14,000 kilometers eastward and 10,500 km westward. Following the example of Hwasong-15, this 

new missile can reach the whole of Europe and the United States, but with a more threatening payload.  

Concerning the 1st stage motorization, four nozzles under protection cover are recognizable, against two 

mobile nozzles of the Hwasong-15. These four nozzles may indicate the use of two DPRK versions of the 

twin-combustion chamber RD-250 engine, which would imply the use of two turbo pumps. (see S/2018/171 

para.14-15) 

According to a Member State’s assessment, the TEL with 11 axles (the greatest number of axles for a 

transporter of this kind)  is manufactured in the DPRK, providing greater carrying capacity than the 9 axle 

TEL for the Hwasong-15, which was derived from the six WS51200 off-road trucks imported by DPRK  

in 2011 as vehicles for transporting timber (see S/2013/337 paras. 52-58). 

 

  

 

 3 Using the term "system", the Panel describes the system consisting of the missile and its TEL;  

 4 Regarding the exact number of the entities one spare or more systems may have been kept out of the parade to be available to replace 

a possible breakdown of a vehicle. This practice is common in military parades. According to a rigorous  photo-analysis by NK-

NEWS/NK-PRO website on the 26 November 2020, there was a fifth Hwasong-15 intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) that was 

not seen in initial state media coverage of the parade. This practice of bringing an extra vehicle for each group, meant to fall in line 

in case of a problem, is common at North Korean military parades (https://www.nknews.org/pro/new -photo-reveals-extra-standby-

icbm-at-north-koreas-military-parade/?t=1610062338850) 

 5 The new super large ICBM (so far unnamed by the DPRK) is temporarily dubbed “Hwasong-16” by observers. 

 6 The measurement assessment of the ICBM-TEL system was calculated from the KCTV pictures by various experts:  

- see  “North Korea showcases world’s largest mobile ICBM” Jane’s Intelligence Review, 03 Dec 2020 available from 

https://customer.janes.com/Janes/Display/FG_3805327-JIRThe measurements of the new ICBM are a length of 25.2 m 

and a diameter of 2.73m within plus or minus 5% 

- The measurements of the eleven axle TEL are a length of around 29.5m and a width of around 4m.  

- see “Does Size Matter? North Korea’s Newest ICBM”,38 North, 21 October 2020, available from 

https://www.38north.org/2020/10/melleman102120/The measurements of the new ICBM are a length between 24 and 

25m and a diameter between 2.4 and 2.5m. 

- Its mass, fully fueled, is somewhere between 80,000 and 110,000 kg.  

 7 MRV: multiple reentry vehicle; MIRV: multiple independent reentry vehicle,  
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Figure 10-1: The new ICBM revealed in the military parade of 10 October 2020 in Pyongyang 

 

Source: KCTV 
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Annex 11: a new MRBM/SLBM Pukguksong-4 was revealed in the military parade of 10 

October 2020 in Pyongyang broadcast by KCTV as well as a new SLBM Pukguksong-5 in the 

military parade of the 14 January 2021 

    
The four Pukguksong-4 were introduced as “underwater strategic ballistic missiles” and thus probably a 

new type of SLBM8. It is assumed to be a modified type of which the size has been enlarged (diameter 

close to 2m) compared to the Pukguksong-1 and Pukguksong-3 (diameter between 1.5m and 1.7m) (see 

S/2020/151 para.197 annex 58.7; S/2017/742 annex 4).  

Due to the shroud dimension, the Pukguksong-4 may contain several reentry vehicles such as MIRV though 

this remains to be confirmed. According to a Member State, its maximal range is estimated to be between 

3,500 and 5,400 km for payloads of 1,300 kg and 650 kg respectively. This is an improvement in 

comparison with the Pukguksong-3 (max. range close to 2,500km). Moreover, to reduce the weight of the 

casing from the first Pukguksong missiles, composite fibre may have been used in the structure of the outer 

coating as the filament patterns are visible on the black cylinder surface shown by KCTV images. (see 

figure 11-1 and S/2019/171 para. 5) 

Currently, no operational North-Korean submarine appears to be able to launch the Pukguksong-4 although , 

on 23 July 2019, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea presented a submarine under construction in 

the building of the Sinpo south shipyard potentially capable of carrying ballistic missiles (see S/2020/151 

para. 196, annex 60) 

The four Pukguksong-5 in the 14 January 2021 military parade were introduced by KCNA as “The world's 

most powerful weapon, submarine-launch ballistic missile...”9 The design of the Pukguksong-5 seems 

longer than the Pukguksong-4. The cone of its shroud seems more elongated. This new SLBM is expected 

to have a greater range and warhead carrying capacity than the Pukguksong-4 (See figure 11-2) 

 

  

 

 8 DPRK printed “PKS-4 ㅅ” and “PKS-5 ㅅ” 

 9 KCNA: “The submarine strategic ballistic missile, the world’s strongest weapon, entered the square in succession powerfully 

demonstrating the might of the strong revolutionary army with military and technological upperhand of the world,” 
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Figure 11-1: A new MRBM/SLBM Pukguksong-4 was revealed in the military parade of 10 Octo-

ber 2020 in Pyongyang 

 

Source: KCTV (Image), The Panel (Text) 
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Figure 11-2: New MRBM/SLBM Pukguksong-5, larger than Pukguksong-4, was revealed in the 

military parade of the 14 January 2021 in Pyongyang (yellow dotted line marks the shroud of 

Pukguksong-4) 

 

Source: KCTV (Image), The Panel (Text) 
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Annex 12: Three types of SRBM missile were exhibited during the military parade of 10 

October 2020 in Pyongyang broadcast by KCTV 

These missiles were identified as the short-range ballistic missiles KN-23, KN-24 and KN-25 (see 

S/2020/151, annex 59) which are solid fuel propelled, that the DPRK test-launched on numerous occa-

sions from 2019. Moreover, with their solid fuel propulsion, a distinctive feature of these new missiles is 

their use of depressed trajectory and irregular trajectory, which is the result of terminal phase manoeu-

vring, according to a Member State. (see S/2020/151, para 194; S/2020/840 para.11, annex 7).  

According to a Member State, all these missiles will eventually replace the liquid fuel Scud family ballis-

tic missiles such as so-called Rodong, Scud, Musudan types that appeared in past DPRK military parades 

but not in this last one on 10 October 2020 (see Parade of April 2017, S/2017/742 Para.8). They symbol-

ize the renewal of the DPRK ballistic threat through the ongoing modernization of its BM capability. (see 

S/2019/171 annex 84) 

Except for the new super large ICBM, all BMs presented in this parade have been test-launched including 

“Pukguksong-2”, “Hwasong-12” and “Hwasong-15” in 2017 ( see S/2018/171 para.7, 9) as well as three 

different types of SRBM after May 2019.  

The military parade showed that, as previously reported by the Panel, the SRBM could be launched from 

wheeled and or caterpillar track TELs. 

• Nine KN-25 Super large multiple rocket launcher wheeled and 4 rounds10 systems 

• Nine KN-25 Super large multiple rocket launcher caterpillar track and 6 rounds systems 

• Nine KN-25 Super large multiple rocket launcher wheeled and 5 rounds systems 

• Eight SRBM KN-23 wheeled and 2 rounds systems   

• Eight SRBM KN-23 caterpillar track and 2 rounds systems 

• Nine SRBM KN-24 caterpillar track and 4 rounds systems  

According to a Member State, the DPRK appears to be enhancing operational employment efficiency by 

diversifying types of TEL and the number of rounds of the super-large multiple rocket launcher such as 4, 

5 (new) and 6 rounds (see figure xx3-1) following a trend confirmed in 2019 (see S/2020/151 para.194 

and S/2020/840 annex 7) 

Six new SRBM sytems (2 missiles mounted on 5 axle wheeled TEL) in the second military parade on 14 

January 2021 have a design close to the KN-23 (see above). But the SRBM seems to be longer and possi-

bly wider. If it is confirmed, this new SRBM is expected to have a greater range and warhead carrying 

capacity than the KN-23 (See figure xx3-2) 

 

  

 

 10 Using the term 'rounds' the Panel describes how many missiles are mounted on one TEL for launch from that TEL  
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Figure 12-1: Three types SRBM KN-25, KN-23, KN-24 were exhibited during the military parade of 

10 October 2020 in Pyongyang, broadcast by KCTV 

  

Source: KCTV (Image), Member States and Panel (Text)  
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Figure 12-2: A new SRBM (resembles KN-23) was revealed in the military parade of 14 January 2021 in Pyong-

yang, broadcast by KCTV (new SRBM seems to be larger than KN-23 and its TEL has 5 axles) 

 

Source: KCTV (Image), Member States and the Panel (Text)  
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Annex 13: The overall modernization of the Kusong factory handling BM TEL 

production demonstrates the development trend of BM programme infrastructure  
 

    
The “Kusong Tank Factory” (aka “Kusong-Taegwan”, “Tank Plant - 95 Factory”, “No 95 Factory” in North 
Pyongan), whose main facilities are located in the northeast oriented valley (from the location 40° 03′ 13″ 
N 125° 13′ 08″ E) is currently undergoing overall modernization. This factory is involved in the production 
of TELs such as the Pukguksong-2 TEL and could potentially produce other TELs for BM (see figure 13-
1) the area delimited by dotted red lines). Through this overall improvement, DPRK could increase its 
production of caterpillar tracked TELs. 
 

A massive plan of building demolition and new construction has been underway since August 2020: at the 

southwest of the complex (40° 03′ 23″ N 125° 13′ 20″ E) and at the northeast (40° 03′ 50″ N 125° 13′ 57″ 

E) (see figure 13-1 the two areas delimited by dotted yellow lines). 
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Figure 13-1: The “Kusong tank factory” (North Pyongan) huge renovation

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 5 Dec. 2020, 02 58 UTC; 4 Dec. 2020, 02 56 UTC 
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Demolition and new construction in the south-west zone (SW) of the factory: 

Two parallel large buildings and three smaller ones, oriented SW-NE were demolished between 6 August 

and October 2020, as well as two groups of factory buildings located at the southern part of the area (see 

Figure 13-2 dotted yellow lines) in the Kusong-Taegwan / Tank factory or Plant - 95 Factory (south-west 

corner 40° 03′ 12″ N 125° 13′ 06″ E; north-east corner limit 40° 04′ 17″ N 125° 14′ 37″ E). Subsequently, 

new constructions have started in this area. In particular, construction of a new factory building with a 

trapezoidal shape surface (see SW1 at 40° 03′ 27″ N 125° 13′ 22″ E, see Figure 13-2,3) (longest base 85m, 

smallest base 55m, depth 60m) was well advanced in September. 

The demolition of the five buildings at the north section was in progress during August 2020. A new 

factory building (SW1) whose surface shape is like a parallelogram was roofed. 

On 18 Sept 2020, the demolition of the five buildings at the north section was almost finished. The 

demolition of the two groups at the south section was in progress and a large, new factory building, 

rectangular in shape, is under construction(150x140m). (see SW2 at 40° 03′ 23″ N 125° 13′ 21″ E, see 

Figure 13-2,3). 

On Oct 13, the demolition of the five buildings was completed as was that of the two groups in the south 

section. The new factory building (SW1 parallelogram shape) is still in progress as is the large new rectan-

gular structure (SW2, see Figure 13-2) (150x140m)  

On Nov 2, all demolitions were finished. Construction of the new factory building (SW1 parallelogram 

shape) is still in progress as well as the new structures SW2. The construction of two new buildings (SW3 

at 40° 03′ 20″ N 125° 13′ 19″ E and SW4 at 40° 03′ 18″ N 125° 13′ 18″ E) is in progress (see Figure 13-

2,3).  

In early December the construction of the three new building was in progress (SW2, SW3, SW4) and SW1 

appears almost finished. (see Figure 13-3). 
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Figure 13-2: Demolition and new construction in the south-west zone of the Factory 

 

 

Source: Google Earth, 23 May 2019; Planet Labs Inc. 6 Aug. 2020, 02 39 UTC; Planet Labs Inc. 30 Aug. 2020,  

01 40 UTC; Planet Labs Inc. 18 Sep. 2020, 01 46 UTC; Planet Labs Inc. 13 Oct. 2020, 02 39 UTC; Planet Labs Inc.  

2 Nov. 2020, 02 39 UTC; Google Earth, 18 Oct. 2020; Planet Labs Inc. 4 Dec. 2020, 02 56 UTC 
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Figure 13-3: Focus on the demolition of several buildings and new constructions on the site SW 

(Southwest corner: 40° 03′ 17″ N 125° 13′ 16″ E; Northeast corner: 40° 03′ 26″ N 125° 13′ 29″ EE) 

from Aug 2020 

  

Source: Google Earth, 23 May 2019; Planet Labs Inc. 4 Dec. 2020, 02 56 UTC 
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Demolition and new construction in the north-east (NE) zone of the Factory: 

Several buildings oriented southwest-northeast have been demolished from August 6th to October 2020 

along the valley (see figure 13-4 dotted yellow lines) in the Kusong-Taegwan - Tank factory or Plant - 95 

Factory. (south-western corner 40° 03′ 45″ N 125° 13′ 45″ E; north-eastern corner limit 40° 03′ 57″ N 125° 

14′ 09″ E) Subsequently new constructions have started in this area (figure 13-5).  

Figure 13-4: Demolition of several buildings and new construction on the site NE (southwest corner: 

40° 03′ 47″ N 125° 13′ 47″; northeast corner: 40° 03′ 56″ N 125° 14′ 08″ E) from Aug 2020 

Source: Google Earth, 23 May 2019; Planet Labs. Inc. 30 Aug. 2020, 02 08 UTC; 19 Sep. 2020, 02 38 UTC; Google 

Earth, 18 Oct. 2020; Planet Labs Inc. 4 Dec. 2020, 02 56 UTC 
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Figure 13-5: Focus on Demolition of several buildings and new construction on the site NE (southwest 

corner: 40° 03′ 47″ N 125° 13′ 47″; northeast corner: 40° 03′ 56″ N 125° 14′ 08″ E) from Aug. 2020 

Source: Google Earth, 23 May 2019; Planet Labs Inc. 4 Dec. 2020, 02 56 UTC 
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Annex 14: Developments at the Pyongsong March 16 factory automotive plant (South 

Pyongan) 
 

The transformation of the site continues with a new track dug through the southwest hill located at the edge 

of the factory site, treatment of the concrete slab surface and general cleaning of the factory. Various activ-

ities have been detected in front of the building where the Hwasong-15 was assembled in 2017 before the 

ICBM test launch on 29 November 2017 that could be related to TEL preparation. 
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Figure 14-1: The surroundings of the new adjacent building (39°16'52.08"N 125°52'12.76"E) are 

clean (see area 1); the renovation of the western building (39° 16′ 52″ N 125° 51′ 57″ E) seems to be 

finished (see area 2). A new track (a possible future road or a wider track for TEL testing) that has been 

dug through the southwest hill located at the edge of the factory site is under construction from the south-

east point 39° 16′ 49″ N 125° 51′ 54″ E to a northwest point 39° 16′ 53″ N 125° 51′ 48″ E (sea are 4). (see 

S/2020/840 para. 15, Annex.11) 

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 13 Nov. 2020, 05 12 UTC; 26 Jun. 2020, 05 16 UTC; Google Earth, 2 May 2020  
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Figure 14-2: The activity of large vehicles continued to be detected between July and 8 October 2020 

with tracks from tires possibly left by wheels mounted on around 4 m long axles in front of the building 

(area 3). This new larger tire tracks could correspond to tracks left by a larger TEL than the Hwasong-15’s 

TEL movements up to October 2020 because the measurement of the width is in range from 3 m to 4 m. 

They could be related to the new ICBM revealed during the 10 October Military Parade in Pyongyang 

whose TEL width is around 4 m. On 8 October workers seemed to be gathered in front of the building along 

an ellipse resembling the pattern of possible tracks let by the tires of the large axels. They appeared to be 

cleaning the tire tracks from the surface. 

 

Source: Google Earth, 8 Oct. 2020; 24 Jul. 2020 
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Figure 14-3: Activity related to several vehicles and containers (up to 18 m) was detected from 13 

November 2020 to 20 November 2020 in front of the building (see area 3) where the Hwasong-15 was 

assembled in 2017 before the ICBM test launch on 29 November 2017. At the same time, the concrete slab 

surface appeared to have been treated in some way. 

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 13 Nov. 2020, 05 12 UTC  
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Annex 15: Activity observed at the Sinpo south shipyard since July 2020  (see Figure 
15-1) and at the Nampo naval shipyard 

 

    

At the Sinpo south shipyard, activity observed at the secure boat basin (40° 01′ 31″ N 128° 09′ 
55″ E) since July 2020 could be related to the handling of submarine-launched ballistic missiles or 
preparations for a further submarine-launched ballistic missile launch test. 
 

- The midget submarine which looks like a narrow container was removed after 15 September 

from its position on the dock. However, 3 to 4 new containers were positioned on Nov 4 at 

the south west corner of the dock of the secure basin (40° 01′ 31″ N 128° 09′ 55″ E) (See 

Figure 15-2)and on 7 November a white container (length around 12m) appeared on the 

dock ten meters from the North-eastern corner of the canopy (See Figure 15-4).  

 

- The support vessel and submersible test barge had moved from their positions inside the 

basin as of Nov 5 and Nov 29 (See Figure 15-3), while a side of the Sinpo-class SSB 

presumably berthed under the canopy was more visible from 3 December. (See Figure 15-4) 

 
An activity probably related to the reparation or to the upgrading of the dock was detected  on Nov 
4 in front of the entrance of the construction hall (40° 1'20.76"N 128° 9'46.55"E) where presumably 
the Romeo-class submarine, potentially to be equipped with SLBM, is currently being built (see 
S/2020/151 annex. 60). (See Figure 15-5) 
 
At the Nampo naval shipyard, a new twin-building for the construction or maintenance of vessels 
(125m length, 38° 43′ 14″ N 125° 23′ 52″ E) has been under construction since 2018, replacing a 
shorter old twin-building (90 m). The launch dock (38° 43′ 12″ N 125° 23′ 52″ E) in front of the 
twin-building was renovated and its length was extended up to around 40 m from building doors. 
Because of the comparison with the Sinpo construction Hall (see Figure 15-5) this building could 
be used for the support or construction of the submarines.  
 
Since December 2020, logistics activities appeared between this site and the secure basin boat 
where the submersible test stand barge is located. During the observed period between April and 
December 2020, the submersible test stand barge moved within the basin (see S/2020/151 annex 
58-7.3).  A possible support vessel related to the submersible test barge moved from the basin in 
November 2020. After 22 November 2020, the submersible barge did not clearly appear but a new 
larger drydock or barge (around 30m x 15m) appeared in December 2020 (see Figure 15-6). 
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Figure 15-1: Sinpo south shipyard and Mayang-do island shipyard and submarine base overview.  

Source: Planet Labs. Inc. 7 Jan. 2021, 02 22 UTC; 4 Jan. 2021, 04 52 UTC; Google Earth, 26 Oct. 2015 
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Figure 15-2: Secure boat basin: The possible midget submarine or narrow container which was on 

the dock since May 2020 was removed from 15 September. 3-4 containers (length around 11-12 m) 

were visible until Nov 4 on the dock (40° 01′ 31″ N 128° 09′ 55″ E)  

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 9 Sep. 2020, 04 57 UTC ; 15 Sep. 2020, 04 54 UTC ; 4 Nov. 2020, 04 58 UTC 
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Figure 15-3: A support vessel (length around 50m) moved from the north corner of the secure boat 

basin to the south west corner between Nov 5 and Nov 29. The submersible test barge moved from 

the dock side to berth along the north East side of the basin.  

Source: Planet Labs. Inc Nov 5, 2020 02 25 UTC ; Nov 29, 02 47 00 2020 UTC 
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Figure 15-4: On 7 November a white container (length around 12m) appears on the dock. The side 

of the Sinpo-class SSB presumably berthed under the canopy is visible on the Dec 3 

  

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 7 Nov. 2020, 05 03 UTC; 3 Dec. 2020, 01 51 UTC 
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Figure 15-5: On the dock in front of the entrance of new Hall (40° 1'20.76"N 128° 9'46.55"E) where 

presumably the Romeo-class submarine equipped with SLBM is currently under construction (see 

S/2020/151 annex. 60), a high crane (visible from apparent long shadow or that of the lifted load,at 14h00 

local time) has been used on Nov 4 and Dec 20, on a site probably devoted to change or repair the railway 

or the concrete surface which are used by the cradle for the launch of the new submarine. 

  

Source: Planet Labs Inc, Nov 4, 2020 04 58 UTC 
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Figure 15-6: Nampo naval shipyard: renovation of the construction/maintenance hall (, 38° 

43′ 14″ N 125° 23′ 52″ E) and activity inside secure boat basin (38° 43′ 06″ N 125° 23′ 40″ E) 

  

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 19 Dec. 2020, 02 12 UTC; 12 Dec. 2020, 04 28 UTC; Planet Labs Inc. 7 Jun. 2020, 

02 21 UTC; Planet Labs Inc. 10 Apr. 2020, 05 04 UTC; Google Earth, 8 Nov. 2019; Google Earth, 7 Oct. 

2018; Google Earth, 13 Mar. 2018 
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Annex 16: Ballistic missile bases activity 
 

The Panel continued to monitor the activity of various ballistic missile bases such as the “Yusang-ri missile 

operating base” (aka “Milchon-ri”, 39° 27′ 01″ N 126° 15′ 35″ E; South Pyongan), the “Kal-gol missile 

operating base” (38° 40′ 09″ N 126° 44′ 14″ E; North Hwanghae) and among those cited in S/2020/840 

Para.13 Annex 9  the “Hoejung-ri missile base” (41°22'44.93"N 126°54'38.16"E; Chagang) where various 

construction sites and logistic activities were observed since summer 2020. 

 “Yusang-ri missile operating base” (Figure 16-1) 

- Two new typical main buildings (50 m length, a wide central roof flanked by two symmetrical side 

roofs) located in the HQ area of the base at 39° 26′ 58″ N 126° 15′ 37″ E and 39°27′ 02″ N 126° 

15′ 39″ E, were built from 2018 to 2020 as well as another support facility at 39° 27′ 08″ N 126° 

15′ 23″ E. (see Figure 16-2) 

 

- Since  the beginning of the excavation of the tunnel in 2014 usable by heavy TEL, site-evolution 

and upgrading has been  continuous.  The site is oriented SE-NW from southeast entrance 

39°27'27.66"N 126°15'6.01"E  to northwest entrance 39°27'29.70"N 126°15'2.56"E (see Figure 16-

3) 

 

- From  8 October to 15 October 2020, a dozen white containers with non-standard size of  around 

7m x 1.5m were placed and removed from a location between the south underground gallery 

entrance (39° 26′ 33″ N 126° 15′ 41″ E) and the west side of the series of drive-through and possibly 

UGF entrances (red dotted lines, west : 39°26'29.39"N 126°15'48.91"E, centre: 39°26'29.28"N 

126°15'50.36"E, East: 39°26'29.37"N 126°15'53.50"E). As they were located close to the drive-

through and UGFs entrances, they were possibly related either to BM systems, or to agricultural 

equipment (see Figure 16-4).  
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Figure 16-1: Yusang-ri missile operating base 

 

Source: Google Earth, 12 Oct. 2020; Planet Labs Inc. 29 Nov. 2020, 02 29 UTC 
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Figure 16-2: “Yusang-ri missile operating base” new building and facility constructions 

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 29 Nov. 2020, 02 29 UTC; Google Earth, 12 Oct. 2020; Planet Labs Inc. 3 Jul. 2019, 02 15 

UTC; Planet Labs Inc. 22 Nov. 2018, 01 26 UTC; Google Earth, 18 May 2017 
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Figure 16-3: “Yusang-ri missile operating base” the site-evolution of the excavation of the tunnel 

usable by heavy TEL (NW tunnel entrance 39°27'29.70"N 126°15'2.56"E – SE entrance : 39°27'27.66"N 

126°15'6.01"E)  

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 29 Nov. 2020, 02 29 UTC; Google Earth, 12 Oct. 2020; Planet Labs Inc. 3 Jul. 2019, UTC; 

Google Earth, 18 May 2017; April 13, 2014 
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Figure 16-4: “Yusang-ri missile operating base”: movement of containers in the area of several un-

derground gallery entrances. 

From 8 October to 15 October 2020, a dozen white containers of a non-standard size around 7m x 1.5m  

were placed and removed from a location between the south underground gallery entrance ( B1-39° 26′ 33″ 

N 126° 15′ 41″ E) and the west side of the series of drive through and possibly UGF entrances (red dots, 

B2 west : 39°26'29.39"N 126°15'48.91"E, B3 centre: 39°26'29.28"N 126°15'50.36"E, B4 East: 

39°26'29.37"N 126°15'53.50"E). As they were located close to the driving-through and UGFs entrances, 

they were possibly related either to BM system, or to agricultural equipment. 

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 29 Nov. 2020, 02 29 UTC; Google Earth, 12 Oct. 2020 
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Annex 17: Kal-gol Missile Operating Base 
 

    
The undeclared “Kal-gol missile operating base”, located around 100 km southeast of Pyongyang and 13 

km south of Koksan (see figure 17-1), was precisely described by a CSIS report on 24 December 202011 as 

a base operating SRBM and MRBM. 

Through recent Planet Labs satellite imagery analysis, the panel has confirmed that this base located in an 

area delimited at the NW 38° 41′ 07″ N 126° 43′ 10″ E and at the SE 38° 40′ 26″ N 126° 45′ 59″ E, is  well-

maintained and regularly improved (see figure 17-1).  It resembles other BM operating bases (see 

S/2020/840 para.13). In addition to numerous underground gallery entrances protected by berms (see figure 

17-2), a specific building used for TEL handling and training has been identified. Its roof incorporates a 

superstructure whose shape is a semi-arc to allow the erection of the TEL launching table for maintenance 

or training. (see figure 17-3) This kind of superstructure is visible in Jonchon-Mupyong-ni No 65 factory 

(see S/2020/840 annex 12, figure 12-9).  

Figure 17-1: Kal-gol missile operating base overview, the new building typical of a BM base in the 

HQ area since 2019. (38°40'8.30"N 126°44'13.09"E)   

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 16 Nov. 2020, 05 13 UTC ; Google Earth, 9 May 2019 and 6 May 2019 

 

 

 

 11 A  Center for Strategic and International Studies-Beyond Parallel report on 24 December 2020 provided  analysis that characterized 

the site of the “Kal-gol Missile Operating Base” as an SRBM and MRBM missiles base (see “Undeclared North Korea: The Kal -gol 

Missile Operating Base”, 24 December 2020, available at https://beyondparallel.csis.org/undeclared -north-korea-the-kal-gol-

missile-operating-base/) 
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Figure 17-2: Kal-gol missile operating base two underground gallery entrances and their protective 

berms (location 38°40'10.93"N 126°45'23.57"E and 38°40'11.43"N 126°45'28.65"E). 

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 16 Nov. 2020, 05 13 UTC; Google Earth 14 Apr. 2005 
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Figure 17-3: Kal-gol missile operating base, building of the type used for TEL handling and train-

ing (location: 38°41'4.39"N 126°43'14.38"E) 

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 5 Jan. 2021, 05 13 UTC 
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Annex 18: Activity at the  “Hoejung-ri missile base” (41°22'44.93"N 126°54'38.16"E) 
and the construction of a massive underground facility (41°21'56.37"N 126°55'41.91"E) 
(see S/2020/840, para.13 and Annex 9) 

 

    
Figure 18-1:  the access way to the underground entrance, oriented Southewest-northeast, was con-

solidated from 31 Aug 2020 

 

Source: Planet Labs Inc. 29 May 2020, 02 12 UTC; 25 Jul. 2020, 01 59 UTC; 31 Aug. 2020, 01 37 UTC; 27 Sep. 

2020, 02 04 UTC; 11 Nov. 2020, 02 01 UTC 
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Annex 19: DPRK-Iran ballistic missile cooperation 
 

The Panel requested information from Iran concerning information received by the Panel that the 
SHIG’s Shahid Haj Ali Movahed Research Center received support and assistance from DPRK mis-
sile specialists for a space launch vehicle (SLV)  (see annex 19-1), and that KOMID and SHIG were  
involved in shipments to Iran, using vessels belonging to the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping 
Lines (IRISL). (see annex 19-1)  
 
In an interim reply of 21 December 2020 (see annex 19-2) Iran stated that “widespread national 
restrictions imposed to contain the COVID-19 pandemic continue to pose serious challenges for a 
timely and proper investigation of such sensitive cases. Preliminary review of the information pro -
vided to us by the Panel indicates that false information and fabricated data may have been used in 
investigations and analyses of the Panel…” 
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Annex 19-1: Regarding technical and logictics cooperation  
 
According to a Member State, within the past several years, Iranian missile technicians from SHIG 
traveled to North Korea regarding an 80-ton rocket booster under development by the North Korean 
government. 
 
According to the Member State, 13 DPRK specialists may have travelled to Iran to support KOMID's 
work there, based on their experience with liquid propellant ballistic missiles systems (see table  
19-1).  
 
The partnership between KOMID and SHIG is also alleged by the Member State to have developed 
in the area of logistics through shipments to Iran, using vessels belonging to the Islamic Republic 
of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL), and routinely operating non-stop voyages from one third country 
ports to Iran. According to the Member State, these shipments included valves, electronics, and 
measuring equipment suitable for use in ground testing of liquid propellant ballistic missiles and 
space launch vehicles. 
 

Table 19-1: According to the Member State, thirteen DPRK specialists who are suspected of 

travelling to Iran to support KOMID's work: 

Name (last name 

given first) 

Date of Birth Passport Number 

Kim Chang Rok 27 September 1962 N/A 

Ri Song Chol 22 August 1968 654431555 

Chae Hyok Mu 30 January 1985 654431556 

Cho Myong Ho 8 May 1961 654431552 

Choe Song Hyok 25 September 1968 654431553 

Ryu Yon Chol 5 May 1965 654431554 

Pak Chae Song 1 January 1966 654431551 

Choe Pyong Wan 22 December 1960 N/A 

Ha Chong Kuk 15 February 1970 381320313 

Hong Hak Chol 21 January 1968 N/A 

Kim Ho Chol 12 May 1962 290120514 

Kim Won Il 19 January 1973 381134942 

Ma Chol Won 28 March 1964 290120507 

 

According to the Member State, the following Iranian SHIG officials are alleged to be involved 

in the KOMID-SHIG cooperation. 

Asghar Esma’ilpur and Mohammad Gholami, who participated in Iran and supported the launch of an SLV 

that was launched with support and assistance from  North Korean missile specialists.  
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- Asghar Esma’ilpur has served as the Director of the SHIG Shahid Haj Ali Movahed Re-

search Center, also known as SHIG Department 7500, and is currently a senior official in 

Iran’s Aerospace Industries Organization (AIO).   

- Mohammad Gholami was a long-time SHIG Haj Ali Movahed Research Center 

senior official until his recent promotion to a role within the AIO. 

- Seid Mir Ahmad Nooshin has been a key player in negotiations with the DPRK on long-range 

missile development projects.  He was previously the Director of SHIG and now serves as the 

Director of AIO.  
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Annex 19-2: Irans’s reply to the Panel  

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 20: Key items, including materials and equipment, used in the DPRK ballistic 

missile program. 
 

According to a Member State, among the items identified in the annex of “North Korea Ballistic 

Missile Procurement Advisory”, 1 September 2020 (available from 

https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200901), that DPRK 

has sought for its ballistic missile development efforts were items such as multi-axle heavy 

vehicles, specialty steel and aluminum, filament winding equipment, carbon fiber for 

composite motor cases; and aluminum powder and ammonium perchlorate . 

 

The Member State reaffirmed that DPRK’s ability to procure the types of technologies identified 

in the advisory from foreign suppliers is critical to its ongoing efforts to advance and expand its 

missile capabilities.    
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Annex 21: Tanker arrivals to the DPRK, January to September 2020  
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Annex 22 (a): Vessel Identity Swap  
 

The Panel investigated the then Panama-flagged Mouson 328 (IMO: 9021198) in light of numerous 
indicators of suspect activity  that included: a suspicious May / June 2019 voyage to DPRK waters 
(see figure 1); four months of unexplained dark activity from November 2019 to March 2020 at a 
shipyard in Fujian Province, and the vessel changing out its identifiers after re-appearing in March 
2020 and sailing as the M0uson in the direction of the Yellow Sea (see figure 2). Panama confirmed 
the vessel was deleted from its registry on 29 August 2020.  The vessel also conducted other voyages 
with AIS transmission gaps outside of these periods. 
 
Figure 1: Mouson 328’s voyage, May/June 2019  

 
Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 
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Figure 2: ‘Mouson 328’ changing its identifiers, March 2020  
 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

In the course of its investigations, the Panel noted an attempt in late 2019 to register the Mouson 
328 under a new IMO number as the newly built Dominica-flagged Cherry 19. After the Mouson 
328’s suspicious voyages to DPRK waters between May and June 2019, the vessel sailed to a ship-
yard in Fujian Province, China. Imagery of the Mouson 328 from July to November 2019 shows 
that the vessel was likely modified at the shipyard (see figure 3). The next AIS transmission of the 
Mouson 328 sailing as a Dominica-flagged vessel named Cherry 19  was as the vessel entered the 
waters of Bangkok port, Thailand, in late November 2019. Photographs taken of the vessel show 
the initial assigned IMO number of the Cherry 19 painted on the vessel’s bridge but the IMO number 
belonging to that of the Mouson 328 painted on its stern (see figure 4). The vessel was also 
photographed with two white containers located at the vessel’s stern, similar in location to the 
containers captured on satellite imagery at the shipyard in late 2019. Maritime authorities withdrew 
the IMO number initially assigned to the Cherry 19 following evidentiary inconsistencies.  
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Figure 3: Mouson 328 re-painted, September / October 2019 
 

Source: Google Earth, annotated by the Panel. Coordinates: 26°50'28"N, 119°41'20"E  

 

Figure 4: IMO number inconsistencies, with the Cherry 19’s initial issued IMO number at the 
bridge (top) and the Mouson 328’s IMO number at the stern (bottom) 
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Source: The Panel 

 

The same maritime database registered the vessel’s last AIS capture on 7 November 2020 at a port 
at Samut Songkhram, (see figure 5) transmitting under its new identity as the Thai-flagged Smooth 
Sea 29, essentially removing the historical data of the vessel as the Mouson 328.  The Panel wrote 
to inform Thailand of the Smooth Sea 29’s location and the vessel’s use of fraudulent documentation 
as a likely cover for the Mouson 328. Thailand responded that the Panel’s requests for information 
“have been duly conveyed to our relevant authorities in capital and are pending their consideration”.  

 

Figure 5: Smooth Sea 29 at Samut Songkhram, 7 November 2020 (EST) 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel; Google Earth (insert image of Samut Songkhram dated 19 April 

2020), with a pinned location of 13°22'24"N,99°59'32"E where the vessel was last located on 7 November 

2020 EST, based on AIS signal transmission 
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High-resolution satellite imagery obtained by the Panel showed a vessel on 26 August 2020  
transmitting as the M0uson with a Palau-associated MMSI 511444000 matching the dimensions 
and features of the New Konk (IMO: 9036387), a vessel that had been previously proposed by the 
Panel for designation for delivering refined petroleum on multiple occasions to the DPRK and for  
conducting ship-to-ship transfers with another vessel that delivered its petroleum cargo to the 
DPRK12. 
 
Current investigations suggest that the Mouson 328, in registering itself first as the Cherry 19 and 
then as  the Smooth Sea 29, based on fraudulent documentation, appeared to allow another vessel, 
the New Konk, to assume the Mouson 328’s identity while also creating fusion issues resulting in 
the New Konk appearing as the Mouson 328 on commercial maritime databases.  
 
The Panel wrote to Star Emperor Ventures Limited (hereafter “Star Emperor”), the vessel’s regis-
tered owner since May 2019 and its management company, Pacific Expert Global Ltd (hereafter 
“Pacific Expert”). Both entities are listed as incorporated in the British Virgin Islands, with Star 
Emperor listing Pacific Expert, the vessel’s manager and operator based in Kaohsiung, Taiwan Pro-
vince of China13, as its care-of address.   
 
According to Mr. Yang, who stated he was the Director of both Star Emperor and Pacific Expert, 
Star Emperor purchased the Mouson 328 on 10 May 2019 and sold it a few months later on 26 July 
2019 to Rui He (HK) Marine Co, Limited, given various technical issues with the vessel. The vessel 
was for delivery to a buyer in Fu’an, Fujian Province, China. According to Mr Yang, the vessel was 
to be sold for scrap following delivery. Mr Yang stated he acquired the vessel “for high sea 
bunkering to Chinese fish vessel operating in east coastal of North Korea” (see annexes 22 (b) to 
(c)).  During the time of his possession of the vessel, “There were no business connection with 
DPRK and also vessel never entry to any DPRK port”. The Panel notes that as AIS transmission 
was not captured between 29 May and 5 June 2019.  
 

According to information provided by the Panamanian authorities, the vessel was registered under 

its flag from 4 October 2018 to 20 February 2019 sailing as the Angel 126 and flagged again on 17 

May 2019 until  29 August 2020 sailing as the Mouson 328. Panama provided vessel positioning as 

well as other information to the Panel, including the periods where AIS was not transmitting. 

Panama confirmed it deleted the Mouson 328 from its ship registry on 29 August 2020, in line with 

its responsibility “to suspend or delete any document related to the ships registered in the merchant 

navy of Panama, whenever their owners have failed to meet their obligations under Panamanian 

law and the relevant international treaties ratified by Panama”. 

 
Source: The Panel 

 

 

 

  

 

 12 Paragraphs 27, 28 and 62, S/2020/691. 

 13 While Star Emperor was no longer listed as an active company based on information from the International Maritime 

Organization, Pacific Expert was still listed as active.  
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Annex 22 (b): Letter from Pacific Expert Global Limited 
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Source: The Panel 
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Annex 22 (c): Documentation relating to the sale of the Mouson 328 (IMO: 9021198) 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 23 (a): Sanctioned tanker New Regent (IMO: 8312497) masquerading as the 

‘Hang Yu 11’  
 
On or around 29 June 2019, a vessel masquerading as ‘Hang Yu 11’ sailed from the Luoyuan Bay 
area in China to meet with a ROK-flagged tanker (“Tanker A”) in a failed attempt at ship-to-ship 
transfer of refined petroleum. A few days earlier,  Tanker A had engaged in a ship-to-ship transfer 
with the Yun Hong 8 (MMSI: 413459380), a vessel which delivered refined petroleum to the DPRK.  
The following lists several indicators the Panel notes that should   inform the process of due dili-
gence in verifying  the identity of the ‘Hang Yu 11’. Relevant extracts of the vessel owner’s response 
are at Annex 23 (b). 
 

(i) Identifier concerns and suspicious AIS track  

 

AIS tracking on a specialized maritime database website shows a suspect vessel (MMSI: 356393000) with 

incomplete / invalid identifiers sailing up to Tanker A on and around the date, 30 June 2019 (figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: A vessel with invalid identifiers sailing to meet Tanker A, 29 June 2019 (EST) 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

(ii) Photographs 

 

Independent satellite imagery analysis indicates that the dimensions of the ‘Hang Yu 11’ match the New 

Regent. 

 

Various photographic comparisons of the ‘Hang Yu 11’ and the New Regent indicate they are the same 

vessel14.  
 
 

 14 The Panel analyzed several images from various sources in making its determination.  
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Additional photographs subsequently obtained by the Panel show the ‘Hang Yu 11’ painted over the ves-

sel’s embossed name, the New Kopex (figure 2). The New Kopex is the  name  the vessel used until 2011, 

before the vessel was re-named the New Regent. A wide variety of commercial maritime databases provide 

historical names of vessels that assist  due diligence in vessel searches. Additionally, the vessel’s painted 

over IMO number is that of the New Regent.     

 

Figure 2: Painted over identifiers of the New Regent 

 
 

Source: Member State 

 

(i) Documentation checks 

 

Ship documents of the ‘Hang Yu 11’ used as proof   that it was  the Panama-flagged vessel with IMO 

number 8694194 (Document 5-1-3) are clearly outdated documentation. The ‘Hang Yu 11’ (IMO: 8694194) 

has since March 2018 changed its flag and ship name as can be found on the International Maritime Organ-

ization’s website.  

 
Togo-flagged Xin Sheng (formerly Hang Yu 11) 
 
The actual Hang Yu 11, sailing as the Togo-flagged Xin Sheng (IMO: 8694194) registered an AIS 
transmission gap between February 2018 and April 2020 on a commercial database platform. The 
Chinese manager and operator of the Xin Sheng confirmed that following a salvage incident the 
vessel was laid up for repairs  between March 2018 and May 2020 at a shipyard in Zhoushan, China 
(figure 3). This confirmation is consistent with publicly available information on the vessel having 
drifted aground in February 2019 and of its subsequent auction in China in September 2020 follow-
ing repairs. 
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Figure 3:  Class Society’s Statement of the Xin Sheng (formerly Hang Yu 11)) (IMO: 8694194)  

 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 23 (b): Excerpts on response on due diligence measures and documentation as 

provided by the owner of the ROK-flagged vessel 
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*Panel comment: The above documentation does not belong to the vessel in question as featured at Annex 23 

(a). 
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*Boxed comment annotated by the Panel as reflected in the Chinese text  

 

Source: ROK-flagged tanker owner 
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Source: The Panel 
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Annex 24:  Response from Ming-Fa Attorneys at Law on behalf of Uniform Shipping 

Co Ltd15 
 

 

 

  

 

 15 According to the legal firm, Mr Wang of Uniform Shipping, the Infinite Luck’s owner, was only made aware of the incident following 

publication of the Panel’s report in October 2020. The Panel notes that no contact details on Uniform Shipping / Mr Wang were  

easily available. The Panel sent a letter to Uniform Shipping through two email addresses obtained by the Panel that Mr Wang had 

used in his past business correspondences. Uniform Shipping’s listed address was obtained from the Uniform Shipping’s 2019 An nual 

Returns records from the Hong Kong corporate registry, which typically li st the contact details of the company providing corporate 

registration services and not that of the owner. The Panel notes there was no Qianzhen District, Kaohsiung City address on th e 

attached form provided by the legal firm.  
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Excerpts of Relevant Annexes of Photographs and Documentation provided relating to the com-
pany’s due diligence measures 

Annex 3 
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Source: The Panel, boxed comments are annotated by the Panel.  
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Annex 25: Additional non-DPRK vessels delivering refined petroleum products to the 

DPRK from May 2020 to October 2020 
 

Despite the majority of the vessels listed below no longer registering a flag and having no updated ownership 

information on maritime databases, the vessels continued to trade in international waters, obtaining their 

refined petroleum supplies for delivery to the DPRK.  

 

The An Ping, Rich United, Heng Rong, Xin Hai and Xing Ming Yang 888 were not flagged when they were 

reported delivering refined petroleum in the DPRK, with the last three tankers sailing without a flag for over 

a year while continuing to trade.  

 

The Heng Rong, Xin Hai and Xing Ming Yang 888 had their management companies dissolved or struck off 

on the Hong Kong company registry at least a year before these vessels engaged in sanctionable deliveries 

of unreported refined petroleum. None of these entities had updated ownership information on maritime data-

bases. The An Ping and Run Da were sold around the time they were recorded delivering refined petroleum 

at Nampo, with the An Ping sold to an undisclosed buyer and the Run Da not reporting its sale. 

 

(i) An Ping (IMO: 7903366) 

The An Ping, formerly Sierra Leone-flagged, delivered unreported refined petroleum to the DPRK and was 

recorded on satellite imagery berthed at Nampo on 8 July 2020 (see figure 1). The vessel also delivered 

refined petroleum on at least two other occasions in June 202016. The Sierra Leone Maritime Authority con-

firmed the vessel was de-registered on 2 July 2020 on the grounds of the vessel’s sale, shortly before it 

conducted a port call at Nampo. 

 

Figure 1: An Ping delivering refined petroleum at Nampo, 8 July 2020  

 

Source: Member State 

 

 

 16 Annex-21. 
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The An Ping was recorded on a maritime database as sold to an undisclosed buyer17 in July 2020. The vessel 

has since been sailing as flagged unknown. Over  the period  the An Ping was reported to have delivered 

refined petroleum to the DPRK, it recorded a month long  AIS transmission gap between June and July 2020, 

with no further transmissions since August 202018. The vessel also conducted other suspect voyages with 

AIS transmission gaps outside of the above-mentioned occasions. Lack of AIS transmission while carrying 

re-stricted or banned commodities in affected waters has been recorded in the Panel’s reports as a regular 

feature in vessels that have conducted illicit activities.  

 

The An Ping’s registered owner, ship manager and operator, Spring Gain International Ltd, incorporated in 

the British Virgin Islands, was recorded on the same maritime database as no longer active. The Panel wrote 

to the Document of Compliance (DOC) company holder, Gold Advance Corp (hereafter “Gold Advance”), 

registered in Samoa and based in Kaohsiung City, Taiwan Province of China. Gold Advance responded tha t 

there was a change in ownership of the company and that the present owner “On the day of cancellation ship 

management contract … did not work as DOC holder for An Ping”. A Bill of Sale provided to the Panel 

showed the vessel was sold in May 2020 by Spring Gain International to a Ms Gong with an address at Shishi 

City, Fujian Province, China. According to the current management, “While previous management team 

planned to close the Gold Advance Corp., to avoid direct cost impact to shipowner by closing Gold  Advance 

Corp., the current management was invited to take over …. Instead of asking owner to change to other DOC 

company … and this can save amount of expense for shipowners…”.  Elsewhere in its letter, Gold Advance 

stated, “As far as we know, and the information from previous management team “… this DOC work service 

is that they provide ship’s safety management manual and procedure to ship for safety management quality 

implementation and meets ISM Code”. See Annex 5(a) for relevant attachments.  

 

(ii) Heng Rong (IMO: 7913098)  

The Heng Rong, unknown-flagged since October 201819, delivered unreported refined petroleum to the 

DPRK and was recorded on satellite imagery on 6 August 2020 and on 23 August 2020 laden at Nampo Lock 

Gate (see figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Satellite Imagery of the Heng Rong (IMO: 7913098) in August 2020 outside Nampo, DPRK Lock 

Gate, DPRK 

 

Source: Member State 

 

 

 

 17 IHS Markit. 

 18 All records unless otherwise stated in the report are as on December 2020.  

 19 De-registered from Sierra Leone flag registry due to outstanding dues.  
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The Heng Rong recorded an unaccounted 3-month gap in AIS transmission between July and October 2020, 

covering the above-mentioned dates when the vessel was reported to have been in the DPRK.  

 

A Member State reported to the Panel that during this period, and between port calls to the DPRK,  the vessel 

conducted a ship-to-ship transfer on or around 15 August 2020. In September 2020, the vessel was photo-

graphed by the Member State during its hail and query with a changed name “Aoshen 777” displayed on its 

superstructure (see figure 3). Maritime databases have not recorded a change in the vessel’s name.  

 

Figure 3: Heng Rong changing out its name to Aoshen 777 while being hailed and queried, 14 September 

2020 

 

 
Source: Member State 

 

Outside of this period, the Panel notes that the vessel had displayed a previous  extended period of unac -

counted for gap in AIS transmission , from March to June 2020 (see figure 4), suggesting the possibility of 

other illicit activities. 

 

Figure 4 Unaccounted AIS transmission gaps  

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 
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In January 2021, Sierra Leone noted in an official letter notifying that the Heng Rong was reportedly using 

fraudulent certificates supposedly issued by the Sierra Leone Maritime Administration to continue to operate 

(see Annex 5(b). 
 

The Heng Rong’s registered owner, ship manager and operator, Bansda Shipping Co Ltd recorded on the 

International Maritime Organization’s website was dissolved on the Hong Kong company registry’s database 

on 2 February 2018, indicating a likely transfer of ownership that was not updated.  
 

(iii) Rich United (IMO: 9129213) 
 

The Rich United (IMO: 9129213) was recorded on satellite imagery at Songnim on 13 June 2020 (see figure 

5). The vessel also delivered refined petroleum on at least one other occasion in May 2020 20. A commercial 

maritime database platform showed the Rich United with several days of unaccounted gaps in AIS transmis-

sion during the dates of the suspected port calls at Nampo, DPRK. The vessel had also exhibited other periods 

of unaccounted AIS gaps outside of this period.  
 

Figure 5: Rich United delivering refined petroleum at Songnim, 13 June 2020  

 

Source: Member State 
 

The Rich United was unknown flagged during these times of reported delivery. The vessel was recorded 

flagged under the Cook Islands for a year and de-registered on 4 May 2020. The International Maritime 

Organization listed the vessel as Mongolian-flagged on August 2020, sailing as the Xin Hai21.  In response to 

the Panel’s enquiry, Mongolia  confirmed the vessel was not registered under its ship registry during the time 

indicated by the Panel of Experts report. Mongolia registered the vessel on 5 August 2020 and “ … started 

using radio-communication number MMSI 457 206 000. Before registering the vessel , the Maritime Admin-

istration has run through all the necessary procedures and found no facts or information on violation of the 

UNSC relevant resolutions and sanctions. As the former owner (Rich United Trading Limited) of the vessel  

 

 
 

 20 Annex 21. 

 21 International Maritime Organization, December 2020.  
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“XIN HAI” has been changed and upon the request of the new owner the vessel “XIN HAI” de -registered 

from the Mongolian ship registry on 15 December 2020”. See also Annex-M5(c) and 5 (d).  

 
In the course of its investigations, the Panel noted several inconsistencies in AIS data transmissions on a 

maritime database platform. In December 2019, a vessel began transmitting positional information as the 

Taian under a Mongolia-associated MMSI number: 457206000. The Taian was initially transmitting without 

an IMO number. The Taian also transmitted on several occasions on the said MMSI at the same time as when 

the then Cook Islands’-flagged Rich United, was transmitting its then-issued MMSI number 518100674 (see 

figure 6), indicating these were two separate vessels.  

 

Figure 6: Taian and Rich United MMSI’s transmitting at the same time on various occasions  

 

Source: Windward 

 

A vessel transmitting the Taian’s Mongolia-associated MMSI number and call sign JVYB5 sailed to 

Quanzhou port area on 25 or around August 2020 (EST), where it began transmitting the Rich United’s IMO 

number. The vessel had changed its name from Taian to Xin Hai a week earlier prior to entering the port area 

(see figure 7). The Panel sought Mongolia and China’s assistance into the AIS transmission discrepancies. 
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Figure 7: Identifier changes to the Xin Hai, August 2020. 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

Mongolia replied that the “TAI AN” (IMO 8676324) was registered with its ship registry from 17 March to 17 Sep-

tember 2015, using the MMSI: 457 206 000. “Upon the registry’s expiration, the same radio-communication equip-

ment/number is being used by the newly registered vessel. Accordingly, the radio communication number  formerly 

used by “TAI AN” has been transferred to the vessel “XIN HAI” registered in 2020, thus may be caused a similar 

situation for both vessels”.  

 

China replied  that the ““Rich United” is a wrong name, which should be “Swift” according to its MMSI 

number. There is no record of this vessels entering or leaving Chinese ports.”   

 

The Panel’s prior investigations into the Rich United listed the vessel as registered under Mongolia’s ship 

registry before, between June 2017 and May 2019, sailing as the Swift. Panel research, also corroborated by 

Mongolia’s reply, listed the Swift with MMSI number: 457451000. It would appear, based on Chinese 

response, that the vessel was transmitting its historical MMSI number associated with the Swift when it was 

at Quanzhou port area in late August 2020. 

  

The Rich United’s registered owner is the Seychelles incorporated Rich United Trading Ltd  (hereafter “Rich 

United Trading”), listed under the care of address of EastAsia Shipping & Marine Service Pte Ltd (hereafter 

“ EastAsia Shipping’), a Singapore-registered company which has also served as the Rich United’s ship 

manager and operator since May 2019. Seychelles responded to the Panel. EastAsia Shipping has yet to 

respond to the Panel. Investigations continue.  

 

(iv) Run Da (IMO: 8511172) 

 

The then-Mongolia-flagged Run Da delivered unreported refined petroleum to the DPRK and was recorded 

on satellite imagery berthed at Nampo petroleum delivery pier on 29 April 2020 (see figure 8). The vessel 

also delivered refined petroleum at Songnim on 5 June 2020. The Run Da exhibited  unaccounted AIS gaps 

on several occasions over a sample four month observed period (see figure 9), indicating the vessel may have 

conducted illicit activities outside of the above-mentioned dates. From 15 June to 15 August (EST), when the  
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vessel reappeared after two months without  AIS signal, the vessel recorded a length change back to its orig-

inal22 dimension, suggesting possible obfuscation of the vessel’s identity during the two months.  

 

Figure 8: Satellite imagery of the Run Da at Nampo port 

 

Source : Member State 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 22 The Run Da’s reported length change was from 114 meters to 98 meters. The vessel’s length is 98 meters.  
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Figure 9: Sample four months of the Run Da’s voyage route, April to August 2020  

 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

The Panel wrote to Mongolia and to the vessel’s Class Society. SingClass International Pte Ltd (hereafter 

“SingClass”)23 informed the Panel that “Based on your complaint and report, our findings showed the owner had 

contravened our classification safety requirement and also breached the Mongolia Ship Registration Regulations by 

going out of the A1 trading region plus the breached of the UN Sanction Resolution. We have informed the Mongolia 

Ship Registry, which they had closed the ship registry with immediate effect. With Mongolia Registry closed, 

SingClass’s Statutory certificates for the vessel are now null and invalid and the vessel is out of our class at this point 

in time”. Mongolia reverted with additional documentation that the Panel is studying. 

 

Singclass subsequently informed the Panel that it obtained information the Run Da was sold on to Long River 

Shipping Limited based in Fuzhou, China, on 10 April 2020 and the month prior to the vessel’s port call in 

the DPRK. As the transfer of ownership was not reported with the requsite de/re-registration of flag and 

certificate that typically accompany an ownership change, SingClass considered the non-reporting a 

deliberate attempt to falsely use the vessel’s old registry and its associated statutory trading certificates, 

which would be nullified with such a sale (see figure 10).  

 

 

  

 

 23 According to the Mongolian Ship Registry website, SingClass serves as the registry’s in -house technical arm.   
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Figure 10: Bill of Sale of the Run Da 

 

Source: The Panel 

 

Shun Fa Marine Limited (hereafter “Shun Fa Marine”), a Hong Kong incorporated company, is listed as the 

Run Da’s group and registered owner, ship manger and operator since November 2019 24. The vessel had 

transferred ownership five months prior to its recorded delivery of refined petroleum at Nampo port in May 

2020 from Golden Sun Ocean Co Ltd to Shun Fa Marine Ltd, entities incorporated in Hong Kong, China. 

The Run Da’s Document of Compliance company holder and Technical Manager, Golden Lamp Stand 

Shipping Safety Management Consultant Co Ltd, a Kaohsiung-based company, has been with the vessel since 

2011.  

 

Publicly available sources list a Philippines’ national (hereafter “Person P1”) is registered on the Hong Kong 

company registry as Director of Shun Fa Marine. Person P1 had also previously registered a company, 

Bayabas Shipping Co Limited, with the Hong Kong company registry and provided the same national 

identification number. In November 2019, Shun Fa Marine’s shares were transferred to another Philippines’ 

national (hereafter “Person P2”). Person P2 shares the same family name with person P1 and the Panel is in 

the process of determining the nature of commercial and / or family relationship between these individuals.  

 

The Philippines authorities provided the Panel with its interim investigation results. Its authorities confirmed 

there were no existing records in its national Business Name Registry and the Supply Chain database on 

Person P1 and his two companies. The Business Name Registry limits data to sole proprietors registered with 

the Department of Trade and Industry and the Supply Chain database limits data to logistics service providers.  

The Philippines Department of Justice and its National Bureau of Investigation have returned three 

derogatory records on Person P1 but have yet to ascertain whether the records pertain to the actual Person 

P1 in question. Further investigations remain on-going on the subject.  On 22 October 2020, a subpoena was 

issued to the subject at the listed address as contained in the Hong Kong Company Database records” 

provided by Person P1. The Philippines stated it would convey additional information it could provide to the 

Panel as they are made available. 

 

 

 

 

 24 IHS Markit as on December 2020. 
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Xin Hai (IMO: 7636638) 

 

The Xin Hai was unknown flagged during the time the vessel  delivered refined petroleum to Nampo on 1 

September 2020. The vessel was flagged under Sierra Leone until November 2019.  The vessel’s manager 

and operator Baili Shipping and Trading Limited was dissolved by de-registration on the Hong Kong corpo-

rate registry in March 2018. Investigations continue. 

 

(v) Xing Ming Yang 888 (IMO: 8410847) 

 

The unknown-flagged Xing Ming Yang 888 (IMO: 8410847) delivered illicit unreported refined petroleum 

products to the DPRK on at least two occasions, on 3 June 2020 (see figure 11) and 28 June 2020. The vessel, 

sailing as flagged unknown since November 2018, was  recommended by the Panel for designation for having 

engaged in a ship-to-ship transfer with the Mu Bong 1 (IMO: 8610461) in 201825.  

 

Figure 11: Satellite imagery of the Xing Ming Yang 888 at Songnim port 

 

Source: Member State 

 

A commercial maritime database platform recorded the vessel as sailing under false identifiers and transmit-

ting a Tanzanian associated MMSI: 677001712 at some point in May 2020 while in Chinese territorial waters 

near Luoyuan Bay area (see figure 12). The Panel has observed vessels conducting sanctionable and illicit 

activities often transmit false flags and other identifiers, including MMSIs, in an attempt to obscure their 

identity. While the vessel was in Chinese waters in December 2020, the Panel sought  China’s assistance on 

information on the vessel including whether it entered port, whether the vessel was being detained and docu -

mentation from the vessel including verification of the vessel’s identifiers. China responded that there was 

no record of the vessel entering or leaving Chinese ports. 

 

 

  

 

 25 Paragraphs 15 to 17 and figure VII, S/2019/171 . 
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Figure 12: Excerpts from a commercial maritime database platform showing the Xing Ming Yang 888’s (IMO: 

8410847) MMSI transmission. 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

During the time of the vessel’s reported delivery of refined petroleum to the DPRK, the Xing Ming Yang 

888’s recorded registered owner, Xing Ming Yang (HK) Shipping Co. Ltd was already listed as a dissolved 

entity since June 2019 on the Hong Kong company registry, as was the vessel’s listed operator,  manager and 

Document of Compliance company holder, HK Qihang International Shipping Management Ltd.  

Investigations continue.  

 

 

 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 25 (a): Letter from Gold Advance Corp, dated 10 January 2021 and extracts of 

its attachments 
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Attachment number 5: Bill of sale 
 

 

 

 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 25 (b): Letter from Sierra Leone Maritime Administration on the Heng Rong 

(IMO: 7913098) on its reported use of fraudulent certificates  
 

 

  

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 25 (c): Note verbale and unofficial translation from the Permanent Mission of 

Mongolia to the United Nations in New York 
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Source: Member State 

 

 

 

The Panel notes the following: 

* Due to transmission issues, the Note of 27 May 2020 referenced on the Subblic was not received. 

** Documentation referenced in the Note Verbale on the Xin Hai are retained by the Panel.  
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Annex 25 (d): Deletion certificate of the Xin Hai (IMO: 9129213), 15  December 2020 
 

 

 

 

Source: Member State 
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Annex 26: Letter from the Sierra Leone Maritime Administration on the de-registered 

status of vessels previously registered under Sierra Leone’s ship registry and of their 

reported fraudulent use of documentation 
 

 

Source: The Panel  
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Annex 27: Satellite imagery samples of unknown flagged non-DPRK vessels delivering 

refined petroleum at DPRK ports 
 

Bonvoy 3 (IMO: 8714085) 

 
The unknown flagged Bonvoy 3 was captured on satellite imagery at a petroleum delivery pier in 
Nampo, DPRK, on 10 April 2020. The vessel was also reported by a Member State to have delivered 
refined petroleum on two other occasions during the period from January to September 2020. The 
Sierra Leone Maritime Authority confirmed that the vessel was  cancelled from its registry on 12 
November 2019 (see also Annex 6). The Bonvoy 3 has the capacity to offload up to 22,557 barrels 
of refined petroleum products per delivery .  The vessel was registered in November 2020 sailing 
under a new flag, a new name Fu Shun 3 and under new ownership and management with an address 
in Hong Kong, China.  The flag state, Mongolia, under which the Fun Shun 3 was sailing, cancelled 
the vessel’s registration and all related certification issued to the vessel on 24 December 2020, with 
the stated reason as due to illegal activities involving the DPRK (see figure 1).  
 

 

 

 

Source: Member State 
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Figure 1: Cancellation form issue by the Mongolian Maritime Administration for the Fu Shun 3 

(formerly known as Bonvoy 3), IMO: 8714085 
 

 

 

 

Source: Member State 
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Hokong (IMO: 9006758) 

 

The unknown flagged Hokong was captured on satellite imagery at a petroleum delivery pier in Songnim, 

DPRK, on 5 June 2020. The formerly Sierra Leone-flagged vessel was recorded as unknown-flagged from 

October 201926. The vessel was also reported by a Member State to have delivered refined petroleum on 

eight other occasions during the period from January to September 2020. The Hokong has the capacity to 

offload up to 27,000 barrels of refined petroleum products per delivery.  

See also Annex 26. 

 

 

Source: Member State 

 

 

 

  

 

 26 IHS Markit. 
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New Konk (IMO: 9036387) 

 

The unknown flagged New Konk was captured on satellite imagery at a petroleum delivery pier in Songnim, 

DPRK, on 2 July 2020. The formerly Sierra Leone-flagged vessel was recorded as unknown-flagged from 

October 201927. The vessel was also reported by a Member State to have delivered refined petroleum on 

seven other occasions during the period from January to September 2020. The New Konk has the capacity to 

offload up to 54,400 barrels of refined petroleum products per delivery.  

See also Annex 26. 

 

 

Source: Member State 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: The Panel 

 

  

 

 27 IHS Markit. 
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Annex 28: Vessels of interest recommended by the Panel for designation within China’s 

Coastal Waters, March to September 2020 
 

 

Source: Member State 
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Annex 29: Examples of DPRK vessels delivering refined petroleum at DPRK ports  
 

Former foreign-flagged tankers that have transitioned to DPRK tankers28 and designated DPRK tankers con-

tinue to deliver refined petroleum at various DPRK ports.  These included the Kwang Chon 2 (former Sen 

Lin 01) (IMO: 8910378) and Sin P(h)yong 2 (former Tianyou) (IMO: 8817007) also continued to deliver 

refined petroleum to various DPRK ports.  

 

Designated DPRK tankers continue to obtain and deliver refined petroleum to the DPRK. These included the 

Chon Ma San (IMO : 8660313), designated in March 2018 for ship-to-ship transfers in mid-Nov 2017 (see 

sample satellite imagery at figure 1), and the Pu Ryong (IMO: 8705539) formerly the Kum Un San 3 (see 

sample satellite imagery at  figure 2), designated in October 2018 for conducting a ship-to-ship transfer with 

the New Regent on 7 June 2018.  

 

Figure 1: Satellite imagery of the Chon Ma San at a petroleum deliver pier in Nampo, DPRK, on 1 June 

2020  

 

Source: Member State 

 

The Chon Ma San was also reported by a Member State to have delivered refined petroleum on three other 

occasions during the period from January to September 2020. The vessel has the capacity to offload up to 

24,000 barrels of refined petroleum products per delivery. 

 

 

  

 

 28 Paragraph 26 of S/2020/840 
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Figure 2: Satellite imagery of the Pu Ryong (former Kum Un San 3) at a petroleum deliver pier in Songnim, 

DPRK, on 3 June 2020  

 

 

Source: Member State 

 

The Pu Ryong was also reported by a Member State to have delivered refined petroleum on four other occa -

sions during the period from January to September 2020. The Pu Ryong has the capacity to offload up to 

22,100 barrels of refined petroleum products per delivery. 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 30: Non-Paper updates from Viet Nam on the Viet Tin 01 (IMO: 8508838) 
 

1. Relevant Vietnamese authorities have been thoroughly conducting investigation into the case related 

to vessel Viet Tin 01. However, the investigation has been faced with a number of challenges, 

including lack of access to the vessel due partly to the Covid-19 pandemic, and therefore has not yet 

found sufficient, conclusive evidence regarding the alleged violation by vessel Viet Tin 01 of related 

Security Council resolutions. 

 

2. Up to now, all the vessel crew were returned to Viet Nam. The Department of Maritime Affairs, 

Ministry of Transport of Vietnam, requested company Thuan Thien and company Viet Tin to fulfill 

their obligations towards the vessel crew. Company Viet Tin is currently steeped in financial diffi-

culties and is unable to repair the vessel to return to Viet Nam or to liquidate it to cover all related 

payments to the port authority of Malaysia. The vessel now lies in atrophy in the area for unusable 

ships of the Malaysian port and has been unable to operate normally for a long time. 

 

3. Relevant Vietnamese agencies remain committed to resolving this case in a lawful and appropriate 

manner. In short term, the agencies, including Ministries of Public Security, Transportation and For-

eign Affairs, will continue to have inter-agency meetings to discuss ways forward to address the 

case. We request that the Panel of Experts reflect in its upcoming final report the information 

provided by Viet Nam on the implementation of related Security Council resolutions regarding vessel 

Viet Tin 01.  

 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 31 (a): T-Energy’s involvement in associated vessels engaged in ship-to-ship 

transfers with DPRK tankers  
 

The Panel wrote to relevant parties concerning the vessels’ flag status, ownership, voyage routes, cargo de -

tails, involved counterparties, port and customs information, transaction details and payment records. The 

following vessels conducted ship-to-ship transfers with DPRK-flagged tankers or with tankers that have a 

DPRK connection, in all cases with the alleged involvement of T-Energy, based on lead information from a 

Member State: 

 

(i) Unknown-flagged Sea Prima (aka Courageous) (IMO: 8617524) with Saebyol (IMO: 8916293) and 

with Paek Ma (IMO: 9066978 ) on or around 25 September 2019; and with Sam Jong 1 (IMO: 

8405311) and Kum Jin Gang 2 (no recorded IMO number) on or around 24 August 2019. 

(ii) Malaysia-flagged Semua Gembira (aka JM Sutera 7) (IMO: 9494917) with Saebyol on or around 2 

February 2019; and with Song Won (IMO: 8613360) and with Kum Un San (IMO: 8720436) on or 

around 29 January 2019. 

(iii)  Panama-flagged Ri Xin (IMO: 9121302) with Sam Jong 2 (IMO: 7408873) on or around 31 March 

2018.  

(iv)  Then Panama-flagged Chan Fong (IMO: 7350260) with Chon Ma San (IMO: 8660313), on or 

around 17 March 2018. 

(v) Then Panama-flagged Koya (aka Hatch) (IMO: 9396878) with Chon Ma San and with Kum Un San 

3 (IMO: 8705539) around 19 November 2017. 

 

 

The following include the Panel’s investigations conducted to date and replies obtained on these ship -to-

ship transfers: 

 

(i) Sea Prima (aka Courageous) (IMO: 8617524) 

 

The unknown-flagged Sea Prima conducted ship-to-ship transfers with the designated DPRK tankers Saebyol 

(IMO: 8916293) and Paek Ma (IMO: 9066978 ) on or around 25 September 2019, according to a Member 

State. The Member State also reported that the Sea Prima conducted ship-to-ship transfers a month earlier 

on or around 24 August 2019 with the designated DPRK tanker Sam Jong 1 (IMO: 8405311) and with the 

DPRK tanker Kum Jin Gang 2 (no recorded IMO number). 

 

The Sea Prima has been documented in previous Panel reports as having engaged with DPRK tankers on 

different occasions and the Panel recommended the vessel for designation. Since March 2020, Cambodian 

authorities have detained the Sea Prima sailing as the Courageous29.  

 

During the months of August and September 2019, the Sea Prima was sailing without a registered flag30 

when it conducted the reported ship-to-ship transfers with DPRK tankers. Panel investigations indicated that 

Cour-age Maritime SA-BZE (hereafter “Courage Maritime”), the vessel’s Operator and its Document of 

Compli-ance company holder, was registered in Belize in August 2019. Courage Maritime subsequently 

served as the vessel’s operator upon receiving flag status from Cameroon. Courage Maritime listed an address 

that is alleg-edly co-located with T-Energy in Taoyuan District, Taiwan Province of China. According to the 

individual that registered Courage Maritime, the owners of the Courageous, New Eastern Shipping Co., Ltd 

(hereafter “New Eastern”) with an address in Xiamen, China, had requested the company be registered with 

the Taoyuan District address as its operational address. The individual stated, “I wish to place on record that 

my role with regards to New Eastern Shipping [NES] / Courageous / Sea Prima [SP] are that of a Sale & 

Purchase (S & P) of vessel as a ship broker, and a Marine Consultant”. After the completion of the S & P 

Transaction, I was asked by owner of New Eastern Shipping to be their Marine Technical Consultant ..”. 

New Eastern requested the individual to use his name on “a temporary basis” to register the company in 

order to expedite registration, 

 
 

 29 Paragraph 34 to 38, S/2020/640. 

 30 The Sea Prima was previously flagged under Saint Kitts and Nevis and from November 2019 to till its detention by Cambodian 

authorities in March 2020 was Cameroon-flagged. 
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with the intention by New Eastern to transfer the company registration under a Mr Fang Xian -Sen. New 

Eastern provided identification of Mr Fang to the individual. According to the individual, the transfer to Mr 

Fang was unsuccessful “… because NES [New Eastern] failed to provide me with the correct residential 

address of Mr Fang Xian Sen. It was pending till now”. Belize has yet to respond to the Panel. Investigations 

continue.  

 

 

Semua Gembira (aka JM Sutera 7) (IMO: 9494917) 

 

The Malaysia-flagged Semua Gembira conducted ship-to-ship transfers on a number of occasions with DPRK 

tankers, according to a Member State. These included transfers with the designated Saebyol on or around 2 

February 2019, with the Song Won (IMO: 8613360) and with the Kum Un San (IMO: 8720436) on or around 

29 January 2019. 

 

The International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) website lists the Semua Gembira as flagged under 

Malaysia’s registry since February 2009.  Panel investigations show the vessel with several days of 

unaccounted gaps in AIS transmission around the respective referenced January and February dates, during 

which  illicit ship-to-ship transfers could have taken place (see figure 1). The Song Won and Kum Un San 

had not been transmitting AIS signals for over a week, while the Saebyol recorded an extended AIS 

transmission gap, over the respective dates in question.  

 

Figure 1: Semua Gembira’s recorded AIS transmission gaps between 28 and 31 January 2019  

 

 
Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 
The Panel wrote to Malaysia as flag registry and the vessel’s listed registered owner, TKH Marine (L) Ltd 31 

(hereafter “TKH Labuan”).  Malaysia responded it was undertaking the necessary consultations with relevant 

agencies and would provide its feedback to the Panel in due course. While serving as the sole registered owner 

during the period of interest of January and Feb 2019 (hereafter “the material time”), TKH Labuan’s shares 

__________________ 

 31 IHS Markit. IHS Markit is the originating source for the International Maritime Organization (IMO) Ship Identification 

Number Scheme and is the sole authority with responsibility for assigning and validating these numbers. It is also the 

originating source for the IMO Unique Company and Registered Owner Identification Number Scheme, which it manages 

on behalf of IMO.   
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have since been beneficially acquired in full by another company as of July 2020, which in turn is an indirect 

subsidiary of the present group owner of the vessel (hereafter “Group Company”). TKH Labuan, as part of 

the Group Company, cooperated with the Panel’s requests and is assisting the Panel with its investigations.  

 

Based on current information available to the Panel, the Malaysia-flagged Semua Gembira was sold in 2017, 

as a result of  the liquidation process, to a company incorporated in Samoa with a business address in Taiwan 

Province of China (hereafter “Company SG-TW). Company SG-TW appointed a Malaysian-registered com-

pany, Apacmarine Sdn Bhd (hereafter “Apacmarine”) as the ship manager. Due to insufficient funds to pur-

chase the vessel, Company SG-TW assigned TKH Labuan the rights of the Semua Gembira on 28 February 

2018, with TKH Labuan paying the balance of the purchase price. TKH Labuan was wholly owned by Person 

1, who also co-owns and holds a senior position at Apacmarine32. TKH Labuan / Person 1 also entered into 

an agreement the same date on 28 February 2018 with a Malaysian incorporated company, Jasa Merin (La - 

buan) Plc (hereafter “Jasa Marin”), the latter taking on a majority stake in TKH Labuan to provide the addi-

tional funds to complete the vessel’s purchase, which was finalized in March 2018 33. According to the Group 

Company, Jasa Marin, an entirely separate legal entity from TKH Labuan, has a role “limited to that acquired 

as a shareholder in or around 2018 following its subscription of shares in TKH Labuan”, and has limited 

knowledge of the vessel’s activities. TKH Labuan retains a contractual relationship with Apacmarine as the 

vessel’s appointed ship manager pursuant to another agreement dated April 2019.  

 

During the material time, TKH Labuan had bareboat chartered the vessel to Company SG-TW34, the original 

purchaser of the Semua Gembira back in 2017, with the latter possessing full control of the vessel for the 

duration of the charter period. Company SG-TW’s corporate details show it was incorporated on 20 January 

2015 in Samoa with a sole shareholder. Under this charter, Apacmarine served as the ship manager for the 

vessel, pursuant to an agreement between Company SG-TW and Apacmarine. “Therefore, TKH Labuan had 

no knowledge of the Vessel’s location during the Material Time.”   

 

On 20 December 2018, the bareboat charterer SG-TW entered into a time charter agreement with a United 

Arab Emirates company in Dubai (hereafter “Company TC-D), via T Energy, on 20 December 2018 (see 

Annex 31 (b)). The memorandum by SG-TW was attention to Company TC-D’s office in Singapore. 

 

Email communication on discharge orders made available to the Panel covering the material time show the 

Time Charter Company TC-D issuing discharge orders to Apacmarine, the ship manager. The discharge 

orders showed the estimated time of arrival of the receiving vessels that were identified via digits rather than 

vessel identifiers - the digits do not conform with IMO numbers or MMSIs. Receiving vessels were not 

identified by name during January to mid-February 2019, the material time . No discharge email entries were 

entered on and around 29 January and 2 February 2019, with the next closest discharge orders entered on 31 

January and 1 February 2019, local time (see Annex 31 (c)).  

 

A Bill of Lading showed a shipment of around 6,500 metric tonnes of “GASOIL 50 PPM S” loaded at Yangpu 

port, China, on 7 January 2019, with Vanphong Bay, Viet Nam, as its port of discharge (see Annex 31  (d)).  

The operational instructions were communicated by the Dubai company to Apacmarine. According to 

Apacmarine, the time charter was terminated on 7 March 2019 “after all the cargo were discharged off at 

Kaohsiung”. According to Apacmarine, it was “not unusual for vessels to divert from the port of discharge 

named in the bill of lading based on instructions from the charterer, and that the decision to discharge the 

cargo at various locations during the voyage, and finally at Kaohsiung, was made by the charterer ….”.  
 

The vessel’s voyage, daily reports and discharge orders under the material time was provided by the Group 

Company from information obtained from Apacmarine. According to Apacmarine, all ship-to-ship transfers 

conducted during the material time were carried out under verbal instructions by Company SG-TW’s repre- 

 

 

 
 

 32 As on December 2020. 

 33 Jasa Merin held 70% and Person 1 held 30% of the shares.  

 34 TKH Labuan then entered into a bareboat charter agreement with Company SG-TW for a 5-year period beginning 1 April 2018, upon 

finalization of the vessel’s purchase. The agreement was terminated in April 2019.  
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sentative onboard the vessel, a Chinese national, Mr Zhang. As such, “ no further documentation of the discharges 

was made. According to APAC[marine], this is in line with their typical bunkering operations for other charterers.”  

   

The Panel separately notes that Apacmarine also served as the previous registered owner, manager, operator and 

Document of Compliance company holder of the then Panama-flagged Koya (IMO: 9396878) when it was 

previously sailing as the Semua Berjaya35. The Panel is investigating a suspected case of ship-to-ship transfer 

between the Koya (IMO: 9396878) and a DPRK tanker that occurred in November 2017 (see iv below). 

Apacmarine has owned and / or managed at various points: the Koya (aka Hatch) the Semua Gembira, and the 

designated Koti (IMO: 9417115). 

 

Other entities copied in some of the ship’s discharge order communication included the Bareboat Charter Company 

SG-TW and T Energy. Investigations continue. 

 

 
(ii)  Ri Xin (IMO: 9121302)   

 

The Panama-flagged Ri Xin conducted a ship-to-ship transfer with the designated DPRK tanker Sam Jong 2 (IMO: 

7408873) on or around 31 March 2018, according to a Member State. Panel investigations show the Ri Xin with 

an unaccounted five-day AIS transmission gap around the date of the suspected ship-to-ship transfer (see figure 

2). The Ri Xin also recorded AIS transmission gaps outside of these dates. The vessel has been flagged under 

Panama’s registry since August 2014. The Panel has yet to receive a response from Panama. 

 

Figure 2: Excerpts from a specialized commercial maritime database platform showing a segment of the  Ri Xin’s 

(IMO: 9121302) voyage from March to April 2018 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

The Ri Xin made a port call at Ulsan port, Republic of Korea, on or around 27 March 2018, with a reported 

destination of Hong Kong before dropping its AIS transmission between 29 March and 3 April 2018, during 

which the Ri Xin met with the Sam Jong 2. According to Ulsan port records, a Bill of Lading dated 29 March 

2018 showed 3,770 tons of Gasoil 10PPM was loaded onto the Ri Xin for the purpose of transshipment. The 

 

 

 

 

 35 IHS Markit. 
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vessel’s registered owner, Sing Da Sheng Co Ltd (hereafter “Sing Da Sheng Co”), was the notify party, with 

two Singapore-based companies listed as the consignor and consignee. T Energy was listed as the consignor 

on other Bills of Lading based on Ulsan port records in the same month and the following month of April 

2018.  Investigations continue. 

 

Sing Da Sheng Co Ltd (hereafter “Sing Da Sheng Co”) is listed as the Ri Xin’s registered owner since August 

2014, as well as the ship manager and operator a year later. The entity is registered in Samoa with an address 

in Kaohsiung, Taiwan Province of China. A media report36 indicated that Sing Da Sheng Co may be the owner 

the Chan Fong (IMO: 7350260)37, another vessel the Panel is investigating for conducting ship-to-ship trans-

fer with a DPRK  tanker in March 2018 (see item iv below). Open source information including the Panel’s 

analysis of tracking data of the vessels as well as information  relating to a report on the abandonment of 

seafarers corroborates the media reporting of the abandonment of the Chan Fong. The Panel wrote to Sing 

Da Sheng Co. enquiring into the Ri Xin as well as requesting information on the Chan Fong, including 

whether the vessel was directly or indirectly under its ownership and management. The company has yet to 

respond to the Panel’s enquiry.  The Panel continues to await a response from Samoa.  

 

(iii) Chan Fong (IMO: 7350260) 

 

The then Panama-flagged Chan Fong conducted a ship-to ship transfer with the designated DPRK tanker 

Chon Ma San (IMO: 8660313) on or around 17 March 2018, according to a Member State. Panel investiga -

tions show the Chan Fong with an unaccounted week of AIS transmission gap coinciding with the date of 

the suspected ship-to-ship transfer (see figure 3), with the Chon Ma San also having a long period no AIS 

trans-mission from September 2017 to October 2019. The Chan Fong was flagged under Panama’s registry 

between June 2014 to October 2018. The vessel is recorded in casualty / repair status38 (see also above 

paragraph on the Ri Xin). The Panel has yet to receive a response from Panama.  

 

Figure 3: Excerpt showing a segment of the Chan Fong’s (IMO: 7350260) voyage, March 2018 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

 

 

  

 

 36 http://tw.appledaily.com/local/20201120/4Q7AKWN7YRE6VLUBSOGBSIARWY/  

 37 Maritime databases and the International Maritime Organization list a different entity as the registered owner of the Chan Fong. 

 38 International Maritime Organization (IMO), as on December 2020.  
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Celestial Sail Group Ltd (hereafter “Celestial Sail”) is listed as the Chan Fong’s registered owner since July 2017. 

The entity is registered in the Seychelles with a care of address of the vessel’s ship manager and operator based in 

Kaohsiung, Taiwan Province of China39. Seychelles responded to the Panel. The company has yet to respond to 

the Panel’s enquiry.   

 

(iv) Koya (aka Hatch) (IMO: 9396878) 

 

Then Panama-flagged Koya (aka Hatch) (IMO: 9396878) conducted ship-to-ship transfers with the designated 

DPRK tankers Chon Ma San (IMO: 8660313) and with the Kum Un San 3 (IMO: 8705539) on or around 19 

November 2017, according to a Member State. The Koya also recorded AIS transmission gaps outside of these 

dates and recorded as last AIS transmission (sailing as Hatch) in August 2018.  

 

The Koya made a port call at Yeosu port, Republic of Korea, on and around 15 to 16 November 2017 (EST), with 

a reported destination of Taichung before dropping its AIS transmission and conducting its ship-to-ship transfers 

(see figure 4). According to Yeosu port records, a Bill of Lading  dated 16 November 2017 showed 5,999.151 tons 

of Gasoil was loaded onto the Koya for the purpose of transshipment. A Republic of Korea-incorporated company 

was listed as the consignor with its consignee as the company’s Singapore office. The Panel has yet to receive a 

response from Panama. 

 

Figure 4: Excerpts from a specialized commercial maritime database platform showing a segment of the Koya’s 

(IMO: 9396878) voyage in November 2017 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

During the time of the reported ship-to-ship transfer, the Koya’s registered owner, ship manager and operator was 

Koya Corp. The Panel notes that the Panama-registered Koya Corp appeared to have shared the same directors as 

Koti Corp, the registered owner of the designated Koti (IMO: 9417115) that was engaged in a ship-to-ship transfer 

with the DPRK tanker Kum Un San 3 (IMO: 8705539) on 9 December 2017. The Koti was impounded by the 

Republic of Korea in 2017 and scrapped in 2020.  

 

The China-registered Dalian Grand Ocean Shipping Management Co Ltd (hereafter “Dalian Grand Ocean”) served 

as the vessel’s Document of Compliance (DOC) company holder between July 2017 to March 2018. Dalian Grand 

Ocean also served as the Koti’s  DOC company holder from July 2017. The Panel has yet to receive a response 

from the company.  

 

Source: The Panel 

 
 

 39 Ibid.. 
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Annex 31 (b) :Excerpts of the Time Charter Memorandum for the Semua Gembira  
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xxxxxxx 
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Source: The Panel 
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Annex 31 (c): Excerpts of email communication of discharge order transmitted via 

email between the Dubai-based Time Charter company and Apacmarine as ship 

manager for the Bareboat Charter Company 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 31 (d): Bill of Lading for the Semua Gembira 
 

 

 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 32: Fishing rights transfer 
 

Annex 32 (a) Trading of DPRK fishing rights transfer and involvement of Chairperson 

of General Association of Koreans in China 
 

A media report broadcast in May 2020 showed an agent who promoted fishing rights to operate in the 

waters of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. The agent explained that every year about 800-

1000 fishing permits were sold. In the program, the agent further explained that the contracts were 

signed in China and upon arrival to the waters of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,  official 

fishing permits would be passed to the fishing vessels.   

The same report purportedly showed Ms. Choe Un Bok, Chairperson of the General Association of 

Koreans in China, as a person who was tasked by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to sell 

fishing rights. In the report this individual stated that although the amount of payment for fishing rights 

changed, at the time of the recording the payment amount was 300,000 RMB40,  and for entry to certain 

profitable area of water there was an extra charge. The Panel has not received reply from Ms. Choe or 

the organization.  

 
 

 

  

 

 40 Approx.46,000USD (rate of 15 January 2021). 
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Annex 32 (b): Fishing related joint venture and activity of DPRK’s Korea Surim 

Trading Corporation  
 

According to information obtained by the Panel, Weihai Peninsula Vessel Fuel Co., Ltd.41 was in late 

2019 involved in plans to establish with Korea Surim Trading Corporation a joint venture, concerning fishing, 

that would primarily operate in DPRK waters. The information obtained by the Panel suggests that the joint 

venture would be located in Sinuiju, DPRK.  

 

According to the Member State, Korea Surim Trading Corporation was in 2019 and 2020 involved in 

directing numerous activities prohibited by relevant Security Council resolutions. These activities included ship-

to-ship transfers with DPRK-flagged vessels.  The Panel has not received a reply to its enquiry from Weihai 

Peninsula Vessel Fuel Co., Ltd. 

  
 According to the same Member State, Korea Surim Cooperation also engaged in trade on behalf 

of designated Korea Taeryonggang Trading Cooperation in 2016. The DPRK’s Korea Myohyang 

General Corporation was directly involved in facilitating this relationship.  For the more information on 

Korea Surim, see finance section.  
 

 

  

 

 41 address: 12 Huayuan South Road, Weihai City, Shandong province, China 
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Annex 32 (c) : Fishing vessels observed by Member States 
 

Fishing vessels observed by Member States  

The Panel obtained information which suggests transfer of fishing rights continues. Multiple Member States 

provided information on Chinese vessels operating in, or intending to operate in, waters of the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea. The Panel investigated and submitted enquiries to the relevant countries. 

Information provided by Member States suggested that these vessels adopted measures to obfuscate their 

activities and identities, such as receiving licenses in the waters of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea, concealing their names, and flying two country’s flags. In this reporting period, a Member Stat e 

informed the Panel of two vessels flying the flag of DPRK and Chinese flags (辽大中渔 15181 (Liao Da 

Zhong Yu 15181) and 福远 28 (FUYUAN 28) ), and a vessel flying the flag of the Republic of Korea and 

Chinese flag (临渔运 0002(Lin Yu Yun 0002) (figures 1 and 2). The Republic of Korea replied to the Panel 

(Annex 32 (d)). For the Member States’ information and the Panel’s analysis see Annex 32 (e).  China replied 

to the Panel (Annex 32 (f)).  

 

Figure 1: Photo and interview result of fishing vessel 辽大中渔 15181  
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Source: Member State 
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Figure 2: Photo and interview result of fishing vessel 临渔运 0002 
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Source: Member State 
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Annex 32 (d): Reply from the Republic of Korea to the Panel 
 

To the Panel, the Republic of Korea replied “the Republic of Korea confirms that the vessel Lin Yu 

Yun 0002 is not registered as a ship of the Republic of Korea.” noting “no information concerning 

the vessel Lin Yu Yun 0002, including its flag status, MMSI numbers, and port entry, was found”.   

 

The ROK further informed that (1) Article 5 (Hoisting of National Flag) of the Ship Act states non -

ROK ships shall not hoist the national flag of the Republic of Korea; (2) Article 8 (Registry and 

Registration) of the Ship Act states each owner of an ROK ship shall apply for the registration of the 

ship to the administrator of a regional office of oceans and fisheries having jurisdiction over the port 

of registry within 60 days from the date of acquiring the ship, as  prescribed by the Ordinance of the 

Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries; (3) Article 17 (Indication of the Ship) of its Enforcement 

Regulations of the Ship Act states each ROK ship shall visibly display the name of the ship in Korean, 

including Arabic numerals, on the outside of the ship.  
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Annex 32 (e): Member States’ information and the Panel’s analysis 
(1) First Member State information: Chinese Fishing Vessels in DPRK Waters  
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Source: Member State 
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(2) List of ships observed and individuals reported by the third Member State in September and October 2020 

 

鲁荣渔 59295 (Lu Rong Yu 59295) 

鲁荣渔 59296 (Lu Rong Yu 59296) 

福远 27 (FUYUAN 27) 

福远 28 (FUYUAN 28) 

辽大中渔 15181(Liao da zhong yu 15181) 

临渔运 0002(Lin Yu Yun 0002) 

辽丹渔 3607 (Lian Dan Yu 3607)  

辽丹渔 3608 (Lian Dan Yu 3608) 

王徳偉 (owner of  辽丹渔 3607) 

 

(3) Panel’s methodology  

The Panel checked the data with various sources including through Member States.  

A Member State stated that among these 57 vessels on the list of Annex 2 (1) above provided by another 

Member State, “no information is available to confirm the existence of vessels in No. 6, 9, 33, 48, 53 and 55. 

The other 51 vessels on the list are said to be ‘Active’ in relevant [maritime database] website, but there is 

no information about their IMO registration, owner and operator.” The Member State also provided recent 

geographical positions of the vessels on the list,  with  names matching with MMSI recorded in  publicly 

available maritime databases (Table). The Member State stated that “these positions were received in 2019 

and they were around maritime areas around North Korea, including the east side of the Korean Peninsula”.  

Table: Member State information on the location of vessels 

No. Vessel Name MMSI Date Time (UTC) Latitute Longtitude 

5 ZHONG TANG 2 412205279 2019.9.26 14:57 41.90457N 130.3961E 

13 Liao Dan Yu Yun 25139 412211386 2019.11.8 14:20 39.34904N 124.7636E 

15 Liao Dan Yu 25968 412211839 2019.8.19 12:12 38.67237N 125.0151E 

19 Liao Dan Yu Yun 25097 412215422 2019.8.22 0:37 37.64317N 125.4855E 

20 Liao Dan Yu 26098 412215438 2019.5.8 15:33 38.4271N 124.1801E 

21 Liao Dan Yu 26096 412215491 2019.10.22 14:37 38.06435N 124.5952E 

38 Jin Han Yu 04916 412301051 2019.8.5 9:34 39.27627N 127.7595E 

40 Lu Rong Yu 2836 * 412321643 2019.8.3 12:25 39.52571N 130.8495E 

42 Lu Rong Yu 58295 412324168 2019.8.5 5:08 39.68707N 130.403E 

46 Liao Dan Yu 23387 412335121 2019.6.13 10:33 39.37794N 130.2695E 

47 Liao Dan Yu 23388 412335122 2019.6.13 10:59 39.36693N 130.2393E 
   

* The vessel with MMSI No.412321643 is currently registered as Lu Rong Yu 2836. 

The Panel also analysed satellite imagery of the vicinity to examine the information provided by the first 

Member State (Figure).   
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Figure: Example of satellite imagery of vicinity of the fishing vessels’ location on the list (1)  
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Source: Planet Labs Inc., the Panel 
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Annex 32 (f): Reply from China to the Panel  
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Annex 33: DPRK vessels sailing without AIS transmissions 
 

DPRK vessels that transit to Chinese waters typically do not maintain AIS transmission for signi -
ficant periods or retain intermittent transmissions with false identifiers to avoid and obfuscate AIS 
tracking of where they conduct their illicit trade. While AIS non-transmission is a well-documented 
technique to evade sanctions, maintaining AIS transmission is also key to avoiding accidents at sea. 
Two DPRK vessels previously featured in Panel reports, Jang Jin Gang (IMO: 8914075) and Su 
Song (IMO: 9024889)42 met with accidents around 15 October 2019 and 1 October 2019 
respectively off Zhoushan waters when they were sailing without AIS tracks on maritime databases. 
Information obtained through the incident reports indicated the vessels were carrying anthracite 
coal / coal43.  
 

 

Source: The Panel 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 42 The Jang Jin Gang transmitted sporadically and had not transmitted an AIS signal since June 2019. The Su Song has not transmi tted 

AIS since Oc-tober 2018. 

 43 Incident reports from the International Maritime Organization. Documentation including coordinates and summary report of the 

incidents held by the Panel.  
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Annex 34: Examples of DPRK vessels exporting coal to waters in Ningbo-Zhoushan, 
China 
 

Asia Honor (IMO: 8405220) 

 

On 2 August 202044, the DPRK-flagged Asia Honor loaded coal at Chongjin Port, DPRK, based on satellite 

imagery information. On 13 August, the vessel transmitting as ‘A H’ briefly reported its AIS positional data 

and updated its draft status to laden before dropping transmission a day later. According to a Member State, 

the Asia Honor was underway laden with coal at 303524N 1232848E on 16 August as it approached Ningbo-

Zhoushan, China. On 17 August, the vessel anchored in Ningbo-Zhoushan in close proximity to another 

DPRK-flagged vessel, Myong Sin (IMO: 9045182) (see figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Voyage route of Asia-Honor exporting DPRK-origin coal, August 2020 

 

 

 

  

 

 44 All dates unless otherwise stated are given in Universal Time Coordinates (UTC). 
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Source: Member State 

 

The Asia Honor was previously reported by the Panel  transferring  DPRK-origin coal to a lighter vessel 

around 15 February 2019 off the Gulf of Tonkin45. 

 

The vessel was last managed and operated by HongXiang Marine Hong Kong Ltd46 (hereafter “HongXiang 

Marine”) and listed Win Trade Worldwide Ltd (hereafter “Win Trade”) as its registered owner before the 

vessel was DPRK-flagged in November 201847. HongXiang Marine additionally managed the following ves-

sels before they transitioned to DPRK vessels in 2018:  Horizon Star (9017123), Flourishing (IMO: 8421315) 

and Oriental Treasure (IMO: 8421315)48. These vessels continue to export DPRK-origin coal to waters in 

Ningbo-Zhoushan in 2020 (see figure 2). The commonality of management company likely indicates associ-

ated entities and individuals involved in facilitating the DPRK’s illicit activities.  

 

Figure 2: Horizon Star and Oriental Treasure at Ningbo-Zhoushan, August 2020 

 

Source: Member State 

 

 

 

  
 

 45 Paragraph 20, S/2019/691. 

 46 Struck off in June 2018 on the Hong Kong company registry.  

 47 IHS Markit. 

 48 The Oriental Treasure has been featured in several Panel reports aiding and abetting the DPRK’s illegal coal export 

operations. 
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Paek Hak San (IMO: 9298076) 

 

The DPRK-flagged Paek Hak San maintained intermittent AIS transmissions that showed at least two 

voyages made to the Ningbo-Zhoushan area since June 2019.  On 19 June 2020 (EST), the vessel began 

transmitting its AIS outside of DPRK waters, ceasing transmission a day later as it was sailing through the 

Yellow Sea. The vessel resumed transmission on 21 June in the Ningbo-Zhoushan area. On its return journey 

to the DPRK, the Paek Hak San transmitted AIS positional data from 28 June to 1 July as it departed the 

Ningbo-Zhoushan area, and re-transmitted in the Yellow Sea on 3 July for the remainder of its voyage (see 

figure 3). The Paek Hak San returned to the Ningbo-Zhoushan area where it transmitted AIS signal on 24 

July after departing  DPRK waters two weeks earlier. There has been no fur ther transmission since 26 July 

202049.  

 

Figure 3: Voyage route of Paek Hak San exporting DPRK-origin coal, June / July 2020 

 

June 2020 

 

July 2020 

 

 

 

  

 

 49 As on December 2020.. 
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Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

 

China replied  that there was no record of the Asia Honor and of the Paek Hak San entering or leaving Chinese 

ports. 

 

 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 35: China-flagged cargo vessels delivering DPRK-origin coal to various 
Chinese ports 
 

In addition to  the Shun Jin Bao (MMSI: 413704010) that loaded DPRK-origin coal in the Ningbo-Zhoushan 

area in China and offloaded the coal at Bayuquan port in August 2020, the following vessels were also re -

ported to have conducted ship-to-ship transfers with DPRK vessels in the Ningbo-Zhoushan area and then 

transshipped and delivered their cargo at other Chinese ports:  

 

China-flagged Huade16 (MMSI: 413249920) loaded DPRK-origin coal in the Ningbo-Zhoushan area and 

offloaded the coal at Guangzhou port in June 2020. The Huade16 was captured on satellite imagery at a pier 

alongside two unidentified barges of approximately 76 meters and 80 meters long.  

 

 

 

 

Source: Member State 
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China-flagged Xinjinyue (MMSI: 412501560)50 loaded DPRK-origin coal in the Ningbo-Zhoushan area and 

offloaded the coal at Caofeidian’s coal wharf in August 2020.   

 

Source: Member State 

 

17 August 2020 

Source: Member State 

 

 
 

 50 The Xinjinyue was transmitting an invalid IMO:456789900.  
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The Panel sought information on the said cargo-vessels, inter alia, concerning the ship-to-ship 
transfers conducted with DPRK vessels in domestic waters and on the offloaded coal cargo’s origin 
and destination on these cargo vessels. The Panel provided relevant imagery, vessel identifiers, 
domestic voyage routes of the said cargo vessels and related information51.  
 

China replied  that “ According to the investigation by competent Chinese authorities, Chinese vessels 

“Huade16”, “Shun Jin Bao” and “Xiniinyue” sailed between Chinese domestic ports during the 

time frame mentioned in the Panel’s letters, and performed regular reporting and approval 

procedures. The Chinese Customs strictly examined the certificate of origins of their cargo, and no 

evidence of any activities violating the resolutions was found. After further examining the logbook 

of these vessels, the possibility of making port calls to DPRK ports during domestic voyages was 

also excluded. If the Panel has additional evidence, China hopes that the Panel could provide it.”  
 

Source: The Panel 

 

 

  

 

 51 The said cargo vessels were not reported to have visited the DPRK.  
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Annex 36: China-flagged Coastal Barges delivering DPRK-origin coal to China 
 
Eight China-flagged coastal barges with their names and transmitted MMSIs were reported by a Member State to 

have conducted multiple deliveries of DPRK-origin coal to China between May and September 2020. Figure 1 shows 

the typical voyage route of these coastal barges: 

 

Figure 1: Typical delivery route of China-flagged coastal barges 

 
Source: Member State 

 

The general characteristics for the coal carrying barges included:  

 

- limited reported data transmitted on AIS;  

- barges lengths range between 50 meters and 120 meters; and  

- barges have a previous history of transiting exclusively or almost exclusively between ports along the Chi-

nese coastline.  

 

A Member State provided examples of China-flagged barges  involved in such activities. The information provided 

was overall consistent with the Panel’s research and analysis of AIS tracking information where available and as 

indicated in the following images from a commercial maritime database platform. The barges included the following 

vessels:  
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1. Cheng Hong 28 / Changhong28 (MMSI: 413180911)’s voyage March to August 202052.  

 

The Cheng Hong 28 / Changhong28 made port calls at Yingkou and Bayuquan ports in China on 30 March and 6 

May 2020 (EST) before sailing towards DPRK waters in June 2020 from its AIS transmissions. The barge arrived at 

Jiangjiagou by July 2020 before ceasing AIS transmission on 4 August 202053. 

 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel54 

 

 

Source: Member State 

 

 
 

 52 All dates unless otherwise stated are recorded in Universal Time Coordinate (UTC).  

 53 As on December 2020.  

 54 All times and dates reflected on the Windward maritime database platform are in Eastern Standard time (EST).  
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2. Chenggong 66 (MMSI: 413663365), Xin Hai 39 (MMSI: 413897784) and two unidentified Chinese coastal 

barges, 19 June 2020. 

 

 
Source: Member State 

 

3. Unidentified 120-meter Chinese coastal barge laden with coal at Taean port, DPRK, which delivered coal to smaller 

vessels at Jingjiang port, China, May and June 2020. 

 

Source: Member State 
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4. Fu Hai 678 (MMSI: 413827610) departed Nanjing on 21 May 2020, sailed to the DPRK, and departed the DPRK by 8 

June 2020. The vessel dropped its AIS transmission on its return journey while sailing through the Yellow Sea. Panel 

research on a maritime database indicates the vessel subsequently registered an AIS signal in July in the Nantong area, 

where the vessel changed its name to the Shun De 678 while making its way up the river towards the port area of Jiangyin, 

China.  

 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

5. Long Yu 1007 (MMSI: 412111000) and Xin Hai 39 (MMSI: 413897784) loaded coal at a port on the Taedong River and 

at Nampo port respectively by 19 June 2020. Both barges departed the DPRK on 19 June and sailed through the Yellow 

Sea before they dropped AIS transmission in June 2020. Panel research indicates the Long Yu 1007 subsequently re-

transmitted an AIS signal in the Nantong area on or around 1 July and continued in a southern direction towards the Ningbo-

Zhoushan area.  
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Source: Member State; Windward, annotated by the Panel  

 

6. Changfahai (MMSI: 413563921) transmitted AIS in the Yellow Sea on 30 May 2020 (EST) and arrived in DPRK 

waters by 4 July.  It departed by 24 July and its  AIS signal was recorded in the Ningbo-Zhoushan area three days later 

before sailing south, reaching Fuzhou, China by 28 July. Changfahai also recorded an AIS transmission in the Nantong 

area where it met  another Chinese cargo vessel on 5 August 2020. The barge first registered its MMSI transmission 

in the same Nantong area on 5 March 2020. 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

The Panel also shared a wider list of 65 China-flagged coastal barges (inclusive of the list of coastal barges above) 

that contained the ship name and associated MMSI it was transmitting, assessed by the Member State to have 

conducted probable coal export from the DPRK during the period between May and September 2020. 

 

China replied  that “With regard to the 65 Chinese-flagged barges mentioned by the Panel, the Chinese side could 

only confirm that there is no record of the vessel “Hua Yuan 0626” entering or leaving Chinese ports. For the other 

64 vessels, there is no valid information found based on the provided MMSI number, or obviously unmatched vessel 

length information with the information in the letters of the Panel.  
 

China attaches great importance to smuggling activities through ship-to-ship transfers involving the DPRK, 

and relevant Chinese authorities have made great efforts in this regard. China has repeatedly and openly  
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reaffirmed its its solemn position against smuggling activities through ship-to-ship transfers and its determi-

nation to combat these activities in accordance with law. This in itself is a deterrence to relevant activities.  

 

At the same time, China has concerns on the practice of the Panel of simply transferring information provided 

by certain Member States without screening and verification. There are serious problems with the timeliness 

and accuracy of such information, based on which no meaningful investigation could be conducted. Inclusion 

of such information by the Panel in its report would create a wrong impression that China is not serious in 

implementing Security Council resolutions. China hopes that the Panel in performing its mandate, takes a 

more prudent and responsible attitude and leaves out information which is against the facts.” 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 37: Unidentified China-flagged barges importing items to the DPRK  
 
In addition to the Cheng Hong 28 (MMSI: 413180911), a Member State provided the following information on 
unidentified China-flagged coastal barges importing sanctioned goods into the DPRK. 
 
Barges “Bravo” and “Charlie”55: On 15 June 2020, a barge with the provided name “Bravo” was observed berthed at 
Nampo port’s pier with two dump trucks loaded in its cargo hold. The dump trucks were subsequently observed 
parked on the pier by 20 June, when the coastal barge with the provided name “Charlie” was observed offloading 
unidentified cargo. Under paragraph 7 of resolution 2397 (2017), the supply, sale or transfer to the DPRK, directly 
or indirectly, of transportation vehicles (HS codes 86 through 89) are prohibited. Dump trucks are transportation 
vehicles identified under HS code 87. 

 

Source: Member State 

 

Barges “Delta” and “Echo”: On 22 June 2020, a barge with the provided name “Delta” and tied to barge “Echo”, 

was observed anchored near Nampo port loaded with one cab-over-engine truck in cargo hold one. Such trucks are 

transportation vehicles identified under HS code 87. “Echo” was had unidentified miscellaneous cargo in one of its 

holds. 

 

Source: Member State 

 

Barge “Foxtrot”: On 4 July 2020, a barge with the provided name “Foxtrot” was observed loaded with seven vehicles: 

three cab-over-engine trucks with open cargo beds, one front-end loader, one excavator, one prime mover with trailer 

 
 

 55 Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot and Golf are used as names to depict the unidentified China -flagged barges. 
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(also known as a semi-trailer), and one personal vehicle.  In addition, “Foxtrot” was loaded with six storage 

tanks.  These items were offloaded by 9 July and located on the pier in Nampo port.  

 

 

Source: Member State 

 

Barge “Golf”: On 16 and 17 July 2020, a barge with the provided name “Golf” was observed near Nampo Lock Gate 

loaded with a total of twelve vehicles split between cargo holds: eight cab-over-engine trucks, three cab-over-engine 

trucks with open cargo beds, and one personal vehicle. Cab-over-engine trucks and personal vehicles are 

transportation vehicles identified under HS code 87. 

 

Source: Member State 

 

China replied that it “attaches great importance to smuggling activities through ship-to-ship transfers involv-

ing the DPRK, and relevant Chinese authorities have made great efforts in this regard. China has repeatedly 

and openly reaffirmed its its solemn position against smuggling activities through ship -to-ship transfers and 

its determination to combat these activities in accordance with law. This in itself is a deterrence to relevant 

activities”. 

 

Source: The Panel    
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Annex 38 (a): Then-Togo-flagged Enterprise (IMO: 9153331) exporting DPRK-origin coal to 

Ningbo-Zhoushan waters, China 
 

Enterprise 

 

The then Togo-flagged Enterprise (IMO: 9153331) recorded its last AIS transmission on 2 October 2019 

(EST) outside Shidao, China, on maritime databases with a reported next destination as Incheon, Republic 

of Korea. A Member State confirmed the vessel departing the Shidao anchorage area by 5 October. The 

Republic of Korea confirmed the vessel neither ported at Incheon nor at any of its other ports thereafter. The 

Enterprise instead arrived at Nampo port by 11 October and has since, according to a Member Sta te, 

conducted at least eight coal deliveries, including seven to the Ningbo-Zhoushan area and one to 

Lianyungang, China56 (see figure 1). The Enterprise exhibited a similar pattern to  the Tae Pyong where the 

latter departed a Chinese port in late December 2019, reported a destination to ‘Order’ before dropping AIS 

signal, and appeared at Nampo a week later. The vessel proceeded to conduct multiple exports of coal within 

Chinese waters in 2020. The Tae Pyong was subsequently reported as DPRK-flagged. 

 

About four months prior to the Enterprise’s arrival at Nampo, the vessel’s ownership and management was 

transferred to entities with listed addresses in China.  Tai Yuan Shipping Co Ltd (hereafter “Taiyuan Shipping”) is 

listed as the group owner of the Enterprise since June 2019, with Blue Sky Shipping Co Ltd (hereafter “Blue Sky”) 

as the vessel’s registered owner and Dalian Taiyuan International Shipping Agency Co Ltd (hereafter “Dalian 

Taiyuan”) as the ves-sel’s operator and manager57.  The Panel wrote to Togo, China and Chinese entities that own 

and / or managed the vessel.  

 

Togo provided the Panel in January 2021 a suspension notification of the Enterprise. The said notification notifies 

all parties “… that the below mentioned certificates of the vessel “ENTERPRISE” (IMO: 9153331) have been 

suspended as of 20th day of June 2020 until further notice” (see figure 2). 

 

China replied that there was no record of the Enterprise entering or leaving Chinese ports.  

 

Figure 1: The Enterprise in Nampo and Ningbo-Zhoushan waters in May/June 2020 

 

Source: Member State 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 56 Information until October 2020. 

 57 IMO. The listed fax numbers of the Chinese entities had error returns.  
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Figure 2: Suspension notification of the Enterprise issued by the Togolese Maritime Authority 

 

Source: Member State 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 38 (b): Unknown flagged Ri Hong (aka Klausen) (IMO: 9162318) exporting 

DPRK-origin coal to Ningbo-Zhoushan waters, China 
  

Ri Hong (aka Klausen) (IMO: 9162318) 

 

The Panel reported on the Ri Hong sailing as flag unknown when the vessel was reported by a Member State 

to have exported DPRK-origin coal to waters in Ningbo-Zhoushan, China in April 202058. The vessel was 

last recorded transmitting near Shidao, China on or around 18 December 2019 (EST) before it stopped 

transmission (see figure 1). The vessel was recorded on satellite imagery less than a week later at Songnim 

port, DPRK (see figure 2).  

 

The Panel wrote to China and sought its assistance for information on the vessel as it last appeared near the 

Shidao port area, its export of DPRK-origin coal to the Ningbo-Zhoushan area, and on the Ri Hong’s last 

known Chinese owner and operator before the vessel appeared in the DPRK. China replied “The DPRK-

flagged vessel “Ri Hong” entered the sea area near Weihai from Inchon, ROK without entering ports, and 

left the sea area for an unknown destination.”  

 

The Panel notes that commercial maritime tracking databases  show the Ri Hong, then Panama-flagged, 

called at Incheon port on and around 10 to 14 December 2019 (EST) prior to its arrival at Shidao on or around 

14 December 2019 (EST).  Panama confirmed it de-registered the Ri Hong on 20 December 201959.  

Figure 1: Last recorded AIS transmission of the Ri Hong, December 2019 

 

Source: Windward, annotated by the Panel 

 

 

  

 

 58 Paragraphs 57 to 59, S/2020/840. 

 59 Ibid. 
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Figure 2: Ri Hong at Songim port, DPRK, 23 December 2019 

 

Source: Member State 

 

In May 2020, the Ri Hong was captured on satellite imagery near Nampo Lock Gate, DPRK, and then in 

Ningbo-Zhoushan waters June 2020 (figure 3). The vessel was back loading coal at Nampo port in July 2020 

(see figure 4). 
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Figure 3: Satellite imagery of the Ri Hong exporting DPRK-origin coal, May / June 2020 

Source: Member State 

 

Figure 4: Satellite imagery of the Ri Hong at Nampo, 4 July 2020 

Source: Member State 

 

The Panel notes that there has been no record on commercial maritime databases of any AIS transmission by 

the vessel sailing under the name of Klausen since December 2019 in spite of its reported flag and name 

change60 and in spite of satellite imagery showing the vessel continuing to sail and conduct maritime trade. 

The Sierra Leone Maritime Administration confirmed the Klausen’s de-registration on 17 November 2020 

with the reason of the vessel’s expiration of its issued provisional registration certificate. A Member State 

has assessed the Ri Hong as acquired by the DPRK though it remains unclear if the vessel is officially flagged 

under its fleet.  

 

Updated information lists Converse Trading Limited, a Hong Kong-registered entity as the registered owner, 

operator and manager of the Klausen since May 2020. The company has no listed telephone, fax or email 

contact details. The Panel continues to await a response from the previous Chinese registered owner and 

operator of the Ri Hong of the vessel’s status, activities, cargo and onward sale.  

 

Source: The Panel 

 

 
 

 60 As of December 2020. 
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Annex 39: Companies involved in the export of DPRK-origin coal 
 

XinXin Green Work Research & Development Co. Ltd 

The Panel investigated the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s illegal export  from at 

least 2019 of coal using barges, based on information from a Member State.  In July 2020, 

XinXin Green Work Research & Development Co. Ltd in Liaoning Province, China, imported 

11,000 metric tons of DPRK-origin coal, using a vessel named Shu Shan 168. According to 

the Member State, the designated Munitions Industry Department (KPe.028) was directly 

involved in this transaction and benefited from it. XinXin Green has yet to reply to the Panel’s 

inquiry.   

 

Taizhou Yifeng Transportation Co. Ltd. 

Based on information from a Member State, Taizhou Yifeng Transportation Co. Ltd. was in -

volved in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s illegal export of coal using barges. 

According to information from a Member State, the Panel  requested information from Taizhou 

Yifeng Transportation Co. Ltd. on whether the company worked together with Mulgil Trading 

Corporation of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to import coal into China using a 

barge Yi Feng 1 (Vessel ID number: CN20089481469, Vessel Registry number: 

2008K2191995) between 2019 and 2020.  Taizhou Yifeng has yet to reply to the Panel’s en -

quiry.  

 
Source: Member State 
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Annex 40: List of HS Codes the Panel applies for the monitoring of sectoral ban  
 

Below is the list of HS codes assigned for each category of goods under sectoral ban by relevant UN 

Security Council resolutions. This list superseds S/2018/171 annex 4 as amended by S/2018/171/Corr.1. 

See https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/sanctions/1718/prohibited-items for the complete list of prohibited 

goods and Implement Assistance Notes.  

 

a. Items prohibited from being exported to the DPRK   

 

Item HS Codes Description Resolutions 

Conden-

sates and 

natural gas 

liquids 

2709 

 

Oils; petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous 

minerals  

Para. 13 of 
res. 2375 
(2017) 2711 Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocrabons  

Industrial 

machinery  

84 

 

Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery and mechanical 

appliances; parts thereof 

Para. 7 of 
res. 2397 
(2017) 85 Electrical machinery and equipment and parts thereof; 

sound recorders and reproducers; television image and 

sound recorders and reproducers, parts and accessories 

of such articles 

Transpor-

tation 

vehicles 61 

86 

 

Railway, tramway locomotives, rolling-stock and parts 

thereof; railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings 

and parts thereof; mechanical (including electro-

mechanical) traffic signaling equipment of all kinds  

Para. 7 of 
res. 2397 
(2017) 

87 Vehicles; other than railway or tramway rolling stock, 

and parts and accessories thereof 

88 Aircraft, spacecraft and parts thereof 62 

89 Ships, boats and floating structures 

Iron, steel 

and other 

metals 

Chapters 72-83  Para. 7 of 
res. 2397 
(2017) 

72 Iron and steel 

73 Articles of iron or steel 

74 Copper and articles thereof 

75 Nickel and articles thereof 

76 Aluminum and articles thereof 

77 Reserved for possible future use 

78 Lead and articles thereof 

79 Zinc and articles thereof 

80 Tin and articles thereof 

81 Other base metals; cermets; articles thereof 

82 Tools, implements, cutlery, spoons and forks, of base 

metal; parts thereof of base metal 

83 Miscellaneous articles of base metal 

 

 

 61 Pursuant to paragraph 30 of resolution 2321 (2016) and paragraph 14 of resolution 2397 (2017), States shall prevent the direc t or 

indirect supply, sale or transfer to the DPRK, through their territories or by their nationals, or using their flag vessels o r aircraft, and 

whether or not originating in their territories, of new helicopters, new and used vessels, except as approved in advance by t he 

Committee on a case-by-case basis. 

 62 Shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian 

passenger aircraft (currently consisting of the following aircraft models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-

134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300).   

https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/sanctions/1718/prohibited-items
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b. Items prohibited from being imported from the DPRK   

 

Item HS Codes Description Resolutions 

Coal 2701 Coal; briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels 

manufactured from coal 

Para. 8 of 
resolution 
2371 (2017) Iron Ore 2601 Iron ores and concentrates, including roasted iron 

pyrites 

Iron Chapter 72 Iron and steel products (7201-7229) 

Iron and Steel 

products 

Chapter 73 Iron and steel products (7301-7326) 

Gold 261690 Gold ores and concentrates Para. 30 of 
resolution 
2270 (2016) 
  

7108 Gold (incl. put plated), unwrought, semi-manufactured 

forms or powder 

710811 Gold Powder, Unwrought 

710812 Gold in Other Unwrought Forms 

710813 Gold in Other Semi-manufactured Forms 

710820 Monetary Gold 

Titanium 2614 Titanium ores and concentrates 

Vanadium 2615 Vanadium ores and concentrates 

Rare Earth 

Minerals 

2612 Uranium or thorium ores and concentrates   [261210 

and 261220] 

2617 Ores and concentrates, [Nesoi code                    261790  

- Other Ores and Concentrates] 

2805 Alkali metals etc., rare-earth metals etc., mercury 

2844 Radioactive chemical elements & isotopes etc.  

Copper Chapter 74 Copper and articles thereof (7401-7419) Para. 28 of 
resolution 
2321 (2016)  

2603 Copper ores and concentrates 

Zinc Chapter 79 Zinc and articles thereof (7901-7907) 

2608 Zinc ores and concentrates 

Nickel Chapter 75 Nickel and articles thereof (7501-7508) 

2604 Nickel ores and concentrates  

Silver 2616100 

7106, 7107 

Silver ores and concentrates 

Silver unwrought or semi manufactured forms, or in 

powdered forms; base metals clad with silver, not 

further worked than semi-manufactured 

7114 Articles of goldsmiths or silversmiths’ wares or parts 

thereof, of silver, whether or not plated or clad with 

other precious metal 

Seafood (incl 

fish, 

crustaceans, 

mollusks, and 

other aquatic 

invertebrates 

in all forms) 

Chapter 3 

 

Fish and Crustaceans, Molluscs and other Aquatic 

Invertebrates (0301-0308) 

Para. 9 of 
resolution 
2371 (2017) 
 

1603 

 

Extracts and juices of meat, fish or crustaceans, 

molluscs or other aquatic invertebrates) 

1604 Prepared or preserved fish; caviar and caviar substitutes 

prepared from fish eggs 

1605 

 

Crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates, 

prepared or preserved 

Lead  Chapter 78 Lead and articles thereof (7801-7806) Para. 10 of 
resolution 
2371 (2017) 

Lead ore 2607 Lead ores and concentrates 
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Textiles 

(including but 

not limited to 

fabrics and 

partially or 

fully 

completed 

apparel 

products) 

Chapters 50-

63 

 Para. 16 of 
resolution 
2375 (2017) 50 Silk, including yarns and woven fabrics thereof  

51 Wool And Fine Or Coarse Animal Hair, Including Yarns 

And Woven Fabrics Thereof; Horsehair Yarn And 

Woven Fabric 

52 Cotton, Including Yarns And Woven Fabrics Thereof 

53 Vegetable Textile Fibers Nesoi; Yarns And Woven 

Fabrics Of Vegetable Textile Fibers Nesoi And Paper  

54 Manmade Filaments, Including Yarns And Woven 

Fabrics Thereof 

55 Manmade Staple Fibers, Including Yarns And Woven 

Fabrics Thereof 

56 Wadding, Felt And Nonwovens; Special Yarns; Twine, 

Cordage, Ropes And Cables And Articles Thereof 

57 Carpets And Other Textile Floor Covering 

58 Fabrics; special woven fabrics, tufted textile fabrics, 

lace, tapestries, trimmings, embroidery 

59 Textile fabrics; impregnated, coated, covered or 

laminated; textile articles of a kind suitable for 

industrial use; 

61 Apparel and clothing accessories; knitted or crocheted;  

62 Apparel and clothing accessories; not knitted or 

crocheted; 

63 Textiles, made up articles; sets; worn clothing and worn 

textile articles; rags 

Agricultural 

products  

07  

 

 

Vegetables and certain roots and tubers; edible  Para. 6 of 
resolution 
2397 (2017) 

08 

 

Fruit and nuts, edible; peel of citrus fruit or melons  

12 Oil seeds and oleaginous fruits; miscellaneous grains, 

seeds and fruit, industrial or medicinal plants; straw and 

fodder 

Machinery 84 Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery and mechanical 

appliances; parts thereof 

Para. 6 of 
resolution 
2397 (2017) Electrical 

equipment 

85 Electrical machinery and equipment and parts thereof; 

sound recorders and reproducers; television image and 

sound recorders and reproducers, parts and accessories 

of such articles 

Earth and 

stone 

including 

magnesite and 

magnesia 

25 Salt; sulphur; earths, stone; plastering materials, lime 

and cement  

Wood 44 Wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal 

Vessels 89 Ships, boats and floating structures 

 

c. For paragraphs 4 and 5 of resolution 2397 (2017), the Panel uses the following HS codes. The Panel notes that 

annual caps are placed for the two items below.  

 

• HS 2709 : crude oil [cap: 4 million barrels or 525,000 tons ]  

• HS 2710, HS 2712 and HS 2713 : refined petroleum products [ cap: 500,000 barrels ]   
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Annex 41: Recorded trade between the DPRK and some Member States  
 

1. Methodology    

 The Panel monitors prohibited exports and imports by the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea pursuant to paragraph 30 of resolution 2270 (2106), paragraphs 26 and 28 of resolution 2321 (2016), 

paragraphs 8, 9 and 10 of resolution 2371 (2017), paragraphs 13, 14 and 15 of resolution 2375 (2017) and 

paragraphs 4, 5, 6 and 7 of resolution 2397 (2017).  

 The Panel analysed Member States’ trade data as reported by them to international trade 

statistics database such as the International Trade Centre (ITC) or Global Trade Atlas (GTA) to apply a 

uniform standard to all Member States. Where available statistics indicate trade in prohibited items, the Panel 

request Member States to provide additional information for verification, preferably with relevant original 

documents which can substantiate its explanation. The Panel notes that the DPRK does not release statistics 

on its external trade and only mirror statistics are available on DPRK exports and imports. This analysis does 

not include any exports and imports of prohibited items by the DPRK that were undetected or unreported by 

Member States.  

 The list of HS codes the Panel used for its analyses are included in annex 40 of this report. 63 

The Panel reiterates that its enquiry is based on the WCO recommended list ( see S/2017/150 para. 257, 

S/2018/171 annex 4 as amended by S/2018/171/Corr.1). The Panel further notes that, while discrepancy may 

exist between the practice of certain Member States and the Panel in this regard, absence of reference to a 

specific HS code within relevant UNSCRs should not be construed in a way that makes the relevant provision 

unimplementable or practically ineffective by excluding certain subcategories of a prohibited item without 

reasonable grounds.  

 The Panel’s analysis in this report primarily covers the period between April and September 

2020. In 2020, however, the Panel observed that many Member States were unable to share their trade 

statistics in a timely manner. Therefore, this report also contains the Panel’s analyses on the recor ded trades 

of certain Member States which took place before April 2020. Furthermore, sometimes the Panel obtain 

hitherto unreported trade data newly made available to the international trade statistics database. In such 

cases, the Panel requested the Member State in question to provide clarifications on possible trade with the 

DPRK based on the new information.  

 

2. Update on the Panel’s past inquiries in 2020 final report (S/2020/151, annex 19)  

 Costa Rica replied to the Panel’s inquiry on its recorded trade with the DPRK between April 

2018 and September 2019, and provided full documentation which show that the recorded trade the Panel 

inquired was not conducted with the DPRK.  

 Indonesia replied to the Panel’s inquiry on its recorded trade with the DPRK between April 

2018 and September 2019. Indonesia stated that it “would like to reiterate that any information between 

Indonesia and its trade partners should be based on the information issued by our relevan t authorities.” 

Indonesia also stated that “There were imports of articles under HS 73, HS 74, HS 79 and HS 54 from DPRK 

by Indonesia during the questioned period. However, UNSCR 2371, 2321 and 2375 does not prohibits[ sic] 

the procurement of the specific abovementioned HS codes. Thus, the imports of HS 73, HS 74, HS 79 and 

HS 54 from DPRK during the specified period should not be considered as incompliance against the referred 

UNSCR. The Government of the Republic of Indonesia are still conducting internal investigation with regard 

to the request related to HS 84 and HS 85, and will provide more information in due course.” 64 

 

  

 

 63 For implementation of paragraph 5 of resolution 2397 (2017), see paras. 27 – 53 of this report. For implementation of luxury goods 

ban, see paras. 110 – 122. 

 64 On the HS codes and the methodology the Panel uses for the monitoring purpose, see section 1 of this Annex.  
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3. Update on the Panel’s past enquiries in 2020 midterm report (S/2020/840, annex 29)  

 Germany replied to the Panel’s enquiry on its recorded exports of items under HS code 84 

worth of 10,000 USD consisted of two categories of items. First, 41 fire extinguishers for the German 

Embassy in Pyongyang, which “are exempted from applicable sanctions provisions.” Second, a “small 

medical centrifuge with a declared value of EUR 870 was exported, with the recipient being a hospital in 

Pyongyang.” As for the second item, Germany stated that it has “brought this to the attention of the competent 

export control authorities with a view to ensuring strict compliance with applicable sanctions provisions.”  

 

4. Results of the Panel’s latest enquiries for this report  

 Below is the result of the Panel’s analyses of Member States’ recorded trade with the DPRK. 

Each Member State may have a different covering period based on the availability of trade statistics. The 

most recent data the Panel used was September 2020.  

 The Panel reiterates that this is not a complete list of countries that traded with the DPRK 

during the said period, and the Panel is preparing further inquiries concerning other Member States as full 

trade data for this period becomes available.   

Austria: Austria replied that its November 2019 exports of items under HS Code 84 to the DPRK worth of 

USD 26,000 appeared to be linked to the supply of spare parts of an item licensed prior to the adoption of 

the relevant resolution. The Panel notes that paragraph 7 of Resolution 2397 (2017) has not stipulated any 

transition period.  

 

Bolivia: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.  

[ Imports ]  

Iron and iron ore 65 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

February 2020 Bolivia DPRK 72-73 147,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Machinery 66 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2019 Bolivia DPRK 84  63,000 

July 2020 Bolivia DPRK 84 19,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Electrical equipment 67 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 Bolivia DPRK 85 13,000 

August 2020 Bolivia DPRK 85 14,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Brazil: To the Panel’s enquiry into the recorded imports and exports of machinery with the DPRK between 

April and September 2020, Brazil replied with detailed explanation from the Brazilian Internal Revenue  

 

 
 

 65 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 8. 

 66 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 67 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6.  
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Service that “the reference to alleged commercial transactions with [the DPRK] results from human error 

committed by importers or exporters when completing the corresponding customs declaration”, and further 

informed the Panel the measures it has taken since 2018 to improve implementation of relevant resolutions.  

 

Burkina Faso: The Panel has yet to receive a reply. 

[Imports ] 

Machinery 68 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

December 2019 Burkina Faso DPRK 84 152,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 
China: The Panel enquired China of recorded imports of iron and steel products (HS 72-73) worth of 
9,549,000 USD from the DPRK, and export of machinery (HS 84) worth of 52,000 USD to the DPRK for 
the period between April and September 2020.  

China replied that “In 2020, the DPRK commodities exports to China under HS Code 72 and 73 were steel 
ingot, steel billet, ferrosilicon, etc., which are not prohibited by the Security Council resolutions. Regarding 
DPRK commodities imports from China under HS Code 84 and 85 in 2020, one batch were goods for 
diplomatic use, and the other batch were aid from a Swiss humanitarian agency to the DPRK, which had 
been exempted by the 1718 committee. The transfer of the two batches of commodities was in full conformity 
with the requirements of the Security Council resolutions.” 69 

 [ Imports ]  

 

Iron  70 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 China DPRK 72, 73      79,000 

June 2020 China DPRK 72, 73 1,224,000 

July 2020 China DPRK 72, 73 4,078,000 

August 2020 China DPRK 72, 73 2,859,000 

September 2020 China DPRK 72, 73 1,309,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map, Global Trade Atlas   

 

 [ Exports ]  

Industrial machinery 71 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

May 2020 China DPRK 
84   1,000 

85 32,000 

September 2020 China DPRK 84, 85 19,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map, Global Trade Atlas   

 

Colombia: The Panel received two replies from Colombia for two inquiries into the recorded trade with the 

DPRK between October 2019 and September 2020. In two diplomatic notes, Colombia provided full  

 

 

 68 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 69 On the HS codes and the methodology the Panel uses for the monitoring purpose, see section 1 of this Annex  . 

 70 Applicable resolution: resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 8. 
 71 Applicable resolution: resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 7; Exemption: shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts 

needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian passenger aircraft (currently consisting of the following a ircraft 

models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300). 
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explanation on its customs clearance risk management system and its own enquiries to confirm whether it 

had exported and imported prohibited goods to/from the DPRK.  

While the Panel could not independently conclude absence of prohibited trade with the DPRK as original 

documents were not provided, the Panel notes Colombia’s efforts to implement relevant resolutions and 

assesses that at least a part of past trade records with the DPRK were erroneous.   

 

El Salvador: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.   

[ Imports ] 

Machinery 72 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

July 2020 El Salvador DPRK 84 116,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Ethiopia: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.   

[ Imports ] 

Copper 73 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

January 2017 Ethiopia DPRK 74, 2603   31,000 

February 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 74, 2603   39,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Zinc 74 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

June 2020 Ethiopia DPRK 79, 2608 100,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Textiles 75 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

July 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 50-63   10,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Machinery 76 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2018 Ethiopia DPRK 84   36,000 

February 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 84   55,000 

April 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 84   24,000 

June 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 84   55,000 

September 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 84   86,000 

October 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 84   80,000 

 
 

 72 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 73 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2321 (2016), paragraph 28. 
 74 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2321 (2016), paragraph 28. 
 75 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 
 76 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
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December 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 84   31,000 

April 2020 Ethiopia DPRK 84   30,000 

August 2020 Ethiopia DPRK 84 133,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Electrical equipment 77 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

December 2018 Ethiopia DPRK 85 15,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

[ Exports ]  

Industrial machinery 78 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

May 2019 Ethiopia DPRK 84, 85 10,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas   

 

Eswatini: The Panel enquired Eswatini of its recorded import of textiles from the DPRK worth of 14,000 

USD in March 2020. Eswatini responded that it will transmit the requested information  

 

Fiji: Fiji acknowledged the receipt of the Panel’s enquiry.  

[ Imports ] 

Iron  79 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2017 Fiji DPRK 72   42,000 

October 2017 Fiji DPRK 72   28,000 

May 2018 Fiji DPRK 72   80,000 

June 2018 Fiji DPRK 72 109,000 

July 2018 Fiji DPRK 72   93,000 

September 2018 Fiji DPRK 72 158,000 

October 2018 Fiji DPRK 72 141,000 

December 2018 Fiji DPRK 72 493,000 

January 2019 Fiji DPRK 72   28,000 

March 2019 Fiji DPRK 72 191,000 

April 2019 Fiji DPRK 72   15,000 

May 2019 Fiji DPRK 72 226,000 

June 2019 Fiji DPRK 72 181,000 

August 2019 Fiji DPRK 72   56,000 

September 2019 Fiji DPRK 72   43,000 

October 2019 Fiji DPRK 72   80,000 

November 2019 Fiji DPRK 72 165,000 

December 2019 Fiji DPRK 72 119,000 

 

 

 77 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 78 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 7; Exemption: shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts 

needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian passenger aircra ft (currently consisting of the following aircraft 

models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300). 
 79 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 9. 
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January 2020 Fiji DPRK 72 125,000 

February 2020 Fiji DPRK 72 308,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Textiles 80 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

November 2018 Fiji DPRK 55   15,000 

January 2019 Fiji DPRK 55   43,000 

February 2019 Fiji DPRK 55   99,000 

March 2019 Fiji DPRK 55   28,000 

April 2019 Fiji DPRK 55   49,000 

May 2019 Fiji DPRK 55   38,000 

June 2019 Fiji DPRK 55 144,000 

July 2019 Fiji DPRK 55   90,000 

August 2019 Fiji DPRK 55   74,000 

October 2019 Fiji DPRK 55 142,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Machinery 81 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2018 Fiji DPRK 84   32,000 

May 2018 Fiji DPRK 84 192,000 

June 2018 Fiji DPRK 84   21,000 

November 2018 Fiji DPRK 84   13,000 

February 2019 Fiji DPRK 84   18,000 

April 2019 Fiji DPRK 84   10,000 

February 2019 Fiji DPRK 84   13,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Electrical equipment 82 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

October 2019 Fiji DPRK 85   26,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Vessels 83 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

November 2019 Fiji DPRK 89 3,367,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

[ Exports ]  

 

Industrial machinery 84 

 
 

 80 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 

 81 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 82 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 83 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 84 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 7; Exemption: shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts 

needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian passenger aircraft (currently consisting of the following a ircraft 

models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300). 
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DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

August 2019 Fiji DPRK 84   41,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Metals 85 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2018 Fiji DPRK 72   54,000 

May 2018 Fiji DPRK 72   64,000 

June 2018 Fiji DPRK 72   64,000 

July 2018 Fiji DPRK 72   25,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Germany: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.  

[ Imports ]  

Textiles86     

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

January 2020 Germany DPRK 61 13,000 

February 2020 Germany DPRK 61 15,000 

March 2020 Germany DPRK 61 39,000 

April 2020 Germany DPRK 61 19,000 

June 2020 Germany DPRK 61 62,000 

September 2020 Germany DPRK 61 37,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Ghana:  The Panel received one reply for two inquiries to Ghana. In its first reply, Ghana shared the result of its 

own enquiry which sufficiently showed the absence of prohibited trade with the DPRK. The Panel has yet to 

receive a reply for its second inquiry.  

[ Imports ]  

Iron and iron ore 87 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 Ghana DPRK 72-73 43,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Seafood 88 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

May 2020 Ghana DPRK 

03, 

1603-  

1605 

158,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

 

 85 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 7; Exemption: shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts 

needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian passenger aircraft (currently consisting of the following aircraft 

models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300). 

 86 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 

 87 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 8. 

 88 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 9.  
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Textiles 89 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

May 2020 Ghana DPRK 50-63 17,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Machinery 90 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 Ghana DPRK 84 12,000 

May 2020 Ghana DPRK 84 34,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Earth and stone 91 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 Ghana DPRK 25   1,519,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Guyana: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.  

Iron 92 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

December 2018 Guyana DPRK 73   17,000 

January 2019 Guyana DPRK 73   23,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Machinery93   

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

March 2018 Guyana DPRK 84 161,000 

April 2018 Guyana DPRK 84   35,000 

June 2018 Guyana DPRK 84 103,000 

August 2018 Guyana DPRK 84   22,000 

December 2018 Guyana DPRK 84   69,000 

January 2019 Guyana DPRK 84 154,000 

February 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   77,000 

March 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   88,000 

April 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   29,000 

May 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   20,000 

June 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   51,000 

July 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   26,000 

August 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   20,000 

September 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   32,000 

October 2019 Guyana DPRK 84   30,000 

 

 

 89 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 

 90 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 91 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 92 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 8. 
 93 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6.  
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December 2019 Guyana DPRK 84 279,000 

February 2020 Guyana DPRK 84   31,000 

May 2020 Guyana DPRK 84   21,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Electrical equipment 94 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

December 2018 Guyana DPRK 85   17,000 

March 2019 Guyana DPRK 85   14,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Earth and stone 95 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

March 2019 Guyana DPRK 25   18,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

[ Export ]  

Metals 96 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

November 2019 Guyana DPRK 72   18,000 

December 2019 Guyana DPRK 72   21,000 

January 2020 Guyana DPRK 72   27,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Honduras: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.  

[ Imports ] 

Machinery 97 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

October 2019 Honduras DPRK 84 34,000 

November 2019 Honduras DPRK 84 41,000 

December 2019 Honduras DPRK 84 49,000 

January 2020 Honduras DPRK 84 33,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Electrical equipment 98 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

November 2019 Honduras DPRK 85 46,000 

January 2020 Honduras DPRK 85 38,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

 

 94 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 95 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 96 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 7; Exemption: shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts 

needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian passenger aircraft (currently consisting of the following aircraft 

models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300). 
 97 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 98 Ibid. 
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India: The Panel made two inquires to India, first for the period between May and December 2019, and the 

second for the period between January and July 2020. In this period, India recorded imports of zinc, iron 

and steel products, textiles, electrical equipment, machinery, and food and agricultural products with total 

value of 1,364,000 USD. It also recorded exports of industrial machinery, iron and metals and vehicles with 

total value of 339,000 USD.  

To both inquiries, India replied without original documents or other pertinent details that “after careful 

checks, we have found that there were no exports to or imports from DPRK” of prohibited items for both 

periods. 99 

 

Indonesia:  Indonesia stated that while it imported 164,000 USD worth of zinc from the DPRK in  January 

2020, UNSCR 2321 (2016) did not prohibit “the procurement of the specific abovementioned HS codes”, 

in this case HS 79 and HS 2608. 100 

 

Zinc 101 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

January 2020 Indonesia DPRK 79 164,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Italy: The Panel enquired Italy of its recorded export of metals (HS 72-83) to the DPRK in March 2020. 

Italy replied that “following investigations into the databank of the Italian Agency for Customs and 

Monopolies, no corresponding export of items, as indicated by the UN Panel of Experts, has emerged” but 

will keep the Panel informed of “any new, further details that may emerge.”   

 

Kenya: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.  

[ Imports ]  

Machinery 102 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

July 2020 Kenya DPRK 84 92,000 

August 2020 Kenya DPRK 84 96,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Kyrgyzstan: Kyrgyzstan replied that its State Customs Service found the recorded import of machinery from 

the DPRK in June 2020 was due to an inaccurate entry of the country of origin code, and this technical error 

has been corrected in its Unified Automated System.  

 

Mauritius: Mauritius replied that “no transaction has been effected between Mauritius and the DPRK” 

concerning its recorded imports of iron in June 2019 and of machinery in February 2020 from the DPRK. 

Mauritius further stated that “[a]n error was made in the Mauritius Customs Management System (CMS) 

which has been duly amended.”  

 

 

 

 

 99 See part 1 of this Annex. 

 100 On the HS codes and the methodology the Panel uses for the monitoring purpose, see section 1 of this Annex. 

 101 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2321 (2016), paragraph 28. 

 102 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
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Mozambique: The Panel has yet to receive a reply from Mozambique.  

[ Imports ]  

Zinc 103 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 Mozambique DPRK 79 117,000 

May 2020 Mozambique DPRK 79 104,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Seafood 104 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2020 Mozambique DPRK 03   56,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Textiles 105 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 Mozambique DPRK 63 25,000 

June 2020 Mozambique DPRK 55 42,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Machinery 106 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2020 Mozambique DPRK 84 10,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Electrical equipment 107 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2020 Mozambique DPRK 85 10,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

[ Exports ]  

Metals108  

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 Mozambique DPRK 78 350,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

  

 

 103 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2321 (2016), paragraph 28.. 

 104 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 9. 
 105 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 
 106 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 107 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 108 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 7; Exemption: shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts 

needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian passenger aircraft (currently consisting of the following aircraft 

models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300). 
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Nigeria: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.  

[ Imports ]  

Iron 109 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2018 Nigeria DPRK 72, 73 19,000 

May 2019 Nigeria DPRK 72, 73 21,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Textiles 110 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2018 Nigeria DPRK 50-63   28,000 

June 2018 Nigeria DPRK 50-63   18,000 

August 2018 Nigeria DPRK 50-63   18,000 

November 2018 Nigeria DPRK 50-63   10,000 

April 2020 Nigeria DPRK 50-63   31,000 

June 2020 Nigeria DPRK 50-63   64,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Machinery 111 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

February 2018 Nigeria DPRK 84   26,000 

March 2018 Nigeria DPRK 84   54,000 

April 2018 Nigeria DPRK 84 136,000 

January 2019 Nigeria DPRK 84   56,000 

April 2019 Nigeria DPRK 84   20,000 

July 2019 Nigeria DPRK 84   18,000 

December 2019 Nigeria DPRK 84   63,000 

January 2020 Nigeria DPRK 84 142,000 

February 2020 Nigeria DPRK 84   25,000 

March 2020 Nigeria DPRK 84   15,000 

April 2020 Nigeria DPRK 84 131,000 

June 2020 Nigeria DPRK 84   90,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Electrical equipment 112 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

July 2018 Nigeria DPRK 85   20,000 

August 2018 Nigeria DPRK 85   11,000 

October 2018 Nigeria DPRK 85   10,000 

December 2018 Nigeria DPRK 85   10,000 

April 2019 Nigeria DPRK 85   15,000 

April 2020 Nigeria DPRK 85 109,000 

June 2020 Nigeria DPRK 85   37,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

 

 

 109 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 8. 
 110  Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 
 111  Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 112  Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
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Agricultural products 113 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

January 2019 Nigeria DPRK 7, 8, 12 11,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

[ Exports ]  

Metals114  

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

July 2019 Nigeria DPRK 74 310,000 

August 2019 Nigeria DPRK 76 279,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

North Macedonia: North Macedonia replied that its recorded imports from the DPRK of iron, machinery and 

electrical equipment between 2018 and 2020 were “due to the technical error on all Customs declarations”, and 

indicated its willingness to provide the digital copies of relevant customs declarations.  

 

Pakistan: The Panel made two inquiries to Pakistan, first for the period between September 2019 and March 

2020, and the second for the period between June 2017 and July 2020.  

In its first reply, Pakistan shared the result of its own enquiry which unequivocally showed the absence of 

prohibited trade with the DPRK using original documentation.  

The Panel has yet to receive a reply for its second inquiry.  

[ Imports ]  

Copper 115 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

October 2017 Pakistan DPRK 74, 2603     21,000 

January 2018 Pakistan DPRK 74, 2603     10,000 

March 2018 Pakistan DPRK 74, 2603     83,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Zinc 116 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

June 2017 Pakistan DPRK 79, 2608     13,000 

June 2018 Pakistan DPRK 79, 2608   276,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Iron 117 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2017 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73 2,292,000 

October 2017 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      49,000 

 
 

 113 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 114 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 7; Exemption: shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts 

needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian passenger aircraft (currently consisting of the following aircraft 

models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300). 
 115  Applicable resolution: Resolution 2321 (2016), paragraph 28. 
 116  Applicable resolution: Resolution 2321 (2016), paragraph 28. 
 117  Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 9. 
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November 2017 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73    376,000 

December 2017 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      21,000 

January 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      45,000 

February 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      63,000 

March 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73    412,000 

April 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      10,000 

May 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      95,000 

June 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      56,000 

July 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73    145,000 

August 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      78,000 

September 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      59,000 

November 2018 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      15,000 

July 2019 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      30,000 

July 2020 Pakistan DPRK 72, 73      27,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Textiles 118 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

March 2018 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   20,000 

April 2018 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   44,000 

June 2018 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   19,000 

July 2018 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   83,000 

August 2018 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   42,000 

September 2018 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   54,000 

October 2018 Pakistan DPRK 50-63 287,000 

December 2018 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   30,000 

May 2019 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   29,000 

January 2020 Pakistan DPRK 50-63   21,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Machinery 119 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

February 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84   88,000 

March 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84   61,000 

April 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84 145,000 

May 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84   38,000 

June 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84 244,000 

July 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84 140,000 

August 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84 161,000 

September 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84 108,000 

October 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84   15,000 

November 2018 Pakistan DPRK 84   19,000 

February 2019 Pakistan DPRK 84   26,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Electrical equipment 120 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

February 2018 Pakistan DPRK 85   34,000 

 
 

 118 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 

 119 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 120 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6.  
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March 2018 Pakistan DPRK 85   32,000 

April 2018 Pakistan DPRK 85   12,000 

May 2018 Pakistan DPRK 85 130,000 

June 2018 Pakistan DPRK 85   25,000 

October 2018 Pakistan DPRK 85   16,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Agricultural products 121 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

March 2018 Pakistan DPRK 7, 8, 12 16,000 

September 2018 Pakistan DPRK 7, 8, 12 40,000 

October 2018 Pakistan DPRK 7, 8, 12 16,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Russian Federation: The Panel made two inquiries to the Russian Federation, first for the period between 

September 2019 and March 2020, and the second for the period between June 2017 and July 2020. The 

Russian Federation replied to both.  

In its first reply, the Russian Federation stated that all ‘imports’ from the DPRK were delivered from countries 

other than the DPRK, and the country of origin was the ROK. All ‘exports’ to the DPRK, are "covered by the 

exclusions provided for in paragraph 7 of Security Council resolution 2397 (2017) on the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea (spare parts needed to maintain the safe operation of commercial civilian passenger aircraft of the 

Democratic People's Republic of Korea), paragraph 22 of that resolution (goods needed by the Embassy of the 

Russian Federation in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea) or paragraph 18 of Council resolution 2375 (2017) 

(concerning the Russian Federation-Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Rajin-Khasan port and rail project).”   

In its second reply, the Russian Federation provided full details of the exports to the DPRK, stating that all of them 

are “covered by exemptions provided for in Security Council resolutions.” It also confirmed the statistical data 

provided by the ITC were accurate. (See Annex T3)   

 

Senegal: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.  

[ Imports ]  

Iron 122 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2020 Senegal DPRK 72-73 269,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Textiles 123 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2020 Senegal DPRK 50-63   12,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Machinery 124 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

 

 

 121 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 

 122 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2371 (2017), paragraph 8. 
 123 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 
 124 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
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October 2019 Senegal DPRK 84 210,000 

March 2020 Senegal DPRK 84   28,000 

May 2020 Senegal DPRK 84   11,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Electrical equipment 125 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

December 2019 Senegal DPRK 85   22,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Wood 126 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2019 Senegal DPRK 44   10,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

South Africa:  The Panel inquired South Africa of its recorded import of electrical equipment from the DPRK 

worth of 480,000 USD in September 2020. South Africa replied that it would respond in due course.  

 

Spain:  The Panel has yet to receive a reply. 

[ Imports ]  

Machinery 127 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

April 2020 Spain DPRK 84 404,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 

Sweden: Sweden replied that its competent authorities confirmed that the recorded import of electrical equipment 

in September 2020 refers to an import from Japan, not from the DPRK. Sweden informed that it was caused by 

the importer’s mistake, and its authorities now rectified the matter.  

 

United Kingdom: The Panel made two inquiries to the UK for recorded import of machinery in November 2019, 

and trade of electrical equipment between April and September 2020.  

In its first reply, the UK explained in full detail that the trade was with the USA, not the DPRK. In its second 

reply, the UK clarified that both imports and exports were conducted with the ROK as a part of routine trade.   

 

Uruguay: The Panel has yet to receive a reply.  

[ Imports ]  

 

Electrical equipment 128 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

 

 

 125 Ibid. 

 126 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 127 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 128 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
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May 2020 Uruguay DPRK 85 18,000 

June 2020 Uruguay DPRK 85 21,000 

July 2020 Uruguay DPRK 85 13,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas 

 

Venezuela: The Panel hast yet to receive a reply. 

[ Imports ]  

Textiles 129 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

October 2019 Venezuela DPRK 50-63   54,000 

November 2019 Venezuela DPRK 50-63   23,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas   

 

Electrical Equipment 130 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

August 2019 Venezuela DPRK 85   53,000 

October 2019 Venezuela DPRK 85   15,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas   

 

Machinery 131 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

August 2019 Venezuela DPRK 84   57,000 

October 2019 Venezuela DPRK 84 189,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas   

 

[ Exports ]  

Iron, steel, and other metals (HS 72-83)  132 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

October 2019 Venezuela DPRK 72-83 44,000 

Source: Global Trade Atlas  

 

Zambia: The Panel hast yet to receive a reply.  

[ Imports ]  

Zinc 133 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

September 2019 Zambia DPRK 79   351,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map 

 
 

 129 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 

 130 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 131 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 132 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 7. Exemption: shall not apply with respect to the provision of spare parts 

needed to maintain the safe operation of DPRK commercial civilian passenger aircraft (currently consisting of the following a ircraft 

models and types: An-24R/RV, An-148-100B, Il-18D, Il-62M, Tu-134B-3, Tu-154B, Tu-204-100B, and Tu-204-300). 
 133 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2321 (2016), paragraph 28. 
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Textiles 134 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

June 2018 Zambia DPRK 63 95,000 

July 2018 Zambia DPRK 55 12,000 

September 2018 Zambia DPRK 63  28,000 

September 2018 Zambia DPRK 55  71,000 

December 2018 Zambia DPRK 55  75,000 

June 2019 Zambia DPRK 56  16,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Machinery 135 

Date 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

August 2018 Zambia DPRK 84 18,985,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

Electrical equipment 136 

DATE 
REPORTING 

COUNTRY 

PARTNER 

COUNTRY 

HS 

CODE 

APPROXIMATE 

VALUE (USD) 

December 2019 Zambia DPRK 85   42,000 

Source: ITC Trade Map  

 

 

 

  

3 4  

 134 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2375 (2017), paragraph 16. 

 135 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
 136 Applicable resolution: Resolution 2397 (2017), paragraph 6. 
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Annex 42: Reply from the Russian Federation on the Panel’s inquiry to the recorded 

trade with the DPRK, April – September 2020  
 

Translated from Russian 

 In response to the request for information from the Coordinator of the Panel of Experts on the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to 

resolution 1718 (2006) contained in note OC.326, we should like to transmit the following table 

provided by the Federal Customs Service of Russia containing data on the export of goods subject 

to sanctions from Russia to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in the period from April to 

September 2020. 

 The goods in question were listed in two customs declarations and are covered by the 

exemptions provided for in Security Council resolutions. Specifically, paragraph 22 of Security 

Council resolution 2397 (2017) provides for deliveries to the Embassy of the Russian Federation in 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and paragraph 7 of the same resolution provides for 

deliveries of spare parts for civilian passenger aircraft. 

 The shipments were accompanied by a permit from the Russian Federation Commission on 

Export Controls which was provided to the customs authorities. Customs inspections (screenings) 

were conducted. 

 The statistical data provided by the International Trade Centre are accurate in this case. 
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Table 1: Industrial machinery (HS 84-85) 

 CC 
FEA 
EAEC 
comm
odity 
group 
code 

Value 

(in 

thousan

ds of 

dollars) 

Decl

aratio

n No. 

Recipient/ Goods Authoriz

ation of 

the 

Russian 

Federatio

n 

Commiss

ion on 

Export 

Controls 

Custom

s 

inspecti

on 

(screeni

ng) 

Note 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

April 

2020 

84 25 1071605

0/ 

170420/

00 

09766 

Embassy of the Russian Federation/ Concrete mixers 

for construction mixtures, firefighting handline 

spray nozzle, firefighting valve, butterfly valve, 

check valve, mechanical presses, drain pumps, gate 

valves, ball valves, sprayers, filters, air vents, 

thermostatic valves, sets of mechanical hydraulic 

tools and pneumatic tools, tools with built-in electric 

motors, grinders 

 Inspecte

d 

Security 

Council 

resolution 

2397 (201

7) of 

22 Decem

ber 2017, 

para. 22 

85 67 1071605

0/ 

170420/

00 

09766 

Embassy of the Russian Federation / Transformers, 

cables for distribution of electricity, emergency 

signalling devices, inductors, distribution panels, 

contactor (soft starter), heat guns, automatic 

switches, apparatus for switching or protecting 

electric circuits, plugs and sockets, transformers, 

insulating fittings, other switches, incandescent 

lamp-holders, wires and cables with insulated 

conductors 

 Inspecte

d 

Security 

Council 

resolution 

2397 (201

7) of 

22 Decem

ber 2017, 

para. 22 

Augu

st 

2020 

84 776 1070207

0/ 

10820/0

1 85728 

Air Koryo / TA-12-60 auxiliary power unit (gas 

turbine), used, repaired; hydraulic jacks and hoists; 

metered hand pumps, jacks and hoists for servicing 

TU-204-100B and TU-204-300 civilian aircraft 

No. 

271/20-

ST20 of 

12 March 

2020 

Inspecte

d 

Security 

Council 

resolution 

2397 

(2017) of 

22 

December 

2017, para. 

7 

 

Table 2: Transportation vehicles (HS 87) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

August 

2020 

87 34 10702070

/ 1 

10820/01 

85728 

Air Koryo/ For the maintenance of TU-204-

100B and TU-204-300 civilian aircraft: coupling 

and towing device - tow bar, manual rolling 

transportation device - tilt-back tire changer) 

No. 271/2

0-ST20 

of 

12 March 

2020 

Inspect

ed 

Security Council 

resolution 2397 

(2017) of 22 

December 2017, 

para. 7 
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Table 3: Metals (HS 73-83) 

April 

2020 

73 13 10716050

/ 

170420/0

0 09766 

Embassy of the Russian Federation/ Other 

stamped ferrous metal products (couplings, 

pressure heads, fittings, tees, bends, thermal 

clips, elbows and bends, brackets, flanges, 

stainless steel pipes, threaded ferrous metal 

products (dowels and nails) 

 Inspect

ed 

Security Council 

resolution 

2397 (2017) of 

22 December 20

17, para. 22 

74 6 10716050

/ 

170420/0

0 09766 

Embassy of the Russian Federation/ Couplings, 

fittings, air vent, mounting sleeves, adapters, tees 

and threaded pipe fittings 

 Inspect

ed 

Security Council 

resolution 

2397 (2017) of 

22 December 20

17, para. 22 

76 13 10716050

/ 

170420/0

0 09766 

Embassy of the Russian Federation/ Heating 

radiators, aluminium foil, aluminium window 

profiles and aluminium structures 

 Inspect

ed 

Security Council 

resolution 

2397 (2017) of 

22 December 20

17, para. 22 

82 3 10716050

/ 

170420/0

0 09766 

Embassy of the Russian Federation/ Press jaws, 

extensions, vises, circular saw blades, putty 

knives, hand tools for masons, moulders, 

concrete workers, plasterers and painters 

 Inspect

ed 

Security Council 

resolution 

2397 (2017) of 

22 December 20

17, para. 22 

83 2 1071605

0/ 

170420/0

0 09766 

Embassy of the Russian Federation / Electrodes  Inspect

ed 

Security Council 

resolution 

2397 (2017) of 

22 December 20

17, para. 22 

August 

2020 

73 43 1070207

0/ 

110820/0

1 85728 

Air Koryo/ Spare parts for the maintenance of 

TU-204-100B and TU-204-300 civilian aircraft 

(plugs for wheel bearings and brackets) 

No. 271/20

-ST20 of 

12 March 

2020 

Inspect

ed 

Security Council 

resolution 2397 

(2017) of 22 

December 2017, 

para. 7 

82 10 1070207

0/ 

110820/0

1 

85728 

Air Koryo/ Hand tools and spare parts for the 

maintenance of TU-204-100B and TU-204-300 

civilian aircraft (handheld non-adjustable 

wrenches, lug wrenches and interchangeable 

wrench heads) 

No. 271/20
-ST20 of 
12 March 
2020 

Inspect

ed 

Security Council 

resolution 2397 

(2017) of 22 

December 2017, 

para. 7 
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Annex 43: Reply from Cambodia to the Panel’s enquiry 
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Annex 44: Reply from Nigeria to the Panel’s enquiry 
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Annex 45: Reply from Russian Federation to the Panel’s enquiry 

 

Translated from Russian 

OC.227  

In September 2016, Mr. Pak Zen Un, a representative of Sonkwang, the North Korean foreign 

trade company, illegally purchased a batch of spare parts for MIG-29 aircraft from citizens of the Russian 

Federation, Vladimir Vyacheslavovich Lyubishin and Konstantin Viktorovich Moskal, with the intent of 

smuggling them to North Korea with Mr. Lyubishin’s assistance.  

However, in November 2016, while they were in Budapest on business, Mr. Lyubishin and his son 

Vladimir were detained by the Hungarian authorities, at the request of the Department of Justice of the 

United States of America, on charges of smuggling weapons and trafficking drugs to the United States. 

The United States was adamant that the Russian nationals should be extradited as quickly as possible to 

the United States for judicial inquiry. The Drug Enforcement Agency of the United States had initiated 

criminal proceedings. 

In June 2017, the Investigative Department of the Federal Security Service of the Russian 

Federation initiated criminal proceedings against the elder Mr. Lyubishin for planning to smuggle military 

equipment to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. 

The Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation initiated concurrent criminal proceedings 

against the younger Mr. Lyubishin under article 222 of the Russian Criminal Code (illegal acquisition, 

transfer, sale, storage, transportation or possession of weapons), which was closed in February 2020 in 

view of the absence of corpus delicti in the defendant’s actions. 

Having reviewed the documents in these criminal cases, the Prosecutor General’s Office of the 

Russian Federation submitted a request to the Ministry of Justice of Hungary seeking the extradition of the 

defendants to Russia. 

On 10 August 2018, the Minister of Justice of Hungary approved the transfer of both the father 

and the son to Russia. 

In September 2019, the Nagatinsky district court of Moscow found the elder Mr. Lyubishin guilty 

under article 30 (1) and article 226.1 (1) of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation and sentenced him 
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to one year and six months in prison. Mr. Lyubishin pleaded guilty and provided testimony incriminating 

Mr. Zen Un Park in the organization of the illegal shipment of Russian-made military equipment abroad.  

Mr. Moskal, who together with the elder Mr. Lyubishin participated in illegal activities on behalf 

of Mr. Park Zen Un, was not present for the transaction that took place in September 2016; he had been 

imprisoned following prosecution by the Federal Security Service in connection with a different incident 

involving criminal activity. 

______________ 

Original: Russian 

OC.227.  

В сентябре 2016 г. представитель северокорейской внешнеторговой компании «Sonkwang» 

Пак Зен Ун незаконно приобрел у граждан Российской Федерации Любишина Владимира 

Вячеславовича и Москаля Константина Викторовича партию запасных частей для самолетов МИГ-

29, которые с помощью Любишина В.В. намеревался контрабандным способом вывезти в 

Северную Корею. 

Однако в ноябре 2016 г. Любишин В.В. и его сын Владимир Владимирович, выехавшие по 

частному делу в Будапешт, были задержаны властями Венгрии по представлению Минюста США 

за организацию контрабанды оружия и участие в обеспечении наркотрафика в США. При этом 

американская сторона настаивала на скорейшей экстрадиции россиян в США для проведения 

судебного расследования. Инициатором уголовного преследования выступило Агентство США по 

борьбе с наркотиками. 

В июне 2017 г. Следственным управлением ФСБ России в отношении Любишина–старшего 

было возбуждено уголовное дело по факту приготовления к контрабандному вывозу продукции 

военного назначения в КНДР. 

Одновременно Следственным комитетом Российской Федерации в отношении Любишина–

младшего было возбуждено уголовное дело по ст.222 УК России (незаконное приобретение, 

передача, сбыт, хранение, перевозка или ношение оружия...), которое в феврале 2020 г. прекращено 

в связи с отсутствием в действиях фигуранта состава преступления. 

На основании материалов указанных уголовных дел Генпрокуратура России направила в 

Минюст Венгрии запрос об экстрадиции фигурантов уголовных дел в Россию. 

10 августа 2018 г. министр юстиции Венгрии принял положительное решение о передаче 

Любишиных российской стороне. 

В сентябре 2019 г. приговором Нагатинского районного суда г.Москвы Любишин–старший 
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был признан виновным в совершении преступления, предусмотренного ч.1 ст.30 и ч.1 ст.226.1 УК 

России и приговорен к лишению свободы сроком на 1 год и 6 месяцев. Свою вину Любишин В.В. 

признал и дал показания, изобличающие Пак Зен Уна в организации незаконной поставки за рубеж 

изделий военного назначения российского производства. 

 Москаль К.В., который совместно с Любишиным–старшим принимал участие в 

противозаконной деятельности в интересах Пак Зен Уна, в сентябре 2016 г. на сделке не 

присутствовал в связи с его привлечением органами ФСБ России к уголовной ответственности по 

другому эпизоду преступной деятельности, в рамках которого он и был приговорен к лишению 

свободы. 
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Annex 46: Reply from Hungary to the Panel’s enquiry 
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Annex 47: Reply from Venezuela to the Panel’s enquiry 
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Annex 48: Reply from Yemen to the Panel’s enquiry 
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Annex 49: Several previously reported cases related to the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo (DRC), Eritrea and Myanmar  
 

Democratic Republic of the Congo 

 

The Panel continued its investigation into the involvement of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in 

gold mining in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and the provision of military training and arms sales 

by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to the Presidential Guard of the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo (see S/2019/171, para. 68). The Panel wrote to Fouad Dakhlallah, who is suspected of violating Sec -

urity Council resolutions by engaging with nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea who were 

either working on behalf of entities designated by the Security Council or had been previously reported as 

being involved in prohibited arms-related activities in Africa and the Middle East (see S/2019/171, para. 67 

and S/2020/151, para.104). The Panel has requested information from the Democratic Republic of the Congo 

on the above cases. The Panel has not yet received a reply to its enquiry from the DRC.  

 

 

Eritrea  

 

The Panel continued its investigation into arms-related cooperation between the Democratic People’s Repub-

lic of Korea and Eritrea. Eritech Computer Assembly & Communication Technology PLC (also known as 

Eritech or Etech), “operated by the Eritrean Defence Forces” and co-located with “Asha Golgol Military 

Technical Centre”, was identified as a recipient of arms and related materiel from Glocom, a company of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea supplying military communications equipment (see S/2018/171, para. 

91, S/2019/171, para. 70, and S/2020/151, para. 105). The Panel also continued to investigate Kim Kwang 

Rim, a national of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea whom the Panel had previously reported to be 

the representative of the Green Pine Associated Corporation in Eritrea. Eritrea has not provided substantive 

information in its responses to the Panel’s repeated enquiries. The panel continues to ask Eritrea for further 

clarifications. To its further clarifications and enquiry, the Panel has not yet received a reply from Eritrea.  

 

 

Myanmar  

 

The Panel repeated its earlier request for documentation and other information concerning matters involving 

military cooperation between Myanmar and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, including ballistic 

missile cooperation since October 2006, as well as evidence of the return of technicians from Myanmar and 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to their respective home countries (see S/2019/171, para. 78 and 

S/2020/151, para.110). The Panel has not received a response on these matters.  The Panel has not received a 

response on these matters. 
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Annex 50: Essentra  
 

Following the announcement on 16 July 2020 of a deferred prosecution agreement between Essentra 
FZE Company Limited and the US Department of Justice relating to sales to the DPRK of compo-
nents used in the manufacture of cigarettes, the Panel wrote to Essentra who cooperated with the 
Panel.  The Panel is continuing its enquiries and has written to entities in several Member States 
concerning potential violations of UN sanctions.  
 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/essentra-fze-admits-north-korean-sanctions-and-fraud-violations-
agrees-pay-fine 
 

 

  

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/essentra-fze-admits-north-korean-sanctions-and-fraud-violations-agrees-pay-fine
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/essentra-fze-admits-north-korean-sanctions-and-fraud-violations-agrees-pay-fine
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Annex 51: Cash and Gold Smuggling by DPRK nationals in the Islamic Republic of 

Iran between Iran and the United Arab Emirates 
 

Smuggling gold and cash could be in violation of multiple sanctions measures stipulated in relevant 

resolutions including: 

Paragraph 11 of resolution 2094 (2013) prohibited transfer of financial assets, including bulk cash, 

to and from the DPRK, which could contribute to the DPRK’s nuclear and ballistic missile 

programmes, or other activities prohibited by relevant resolutions. Paragraph 14 of resolution 2094 

(2013) clarifies that all States shall apply the measures set forth in paragraph 11 of this resolution 

to transfers of cash, including through cash couriers, transiting to and from the DPRK.  

Paragraph 37 of resolution 2270 (2016) clarifies that all States shall apply the measures set forth in 

paragraph 11 of resolution 2094 (2013) to transfers of gold, including through gold couriers, 

transiting to and from the DPRK. 

Furthermore, although the Panel is still investigating the route of the transfer of gold, it notes that 

paragraph 30 of resolution 2270 (2016) prohibits the supply, selling or transfer of gold, regardless 

of whether it is directly or indirectly, from the DPRK territory or by DPRK nationals.  

 

Concerning the three Iranian individuals who are suspected of involvement in the DPRK gold and 

cash smuggling between Tehran and the airport of Dubai137, the United Arab Emirates informed the 

Panel that as of October 2020, these three Iranians were residing in Dubai. According to a Member 

State, the nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea involved in the smuggling often 

travelled using Emirates Airline. Since 2019, the Panel has been requesting information from the 

airline but has not yet to receive a substantive response.   

The Member State assesses two nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Pak Sin 

Hyok and Ri Kuk Myong, both in the Economic and Commercial Section of the Embassy of the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in Tehran, as being current participants in this smuggling. 

The Member State further informed the Panel of multiple nationals of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea, including a former diplomat.138 

 

Source: The Panel 

 

 

  

 

 137 Mr. Mohammad Hussain Mehrchian, Mr. Mohsen Hussain Fahad and Mr. Heidar Saheb Faraji Dana. 

 138 S/2020/151, para. 108, Annex 26. 
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Annex 52: On advertisement or display of prohibited items, Mansudae Art Studio and 

its artwork 
 

Relevant UN security council resolutions obligate Member States to prevent the DPRK from generating or 

acquiring revenue to support its WMD program. To this end, the Committee and Security Council designates 

entities and individuals that are engaged in or provide support for DPRK’s nuclear-related, other WMD and 

ballistic missile-related programmes. The designated entities are subject to the asset freeze pursuant to para-

graph 8(d) of resolution 1718 (2006). 

DPRK’s Mansudae Overseas Project Group of Companies (a.k.a Mansudae Art Studio, hereafter 

“Mansudae”) was designated for the assets freeze pursuant to paragraph 8(d) of resolution 1718 (2006) in 

2017 (see annex II, resolution 2371 (2017)). Mansudae work, to include statues and artwork available from 

their studio, are subject to the asset freeze by Member States pursuant to paragraph 8 (d) of resolution 1718 

(2016). Also, the artwork potentially available at Mansudae Art Studio includes statues. The procurement of 

statues was prohibited in November 2016, pursuant to the resolution 2321 (2016), prior to the designation of 

Mansudae Art Studio in August 2017. 

Paragraph 8(d) of resolution 1718 (2016) further requires Member States to ensure that any funds, financial 

assets or economic resources are prevented from being made available by their nationals or any persons or 

entities within their territories, to or for the benefit of designated individuals, entities, or persons or entities 

acting on behalf of or at their direction. Paragraph 12 of resolution 2270 (2016) affirms that “economic 

resources” as referred to in paragraph 8(d) of resolution 1718 and prohibited to be transferred to the 

designated entities includes “assets of every kind, whether tangible or intangible, movable and immovable, 

actual or potential, which potentially may be used to obtain funds, goods, and services.”  

The Panel has previously highlighted the potential risks of showcasing prohibited items. The Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea’s parades that showcase its tanks, ballistic missiles, and conventional arm, for 

example, also promote the country’s illicit military sales that generate revenue (see para 203, S/2020/151). 

Similarly, the DPRK may directly or indirectly benefit from the advertisement or showcasing of prohibited 

artwork or statues, which ultimately support Mansudae’s overseas operations. The Panel is in vestigating the 

activity of Mansudae overseas. It previously investigated the exhibition and advertisement of Mansudae 

artwork, as well as purchase and transfer of Mansudae artworks by the visitors to the studio (see S/2020/840, 

paras. 102, 103, S/2020/151, paras. 102, 103, S/2019/171 para.95). Furthermore, individuals or organizations 

that facilitate the sale of prohibited artwork or statues would be subject to the relevant provisions of the 

Security Council resolutions (e.g. asset freeze or seizure).    

Source: The Panel 
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Annex 53: Website of Chugai Travel Co. Ltd.  139 
 

 (1) Advertisement of tailored Korean ethnic dress during tours in Pyongyang  

 

 

Source: Website of Chugai Travel Co. Ltd. (accessed 25 December 2020)  

 

 

  

 

 139 Address: 7-2-6, Ueno, Taitoku, Tokyo, Japan. According to the website of the General Association of Korean Residents . in Japan

（在日本朝鮮人総聯合会）, this company is listed as a " business organization" (사업체) of the association. Chugai shares address 

with other companies/organizations including the Korean Football Association in Japan.  
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(2) Chugai Travel as general agency of Air Koryo140 and Korean International Travel Company141  

 

 

 

 

Source: Website of Chugai Travel Co. Ltd. (accessed 25 December 2020)  

 

 

  

 

 140 The Panel continues to investigate links between the DPRK military and Air Koryo, noting the absence of boundaries between th e 

Korean People’s Army Air Force and Air Koryo as well as the role of Air Koryo in incidents of non-compliance with the relevant 

sanctions. 

 141 KITC is controlled by the National Tourism Administration (in Korean: 국가관광총국). 

Welcome to Chugai Travel 
Japanese General Agency of Korea International Travel Company and Air Koryo 
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Annex 54:  Article on Mansudae Art Studio (excerpt) on Young Pioneer Tours142  

Website   

 

 

Source: Website of Young Pioneer Tour (accessed 30 December 2020); square was added by the 

Panel.   

 
 

 142 Address listed on the reply to the Panel: Leahkena Home, Taphul Road, Siem Reap, Cambodia. : 
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Annex 55: Website and reply of Koryo Studio143 

(1) Advertisement on Koryo Studio website 

 

 

  

Source: Koryo Studio website, https://koryostudio.com/commissions/ (last accessed 17 December 2020).  

 

 

 

Poster created in 2020  
 

 143 Address: No. 27 Bei San Li Tun Nan East Courtyard, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China. Formerly known as Pyongyang Art 

Studio. 

https://koryostudio.com/commissions/
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Source: Koryo Studio Website, https://koryostudio.com/commissions/ (last cccessed 17 December 2020) 

 

  

https://koryostudio.com/commissions/
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Advertisement of the Mansudae artist’s artwork 

 

Source: Koryo Studio Website, https://koryostudio.com/commissions/ (last accessed 17 December 2020) 

 

(2) Reply from Koryo Studio founder (excerpt)  

 

 

https://koryostudio.com/commissions/
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Source: The Panel 
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Annex 56:Replies from Republic of Korea, K-Mecenat Network and Korean Fine Arts  

(1)Reply from the Republic of Korea  

The Republic of Korea provided the Panel with information concerning artwork exhibited at Odusan 

Unification Observatory held in 2019 and 2020. According to the reply, “for the Odusan Unification 

Observatory South/North Art Exhibition, artworks owned by K Mecenat Network and two ROK art 

collectors were rented. In accordance to Article 16 and 17 of the Personal Information Protection 

Act, information regarding the ROK art collectors is protected by law. Therefore, the names are 

provided in an anonymous format.”  

The Republic of Korea further stated “the artworks displayed at the exhibition are owned by the 

organizer, K Mecenat Network and ROK collectors. Therefore, no contact, direct or indirect, was 

made with DPRK nationals, including the Mansudae Overseas Project of Companies.” The 

Republic of Korea provided list of artworks exhibited in 2019 and 2020 at Odusan Unification 

Observatory, stating “it is extremely difficult to verify the affiliation and job title of the DPRK 

artists considering the limitation of information due to the clandestine nature of DPRK.” The list 

of DPRK artworks exhibited in 2019 includes the following: Kim Chung Hee, “Tiger in Mt. Baeksu” 

(unidentified), Son U Yong (Sun Wu Young), “Ripening Autumn” (2006), Jung Chang Mo 

“Pomegranate” (2007). The list of DPRK artworks exhibited in 2020 includes the following: Jung 

Chang Mo, “Magnolia Sieboldii” (2008), Son U Yong (Sun Wu Young), “Mt. Geumgang” (2002), 

Hong Un Seok, “Strong Prosperous, Cultural Country” (2019), “Bright Future of Homeland”(2019), 

and “Dokdo” (2019).   

The Republic of Korea further stated that “Among the artworks displayed at the Odusan Unification 

Observatory South/North Art Exhibition, the alleged Mansudae Studio affiliated artists are Kim 

Chung Hee, Jung Chang Mo, and Sun Wu Young. Owners of the displayed artworks, including K 

Mecenat Network, purchased the artworks in the DPRK from 2010 to 2013.” And “after speculative 

media reports named DPRK artist Hong Un Seok as a Mansudae Art Studio affiliate, the relevant 

Korean authorities have tried to verify this information through various channels. So far, no such 

affiliation has been confirmed.”     
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(2) Reply from K-Mecenat Network144 

 

  

 

 144 The artists reported to be displayed, and enquired regarding affilication to Mansudae include Jeong Chang Mo(정창모), Son 

U Yong(선우영) and Hong Un Seok(홍운석) . Jeong Chang Mo and Son U Yong have been lisetd as Mansudae Art Studio 

artits in other exhibitions held prior to the designation of Mansudae Art Studio. "London Korean Links, Mansudae Artists to 

visit London from DPRK in November", https://londonkoreanlinks.net/2014/09/08/mansudae -artists-to-visit-london-from-

dprk-in-november/ 
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Source: The Panel 

 

(3) Reply from Korean Fine Arts Association 

Concerning the two exhibitions held in 2018 and 2019 in which artwork of Kim Cheong Hee was displayed, 

Korean Fine Arts Association (KFAA) replied that according to the staff who worked in 2018, the artworks 

displayed in the exhibitions in 2018 and 2019 were leased for free of charge by collectors in the ROK (2018) 

and China (2019) and has been returned to ROK collector or will be returned to China. KFAA also provided  
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the list of artworks exhibited at the National Assembly in 2019. The list includes two artworks of Kim Chung 

Hee. KFAA stated that according to the collector in China the two artworks exhibited in 2019 were both 

produced in 2009. The Panel requested relevant document to support the statement.  
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Annex: 57:  Congo Aconde  
 

Procurement of statues from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has been prohibited since 2016 

pursuant to paragraph 29 of resolution 2321(2016).  

Congo Aconde SARL, headed by Mr. Pak Hwa Song and Mr. Hwang Kil Su was involved in projects to 

build several statues in the Lualaba and Haut-Lomami provinces, DRC, from 2018 to at least late 2019. 

Based on the information seen by the Panel, the Panel considers Congo Aconde to be a front company for 

the state-run Paekho Trading Company, which exports artwork including statues created by Paekho Art 

Studio (Figure).  

The Panel also notes the passport of Mr. Pak and Mr. Hwang were issued on 14 July 2014, which suggests 

that they may have been active overseas since 2014 (Annex 79, 80). The Panel is investigating their overseas 

activities before the establishment of the Congo Aconde. The Panel has not yet received reply from the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. For detail of the case see finance section.  

 

Figure : Congo Aconde’s letter head (top left), company’s seal (bottom left) appared on Request for 

Surety Bond and certificate of Paekho Trading Corporation for artwork  

 

 

 

 

Source:  The Panel 
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Annex 58: Reply from Romania 
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Annex 59: Excerpts from lease agreement and addendum between the Embassy of DPRK to 

Romania and S.C. Ima Partners S.R.L. 

 

This annex is confidential. 
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Annex 60: Information on the sales of Mercedes vehicles to LS Logistica & Spedizioni SRL 
 

 

 

 

 

Source : The Panel  
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Annex 61: Images of Mercedes brand vehicles (Maybach Pullman W221, W221 restyling, S600 

Landaulet) used by the DPRK leadership    

Source :https://autoreview.ru/news/daimler-ne-v-kurse-gde-kim-chen-yn-vzyal-svoi-mersedesy   

Source : https://vladnews.ru/2019-04-24/150341/prezidentskiy_kortezh  

 

Source : https://www.drive2.ru/c/471173169168777960/    
 

 

https://autoreview.ru/news/daimler-ne-v-kurse-gde-kim-chen-yn-vzyal-svoi-mersedesy
https://vladnews.ru/2019-04-24/150341/prezidentskiy_kortezh
https://www.drive2.ru/c/471173169168777960/
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Annex 62: Images of Lexus LX 570 vehicle used by Kim Jong Un (Agust 2020) 

  

 

 

 

Source: KCTV  
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Annex 63 :  Reply Letter from Singapore  
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Source: Member State 
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Annex 64 :  Reply from Singapore on SINSIMS   
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Source: Member State 
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Annex 65: DPRK cyber threat actors in the Reconnaissance General Bureau (KPe.031)  
 

The United States, in a published document,  assessed that most of the country’s cyber operations 
take place in the Cyber Warfare Guidance Unit (aka Bureau 121) of the Reconnaissance General 
Bureau, which has more than 6,000 members with many of them operating from overseas.  

According to the document, three cyber threat actors – Lazarus, Andariel and Bluenoroff – belong 
to the Cyber Warfare Guidance Unit, and the Andariel group has about 1,600 members and the 
Bluenoroff Group has about 1,700 members. The document did not specify the size of the Lazarus 
group. The United States considers the Andariel and the Bluenoroff as subgroups of Lazarus.  

 

Source:https://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/ARN30043-ATP_7-100.2-000-WEB-2.pdf 

 

 

  

  

https://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/ARN30043-ATP_7-100.2-000-WEB-2.pdf
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Annex 66: Reply from Japan on a suspect of DPRK-linked ATM heist 

 
The Panel previously investigated cyberattacks against financial institions and cryptocurrency 

exchanges based on information from a Member State (S/2019/691, paras. 57-68 and annex 21), 

and the Panel notes that the cases correspond to the activities of BeagleBoyz, a newly identified 

cyber threat actor of the DPRK.  

The Panel enquired of Japan about a suspected ringleader of an ATM heist using stolen credentials 

from a foreign bank who reportedly145 fled from Japan to the DPRK after the attack. Japan replied: 

“[T]he Police of Japan and the relevant authorities have been continuing thorough investigation of 

this case. With regard to the media article quoted in the Panel’s letter, there is no confirmed 

information as of 29 January 2021 that indicates connection between the suspects arrested with the 

case, including [ (readacted), (redacted), (redacted), (redacted) ], and North Korea, including their 

contacts with any North Korean individuals/entities.”  

 

 

  

 

 145 https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2020/04/2b45db5e313b-suspected-ringleader-of-huge-coordinated-atm-scam-entered-n-

korea.html#:~:text=A%20man%20believed%20to%20be,incident%2C%20investigative%20sources%20said%20Saturday.&text=The

%20fake%20credit%20cards%20used,from%20South%20Africa's%20Standard%20Bank    

https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2020/04/2b45db5e313b-suspected-ringleader-of-huge-coordinated-atm-scam-entered-n-korea.html#:~:text=A%20man%20believed%20to%20be,incident%2C%20investigative%20sources%20said%20Saturday.&text=The%20fake%20credit%20cards%20used,from%20South%20Africa's%20Standard%20Bank
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2020/04/2b45db5e313b-suspected-ringleader-of-huge-coordinated-atm-scam-entered-n-korea.html#:~:text=A%20man%20believed%20to%20be,incident%2C%20investigative%20sources%20said%20Saturday.&text=The%20fake%20credit%20cards%20used,from%20South%20Africa's%20Standard%20Bank
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2020/04/2b45db5e313b-suspected-ringleader-of-huge-coordinated-atm-scam-entered-n-korea.html#:~:text=A%20man%20believed%20to%20be,incident%2C%20investigative%20sources%20said%20Saturday.&text=The%20fake%20credit%20cards%20used,from%20South%20Africa's%20Standard%20Bank
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Annex 67: Football players 
 

Several football players of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea earn income at teams 

abroad.146  The Panel is seeking information on the current situation of the three football players, 

Mr. Choe Son Hyok, Mr. Pak Kwang Ryong and Mr. Han Kwang Song. Italy informed that Mr. 

Choe was still in Italy due to the suspension of international flights to enter the DPRK. Concerning  

Mr. Pak, Austria replied that “there is no further information on this case that we have not shared 

with the panel of experts already.” Qatar replied with information about Mr. Han’s deportation in 

January 2021 (figure 1). Several media reported that a Russian football team FC-Tambov was 

planning to contract with Mr. Han (igure 2), while the Panel has not received a reply from the team. 

Concerning several football players who played in Japan and the Republic of Korea, 147 Japan 

replied “the Government of Japan has generally banned the entry of any DPRK nationals into Japan, 

and there are no nationals of the DPRK whose repatriation is required pursuant to paragraph 8 of 

UNSC Resolution 2397(2017)”. Japan provided information regarding the football players 

requesting not to “disclose the information considering that it includes personal information.”  The 

Republic of Korea replied, “No DPRK worker has been granted work authorization or entered the 

Republic of Korea since the adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 2375 on 11 September 

2017.  Please note that requested information on individuals cannot be provided in accordance with 

Articles 16 and 17 of the Personal Information Protection Act of the Republic of Korea.”  

The Panel is further collecting information on several cases reported by a media outlet 148 in which 

students from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in Russian universities were illegally 

working at construction sites. It is reported that in one case, such students were arrested and fined 

2000 rubles. In another case, students were arrested but released as they had been working under 

an internship program (figure 3).  

 

 

 

  

 

 146 S/2020/151, para. 132, S/2020/840, paras.127-128. 

 147 Information was collected from various sources including websites of football teams and Korean Football Association in Japan(在日

朝鮮人蹴球協会). This association is listed as “a centaral level organizations” by the General Associaion of Korean Residents in Japan, 

and sharing address with Chugai Travel Co. Ltd. (See embargo section). 
 148 BBC, https://www.bbc.com/russian/features-55447145. 
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Figure 1: Reply from Qatar concerning Mr. Han Kwang Song  

Source: Member State 
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Figure 2: Media report dated 25 August 2020  

«Тамбов» может арендовать бывшего северокорейского игрока «Ювентуса»  

25 августа 2020, 12:38автор Сергей Рябкин 

Нападающий катарского «Аль-Духайль» Хан Кван Сон может продолжить карьеру в 

«Тамбове». Источник Betting Insider сообщает, что клуб РПЛ сделал предложение об 

аренде северокорейца. 

21-летний форвард ранее выступал за «Кальяри» и стал первым северокорейским 

футболистом, забившим в Серии А. 

Летом 2019 году Хан Кван Сона за 5 млн евро приобрел «Ювентус» – он провел 17 

матчей за вторую команду чемпионов Италии в третьем дивизионе и не забил ни одного 

мяча. Уже в зимнее трансферное окно «Юве» продал нападающего в Катар. 

Отметим, что Transfermarkt оценивает северокорейца в 2,7 млн евро. 

 

Source: Betting Insider, https://betting.team/ru/blog/tambov-khan 

 

(Summary in English) 

The forward of Qatari Al-Duhail Han Kwang Song may continue his career at Tambov. A 

Betting Insider source reports that the club has made an offer to lease Mr. Han. In the summer 

of 2019, Han Kwan Song was bought by Juventus for 5 million euros. In winter Juventus sold 

Han to Al-Duhail.  

 

  

https://betting.team/ru/blog/tambov-khan
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Figure 3: Media report concerning work of DPRK students (excerpt)  

(English translation)  

North Korean students outside of Russian laws. Why do they come to Russia? 

Anastasia Napalkova 

BBC 

28 December 2020 

 

Because of United Nations sanctions, workers from North Korea have stopped coming to Russia. But North 

Korean students who want to learn the Russian language or graduate from a local university do come. The 

authorities then find some of these students at construction sites in the Far East. What happens to them after 

that? 

Several students from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) were detained at the construc-

tion site of an apartment building in Irkutsk in February 2019. According to Interior Ministry officials, they were 

working there as construction workers, without a work permit. 

Among the detainees was an assistant brigadier: he received instructions from his superiors and distributed 

them among the workers, the court materials say. His name is not in the court documents. 

When detained, he explained to the police that he had “arrived in the territory of the Russian Federation for 

the purpose of employment” and that he had obtained a student visa solely for entry into the country. Since early 

January 2019, he “along with fellow DPRK nationals” had been “working at the construction site without permits,” 

according to court filings. 

Once in court, the DPRK citizen retracted his earlier explanation, stating that he and his comrades were at 

the construction site not for work, but “on a tour from an educational institution”. 

In the courtroom, he was unable to say the name of the institution, its address, programme, cost and period 

of study. A construction site guard told Interior Ministry officials that 10 to 15 DPRK citizens were living at the 

construction site in the back rooms. 

The court fined the student 2 thousand roubles without deportation from Russia. 

There are dozens of such cases in the “Justice” State automated data system. Some students are less fortu-

nate. In Bashkortostan, a court ordered the expulsion of student An. G. Ch. from Russia with a fine of 2 thousand 

roubles because he was working, although he had come to study. 

Hiring unauthorized citizens is also perilous for companies. A court decided to suspend the operations of 

“Stroy Alliance” in Vladivostok for 14 days because a worker from DPRK, who had arrived as a student at Pri-

morsky Polytechnic College, was found building a multi-level parking lot. 
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Others are luckier. For example, the court cases were dismissed against students Chon Her Cher and Cho 

Kym Men from Artem Regional Technical College. 

The Migration Service found them assembling fittings at a construction site. The students said that they 

were doing internships, which was consistent with the academic schedule, plus there was no evidence that they were 

getting paid for their work. The court accepted these arguments. 

DPRK citizens have become more frequent visitors to Russia for private, tourist and educational purposes 

in recent years (not counting 2020), as shown by data from the border service of Russia’s Federal Security Service. 

At the same time, the number of work trips has dwindled to nothing: United Nations sanctions prohibiting new em-

ployment contracts with North Korean nationals were enacted in 2017. The contracts already in place expired in De-

cember 2019. Work trips of DPRK citizens to Russia then stopped. 

Bringing in workers disguised as students? 

From 5 August 2020, foreign students in Russia can officially work in their free time, and no special per-

mission is required. State Duma deputy Kazbek Taisaev suggested in a conversation with the BBC that this law 

could help the situation of DPRK citizens who are forced to leave Russia. 

According to court records, there has been at least one attempt to bring North Korean workers to Russia, 

first by sending them there to study. True, this was back in 2018, before the law was adopted allowing students to 

work, but after the ban on work contracts with DPRK nationals. 

The trial took place in September 2020 between two private individuals in Smolensk: Evgeny Pivnyak ap-

proached Inessa Skakova for help – he asked her to arrange for 96 DPRK citizens to study in Russia. This was “nec-

essary for business, so that the citizens could legally work in Russia,” says the case file from the witness testimony. 

Skakova testified that Pivnyak planned to employ them after they had learned Russian. The cost of enrol-

ling one student under their agreement was 10 thousand roubles. Pivnyak transferred an advance payment of 

500,000 roubles. 

Skakova, as an “agent”, was able to arrange for the DPRK citizens to enrol in the “Academy of Additional 

Education” to study Russian. But in order to start studying, the State fee had to be paid: the parties argued about who 

should pay it. 

It is not entirely clear whether the DPRK citizens were required to enter Russia specifically on a student 

visa. Another obscure point is that the case file indicates that the DPRK nationals were to work as “highly skilled 

labour”, but learning Russian is not mandatory for this category of workers, said lawyer Sofia Batura, deputy gen-

eral director of Confidence Group. 

Pivnyak could not be contacted, Skakova did not respond to the letter from the BBC and the educational 

institution’s phones were not working. 
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The “agent” who found the educational institution for the North Koreans, according to the case file, worked 

for “Megalayn” LLC as the project manager for the reconstruction of a military unit in Krasnoye Selo in 2013. 

At that time there were only two construction companies with that name registered in St. Petersburg. One 

of them is linked to Evgeny Prigozhin and was a contractor for the Ministry of Defence on many projects. There is 

no evidence that DPRK nationals have worked on projects for the Department of Defence or for “Megalayn”. 

“Defectors” 

Some citizens from DPRK who came to Russia do not want to return to their home country even after their 

visa expires. These are, first and foremost, migrants workers. They are trying to obtain temporary asylum and refu-

gee status in Russia. 

“Such appeals are isolated cases,” says Novosibirsk-based lawyer Anna Gulevich, who assists DPRK citi-

zens in the courts. She says that, following the adoption of United Nations sanctions, lawyers had expected an in-

crease in the number of DPRK nationals seeking asylum. But that did not happen. “They probably didn’t know that 

they were leaving Russia for good,” she explains. 

Lawyer Tatyana Tyutyunnik from Vladivostok is now defending four DPRK citizens who did not want to 

return to their home country. Some took advantage of this opportunity, including against the backdrop of the corona-

virus pandemic. “If there was no coronavirus, they would have gone home, but they stayed and decided to seek 

help,” she says. 

 

(Original) 

Северокорейские студенты вне российских законов. Зачем они приезжают в Россию?  

Анастасия Напалкова 

Би-би-си 

28 декабря 2020 

Из-за санкций ООН в Россию перестали приезжать рабочие из Северной Кореи. Зато приезжают 

северокорейские студенты, которые хотят изучить русский язык или закончить местный вуз. Власти 

находят потом некоторых из этих студентов на стройках на Дальнем Востоке. Что с ними после этого 

происходит? 

На стройке жилого дома в Иркутске в феврале 2019 года были задержаны несколько студентов из 

КНДР. По версии сотрудников МВД, они работали там строителями, не имея разрешения на работу.  

Среди задержанных был помощник бригадира: он получал указания от начальства и распределял их 

среди рабочих, говорится в материалах суда. Его имени в судебных документах нет.  

При задержании он объяснил полицейским, что "прибыл на территорию РФ с целью "работа по 

найму"", а учебную визу оформил исключительно для въезда в страну. С начала января 2019 года он  
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"вместе с земляками - гражданами КНДР работает на строительном объекте без разрешительных 

документов", - говорится в материалах суда. 

Уже в суде гражданин КНДР отказался от своих прежних объяснений, заявив, что он и его товарищи 

были на стройке не по работе, а "на экскурсии от учебного заведения". 

В зале суда он не смог сказать название учебного заведения, его адрес, программу, стоимость и 

период обучения. Охранник стройки сказал сотрудникам МВД, что 10-15 граждан КНДР живут на 

строительной площадке в подсобных помещениях. 

Суд оштрафовал студента на 2 тыс. рублей без выдворения с территории России.  

Таких дел в базе ГАС "Правосудие" десятки. Некоторым студентам везет меньше. В Башкортостане 

суд постановил выдворить студента Ан Г. Ч. из России со штрафом 2 тыс. рублей, потому что он 

работал, хотя приехал для учебы. 

Приглашать на работу граждан, не имеющих разрешения, чревато и для компаний. Суд принял 

решение приостановить деятельность компании "Стройальянс" во Владивостоке на 14 суток, потому 

что на строительстве многоуровневой парковки был обнаружен работник из КНДР, который приехал 

как студент Приморского политехнического колледжа. 

Другим везет больше. Так, судебные дела против студентов Регионального технического колледжа из 

города Артем по имени Чон Хер Чер и Чо Кым Мен были прекращены. 

Миграционная служба обнаружила их за монтажом арматуры на стройке. Студенты говорили, что 

проходят практику, что соответствовало учебному графику, к тому же не было доказательств, что они 

получают деньги за работу. Суд принял эти аргументы. 

Граждане КНДР в последние годы стали чаще приезжать в Россию с частными, туристическими и 

учебными целями (не считая 2020 года), следует из данных пограничной службы ФСБ России. В то 

же время, количество рабочих поездок сошло на нет: в 2017 году были приняты санкции ООН, 

запрещающие заключать новые трудовые договоры с гражданами Северной Кореи. Действие уже 

заключенных договоров закончилось в декабре 2019 года. Тогда же прекратились рабочие поездки 

граждан КНДР в Россию. 

Привезти рабочих под видом студентов? 

С 5 августа 2020 года иностранные студенты в России могут официально подрабатывать в свободное 

от учебы время, и специальное разрешение на это не требуется. Депутат Госдумы Казбек Тайсаев 

предполагал в беседе с Би-би-си, что этот закон может помочь положению граждан КНДР, которые 

вынуждены покидать Россию. 

Согласно материалам судов, была как минимум одна попытка привезти в Россию северокорейских 

рабочих, сначала отправив их на учебу. Правда, это было в 2018 году, еще до принятия закона, 

позволяющего студентам работать, но после запрета на заключение рабочих договоров с гражданами 

КНДР. 

Суд происходил в сентябре 2020 года между двумя частными лицами в Смоленске: Евгений Пивняк 

обратился к Инессе Скаковой за помощью - он просил её устроить 96 граждан КНДР на учебу в 

России. Это "необходимо для бизнеса, чтобы данные граждане могли законно трудиться на 

территории России", говорится в материалах дела со слов свидетеля.  
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Со слов Скаковой записано, что Пивняк планировал их трудоустройство после изучения русского 

языка. Стоимость устройства на учебу одного студента по их договоренности составила 10 тыс. 

рублей. Пивняк перевел предоплату 500 тысяч рублей.  

Скакова в качестве "агента" смогла организовать поступление граждан КНДР для обучения русскому 

в "Академию дополнительного образования". Но для начала обучения нужно было еще оплатить 

госпошлину: стороны спорили, кто должен ее платить.  

Не до конца ясно, должны ли были граждане КНДР въехать в Россию именно по учебной визе. Еще 

один неясный момент - в материалах дела указано, что граждане КНДР должны были работать как 

"высококвалифицированная рабочая сила", но изучение русского не является обязательным для этой 

категории работников, говорит юрист София Батура, заместитель генерального директора Confidence 

Group. 

Связаться с Пивняком не удалось, а Скакова не ответила на письмо Би-би-си, телефоны учебного 

заведения не работают. 

"Агент", которая нашла для северокорейцев учебное заведение, согласно материалам дела, работала в 

ООО "Мегалайн" начальником проекта по реконструкции воинской части в Красном селе в 2013 году.  

В то время в Санкт-Петербурге было зарегистрировано только две строительные компании с таким 

названием. Одна из них связана с Евгением Пригожиным и была подрядчиком минобороны по 

многим проектам. Данных о том, что граждане КНДР трудились на проектах минобороны или 

"Мегалайна", нет. 

"Перебежчики" 

Некоторые граждане из КНДР, приехавшие в Россию, не хотят возвращаться на родину даже после 

окончания визы. В первую очередь речь идет именно о трудовых мигрантах. В России они пытаются 

получить временное убежище и статус беженца. 

"Такие обращения - это единичные случаи", - говорит адвокат Анна Гулевич из Новосибирска, 

которая помогает гражданам КНДР в судах. По ее словам, после принятия санкций ООН юристы 

ждали роста числа граждан КНДР, которые добиваются убежища. Но этого не произошло. "Скорее 

всего, они не знали, что уезжают из России навсегда", - объясняет она. 

Адвокат Татьяна Тютюнник из Владивостока сейчас защищает четверых граждан КНДР, которые не 

захотели возвращаться на родину. Некоторые воспользовались этой возможностью в том числе на 

фоне пандемии коронавируса. "Если бы не было коронавируса, они уехали бы домой, а так остались 

и решили обратиться за помощью", - говорит она. 

 

Source: BBC website, https://www.bbc.com/russian/features-55447145 
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Annex 68 : Replies from Nigeria to the Panel concerning bilateral agreement in the field 

of health and medical sciences with the DPRK 

(1) Letter dated 23 September 2020  
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(2) Letter dated 4 November 2020 
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Annex 69: Corman Construction 

The Panel has been investigating about 30 nationals of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

affiliated with Corman Construction & Commerce Senegal SUARL.149  Corman Construction is for-

merly known as Mansudae Overseas Project Group of Companies in Senegal.  

The Panel has obtained internal financial records that indicate Corman Construction was sending 

revenue to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea embassy. According to the ledger, these 

transactions, which totalled approximately USD 3,500 from September 2019 to August 2020, were 

recorded as “당위원장이 대사관에 바쳤음” (“dedicated to the embassy by the chairman of the 

party”). The ledger also listed the consignee for these transactions as the “embassy.” For detail of 

the activity of Corman see finance section.  

 

 

 

  

 

 149 S/2020/151, para.144. 
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Annex 70: Reply from Thailand to the Panel concerning DPRK workers  

 

Source : The Panel 
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Annex 71 : Reply from Georgia to the Panel’s enqury concerning presence of the 

DPRK nationals  
 

1. Georgia replied to the Panel that there were no DPRK nationals on Georgia 

Government’s controlled territory. 

2. With regards to the Georgian regions of Abkhazia and the Tskinvali 

Region/South Ossetia, Georgia replied to the Panel that Georgian Government has 

no effective control over these regions, hence it did not have information on the 

Panel’s enquiry regarding the travel and/or presence of DPRK workers from Russia 

to Abkhazia, Georgia and the Tskinvali Region/South Ossetia, Georgia.  
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Annex 72: Overseas banking representatives 

 

According to the February 2020 legal proceedings of a Member State150, between December 2015 and 

January 2019, Han Jang Su carried out prohibited activities as the Moscow-based representative of FTB.151 

On five occasions, from November 2017 to July 2019, the Panel requested information from the Russian 

Federation regarding Mr. Han’s whereabouts, his financial activities, and his status as the Moscow-based 

representative of FTB.  

 

● According to the court proceedings, on 10 January 2018, Han Jang Su provided documentation to 

a Russian bank that confirmed the status of Ko Chol Man, Han Ung, Ri Jong Nam, and O Song 

Hui as members of FTB’s board of directors. 

● According to the court proceedings, on 29 January 2018, Han Jang Su provided a signature card to 

a Russian bank for FTB’s account, containing the signatures of the previously mentioned board 

members, as well as Ri Yong Si, Jo Un Hui, O Song Hui, and Ri Jong Won.152 

• In April 2018, the Russian Federation submitted a notification to the Chair of the Security Council 

Committee established pursuant to resolution 1718 (2006) that Russia would request an exemption 

from the asset freeze provisions for Mr. Han to cover basic living expenses.  

• In July 2018, the Russian Federation submitted to the Panel that “it has taken all measures under 

Russian national legislation to implement the relevant resolutions of the Security Council” regard-

ing Mr. Han.  

• According to the court proceedings, on 13 August 2018, Han Jang Su aided Ri Chun Song with 

information on how to establish a Russian bank account for a foreign company. 

• In November 2018, the Panel sent a letter of inquiry to the Russian Federation regarding 

information, provided by another Member State, that indicated that Mr. Ri Jong Won was serving 

as a Moscow-based deputy representative of FTB. The Russian Federation replied in December 

2018 that Mr. Ri Jong Won “arrived in Russia on 5 February 2018 as an official accredited member 

of the Embassy of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to the Russian Federation.” 

• According to the court proceedings, on 10 January 2019, Han Jang Su received due diligence doc-

uments, which specified Ko Chol Man as the beneficial owner of FTB’s Moscow-based account. 

• According to the court proceedings, on 10 January 2019, Han Jang Su received due diligence 

documents, which specified Kim Kwang Chol (Korea Ungum Corporation) as the beneficial owner 

of Ungum’s bank account. 

• According to the court proceedings, on 27 January 2019, Ri Myong Jin and Jo Un Hui—members 

of FTB in Pyongyang—received a communication affirming Han Jang Su’s status at FTB Moscow. 

• According to the court proceedings, in September 2019, Han Jang Su facilitated a payment on 

behalf of Unha Daesong Trading Company to accounts held at two banks located in Russia. 

  

 

 150 See, https://www.washingtonpost.com/context/u-s-indictment-usa-v-ko-chol-man-et-al/e872ed0c-7f79-
4122-abc5-b7ce2bd47e99/. 

 151 See paragraph 177 of S/2020/151 and paragraph 125 of S/2019/171.  

 152 This suggests that Mr. Ri was continuing to act as an FTB representative while also acting as an officially 
accredited member of embassy personnel.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/context/u-s-indictment-usa-v-ko-chol-man-et-al/e872ed0c-7f79-4122-abc5-b7ce2bd47e99/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/context/u-s-indictment-usa-v-ko-chol-man-et-al/e872ed0c-7f79-4122-abc5-b7ce2bd47e99/
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• In February 2020, the Russian Federation informed the Panel that Mr Han Jang Su left Russia in 

2019.   

In response to the Panel’s enquiry regarding these differences, the Russian Federation replied: “With re-

gard to the request of the Panel of Experts concerning citizens of the Democratic People’s Republic 

of Korea, Hang Jang Su and Ri Jong Won, we ask the Panel to let itself be guided by the reliable 

information already provided, rather than allow itself to be influenced by the idle speculations and 

insinuations being fed to it periodically by a certain Member State.”  

 

 

China 

In October 2017, the Panel sent an inquiry to China regarding the status of several DPRK nationals believed 

to be working on behalf of FTB in China. Among others, these individuals included Kim Tong Chol 

(KPi.068), Ko Chol Man (KPi.069), Ri Chun Hwan (KPi.074), and Ri Chun Song (KPi.075).  The Panel 

asked for, inter alia, travel records, financial records, diplomatic accreditation records, and any measures 

taken by China’s competent authorities to investigate and/or expel the individuals. On 25 January 2018, 

China informed the Panel that its competent authorities had listed the designated individuals as being for-

bidden to enter or transit through China and had requested Chinese banks and financial institutions to freeze 

their assets.   

 

In May 2018, the Panel once again requested information from China regarding the status of FTB repre-

sentatives operating within China. In its July 2018 reply, China stated that it had “taken corresponding 

measures in accordance with the requirement of the resolutions” and that it “...has closed all the 

representative offices of the DPRK financial institutions in China in 2016, and all of the relevant 

representatives in China have left China”. China indicated that it could not verify whether the individuals 

have a relationship with the designated financial institutions. 

 

In November 2019, the Panel once again sent an inquiry to China requesting information about Han Yong 

Chol (KPe.047), who was suspected of continuing to operate as an FTB representative in Beijing. China 

replied that it “has closed all the representative offices of the DPRK financial institutions in China, and all 

the relevant representatives in China have left China.” In response to the Panel’s enquiry, China replied 

“There is no transaction involving Ri Chun Hwan in April 2019. There is neither any Ri Chun Song in-

volved transaction record related to the payments from accounts located in China to any Chinese or Russian 

companies in 2016 and 2017, or any acceptance of payments in June 2017.” This is different from infor-

mation in the February 2020 court proceedings, namely: 

 

According to the court proceedings, Ri Chun Hwan (KPi.074) acted as FTB’s representative in Zhuhai, 

China from October 2013 to at least April 2019. 

● According to the court proceedings, in December 2018, Mr. Ri Chun Hwan received a 

communication, in his capacity as a China-based FTB representative, from Mr. Ri Myong Jin (FTB 

Pyongyang). 

● According to the court proceedings, in April 2019, Mr. Ri Chun Hwan confirmed to FTB 

Pyongyang that he directed a payment from his China-based accounts. 
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● According to the court proceedings, Ri Chun Song has acted as FTB’s representative in Beijing, 

China from 2015 to 2019. 

● According to the court proceedings, in November 2016 Ri Chun Song directed payment to a Chi-

nese company from a China-based account.  

● According to the court proceedings, in May 2017, Ri Chun Song directed a payment to a Russian 

company from a China-based account. 

● According to the court proceedings, in June 2017, Ri Chun Song received payment into a China-

based account.  

In response to the 
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Annex 73: Korea Ungum Corporation and Unha Daesong Trading Company account num-

bers and relevant transactions 

Agrosoyuz Commercial Bank  

Account: 40807810800000000010 

Account Owner: Korea Ungum Corporation153 

Transactions:  

● September 2017 payments from [REDACTED] 

February 2018 payments from [REDACTED] 

 

Sputnik Bank 

Account: 40807810240000000002 

Account Owner: Korea Ungum Corporation 

Transactions: 

● February 2019 payments from [REDACTED] 

 

Asia Pacific Bank 

Account: 40807810700580000008 

Account Owner: Unha Daesong Trading Company154 

Transactions: 

● September 2019 payments from [REDACTED] 

 

Russian Financial Society 

Account: 40807810300000000599 

Account Owner: Unha Daesong Trading Company 

Transactions: 

● September 2019 payments from [REDACTED] 

 

Sberbank 

Account: 40807810250000000032 

Account Owner: Unha Daesong Trading Company 

Transactions: 

September 2019 payments from [REDACTED] 

 

Source: A Member State 

 

  

 

 153 Korea Ungum Corporation (aka TS Ungum Corporation; Korea Yngum Corporation, Korea Ungum Company) is a suspected front 

company for DPRK’s Foreign Trade Bank (designated KPe.047). See, paragraphs 172-173 in the 2020 Final Report (S/2020/151).  

 154 Unha Daesong Trading Company (aka “Unha Daisong”) is a suspected front company for DPRK’s Foreign Trade Bank (designated 

KPe.047). 
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Annex 74: Corman Construction & Commerce SUARL Registration Documents 
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Annex 75: SCI ADJA Seneba and Corman Construction contracts and transactions 

According to documents obtained by the Panel, SCI ADJA Seneba, which is a subsidiary of EMG Universal 

Auto Group, entered into at least two contracts with Corman Construction between May 2017 and October 

2017. EMG Universal Auto is a group of Senegalese companies owned and operated by Mr. Mbaye Gueye. 

 

In May 2017, MOP Senegal entered into a contract with SCI ADJA Seneba to perform construction services 

at a Sengalese hotel. The period of performance for the work was October 2017 to October 2018 (Figure 

1). The contract, which does not state a value, is signed by Mr. Mbaye Guye representing SCI ADJA 

SENEBA and Mr. Im Song Sun representing MOP Senegal. 

 

In October 2017, Corman Construction entered into a contract with SCI ADJA Seneba to perform construc-

tion services at or near a local airport. The value of the contract was CAF 83,000,000 (approximately USD 

150,000) and was to be paid in four installments (Figure 2). On page 2 of the contract, Corman Construction 

is listed as “CORMAN GROUP OF COMPANIES.” Both the email address and phone number listed are 

the same used by MOP Senegal. The contract names “Monsieur Cholung Choe” as the representative for 

Corman Construction.155 

 

Figure 3 shows two payments made from Mr. Mbaye Gueye and EMG Automotive, respectively, to Corman 

Construction. The first payment is dated 25 February 2017 in the amount of CAF 900,000 (approximately 

USD 1,600). The second payment is dated 13 December 2017 in the amount of CAF 24,900,000 (approxi-

mately USD 45,000). Although the Panel is unable to assess the purpose of the first payment, it is likely 

that the second payment (dated 14 December 2017) is an installment on the October 2017 contract. Repre-

sentatives from SCI ADJA Seneba have not responded to the Panel’s request for information.  

 

 

  

 

 155 The Panel assesses that “Cholung Choe” is likely the same as Mr. Choe Song Chol— a known representative of MOP Senegal. 
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Figure 1. May 2017 Mansudae Overseas Project, Senegal, contract with SCI ADJA SENEBA 
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Figure 2. October 2017 Corman Construction Contract with SCI ADJA SENEBA 
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Figure 3. Payments from SCI ADJA Seneba to MOP Senegal and Corman Construction 
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Annex 76: Patisen and Corman Construction 

Patisen is a Sengal-based food processing company, founded in 1981 and headquartered in Dakar (also 

known as Patisserie Senegal). According to documents obtained by the Panel, Patisen signed a contract 

with MOP Senegal in September 2016 (Figure 1) to perform construction-related services on a loading 

dock. The contract is valued at CAF 750,000,000 (approximately USD 1,353,000) and signed by Mr. Choe 

Song Chol.  

 

In January 2018, Patisen signed a contract with Corman Construction for interior construction related ser-

vices at a salt factory— including, demolition, paving, and painting (Figure 2). The contract was valued at 

CAF 15,638,228 (approximately USD 28,200). Mr Choe Song Chol is listed on the contract as representing 

Corman Construction. Additionally, Corman Construction lists its email address as the same email address 

used by MOP Senegal.  

 

Documents obtained by the Panel suggest that Corman Construction and Patisen signed into an additional 

contract for supplemental construction services in May 2018 (Figure 3). It is not known to the Panel whether 

these services were performed, but media sources indicate the presence of Democratic People's Republic 

of Korea labor at the site in September 2019 (Figure 4 and 5). The contract value was CAF 2,327,354 

(approximately USD 4,000). 

 

Figure 6 shows three payments from Patisen to Corman Construction. The first payment is dated 13 Febru-

ary 2018 and payable to Mr. Choe Song Chol in the amount of CAF 26,008,638. The second payment was 

for CAF 7,500,000 on 2 May 2018 and the third payment was for CAF 2,000,000 on 2 July 2018. The 

second payment was payable to Mr. Im Song Sun— a representative of both MOP Senegal and Corman 

Construction. Representatives from Patisen have not responded to the Panel’s request for information.  
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Figure 1. September 2016 contract between Patisen and MOP Senegal 
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Figure 2. January 2018 contract between Patisen and Corman Construction 
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Figure 3. May 2018 contract between Patisen and Corman Construction 
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Figure 4. Reported DPRK nationals at the Patisen worksite, 16 September 2019 

 
Source: https://www.voanews.com/africa/despite-un-sanctions-north-koreans-work-senegal 

 
Figure 5. Undated Photo of Patisen Loading Docks 

 
Source: Google Maps 

 

  

https://www.voanews.com/africa/despite-un-sanctions-north-koreans-work-senegal
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Figure 6. Payments from Patisen to Corman Construction 
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Annex 77: Corman Construction work on the Diamniadio Lake City development 

Based on information obtained by the Panel, as well as publicly available information, the Panel made 

inquiries into alleged work performed by Corman Construction on the Diamniadio Lake City development 

project in Dakar, Senegal. In its response to the Panel’s inquiry, representatives from the company in charge 

of the Diamniadio Lake City development project stated that their organization did not have “any partner-

ship or commercial relationship with the company Corman Construction & Commerce SUARL…” The 

representative further stated that in July 2019, representatives from Corman Construction visited the project 

site to offer their services but those services were declined.  

 

The Panel has obtained additional financial records, however, that indicate at least two payments were made 

to Corman Construction and Commerce for work performed on the Diamniadio Lake City development 

project. These payments occurred in May and June 2020, in the amount of CAF 15,000,000 and CAF 

21,000,000, respectively. 
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Annex 78: Corman Construction Financial Accounts 

Figure 1. Corman Construction Account Statement at Banque Atlantique 
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Figure 2. Corman Construction check from Banque Sahelo-Saharienne, payable to Patisen 
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Annex 79: Passport for Pak Hwa Song 
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Annex 80: Passport for Hwang Kil Su 
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Annex 81: Corporate Registration and related documentation for Congo Aconde SARL 

 

Figure 1. Corporate Registration document, dated 26 February 2018 
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Figure 2. Corporate National Identification record 
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Figure 3. Congo Aconde corporate tax document  
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Figure 4. Articles of Incorporation signature page 
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Figure 5. Capital Declaration 

 

*The Panel is investigating the date discrepancy with the date on the capital declaration.  
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Annex 82: Congo Aconde account numbers and domicile statement 

 

Afriland First Bank 
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Annex 83: Passports of Han Kyong Ho, Ri Yong Gwang and Rim Chol  

 

Figure 1. Han Kyong Ho’s passport 
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Figure 2. Ri Yong Gwang’s passport 
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Figure 3. Rim Chol’s passport 
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Annex 84: Congo Aconde and Monuments in Haut Lomami 

 

Haut Lomami : inauguration des monuments Mzee Kabila et Ilunga Mbidi a Kamina 

 

Agence Congolaise de Presse (French) 

Mercredi 23 Janvier 2019 

 

Kamina, 23 janvier 2019 (ACP).- Le gouverneur du Haut Lomami, Kalenga Mwenzemi a procédé mercredi 

à Kamina, au dévoilement du monument Mzee Laurent Désiré Kabila construit à la jonction des avenues 

Lumumba et de l'Eglise. Peu après, il a aussi dévoilé celui de l'empereur luba, Ilunga Mbidi Kiluwe, érigé 

au rond-point de la gare au croisement des avenues de la Base et des Manguiers. 

 

Cette cérémonie qui n'a connu aucun mot de circonstance s'est déroulée en présence des députés et des 

ministres provinciaux du Haut Lomami ainsi que de nombreux curieux venus admirer ces oeuvres d'art. 

Ces monuments ont été construits l'année dernière par la société sud-coréenne, Congo Akonde qui n'a donné 

aucun détail sur ces réalisations. Toutefois, ces travaux ont été entièrement financés par le gouvernement 

provincial du Haut Lomami. 

 

Source: Agence Congolaise de Presse 
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Annex 85: Contract award letter dated 23 February 2019 

 

Figure 1. Surety Bond Declaration by Congo Aconde’s Bank to the City of Lubumbashi 
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Figure 2. Notification of Contract Award by the City of Lubumbashi 
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Annex 86: Request by Congo Aconde to lift the Surety Bond 
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Annex 87: Hwang Kil Su at a project site in Kolwezi, dated 22 November 2019 
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Annex 88: The Mole: Undercover in North Korea 

 

The Panel has written to several Member States and entities concerning scenes portrayed in The 

Mole. The Panel is continuing its investigation. 

 

Cambodia 

For the Panel’s enquiry and Cambodia’s response, see para. 90 and annex 43. 

 

Canada  

Canada has responded to the Panel concerning a scene in The Mole. 

 

Denmark 

Denmark has provided information concerning scenes in The Mole to the Panel.  

 

Jordan  

One scene in the film depicts Mr Hisham al-Desouki — a Jordanian national — describing a 

scheme to violate UN sanctions through a proposed joint venture between Korea Narae Trading 

Corporation and Aktham Trading.156 In response to the Panel’s inquiry, the Hashemite Kingdom 

of Jordan described Mr al-Desouki as an “infamous swindler” who maintains a small office with 

no staff and has never shipped any goods to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. Jordan 

also supplied the Panel with the pro-forma invoice and contract (figure below) that was portrayed 

in the film  and noted that “... the deal was never implemented, and al-Desouki’s goal was to obtain 

money without implementing his part of the deal…”  

 

Sweden 

Sweden has provided information concerning scenes in The Mole to the Panel.  

 

Uganda 

The Panel noted that the documentary suggests that international arms dealers from the 

DPRK and nationals from a European country discussed the construction of a facility on an 

island in Lake Victoria in Uganda in 2017. The suggested facility, while to be disguised as 

a hospital or resort, was potentially for the manufacture of Methamphetamine and arms from 

components sourced by or from the DPRK. The documentary also depicted subsequently 

negotiating with the representative of the island’s owner and local officials about purchasing 

the island and constructing the facility. The documentary suggests that the project was never 

realized. The Panel has not yet received a reply to its enquiry from Uganda (see para.150).  

 

 

 

  

 

 156 According to documents obtained by the Panel, Mr Hisham al-Desouki is the owner and operator of Aktham Trading.  
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Figure: Copies of invoice and contract 
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Annex 89: Han Ulaaan LLC 

Mongolian authorities noted that Hanne Ulaan and Mr Choi controlled twelve bank accounts but only two 

were active. While in Mongolia, Mr Choi deposited USD 200,000 into Hanne Ulaan’s accounts. According to 

the Member State, Hanne Ulaan LLC transferred USD 19,665 to Russia in April 2019, USD 69,000 to Hong 

Kong in July 2019, and USD 89,300 to Malaysia in August 2019 to purchase “refined sugar and soybean oil.”  

Mongolia determined that in at least one case — the transaction to a Malaysian company — the Malaysian 

company’s stated business activity did not match customs records and documentation. Although the transac-

tion was purportedly for the purchase of “soybean oil”, the Malaysian company only manufactures automotive 

and industrial types of oil.   

 

Mongolia further noted that Mr Choi requested a funds transfer to a bank in Poland, which was ultimately 

blocked because the correspondent bank identified the receiver as a Democratic People's Republic of Korea 

national. Further investigation revealed that the receiver's address matched the Democratic People's Republic  

of Korea’s embassy address in Poland. Based on these financial activities, Mongolian authorities have pre -

liminarily assessed Mr Choi and Hanne Ulaan LLC to be a Democratic People's Republic of Korea front 

company for the purpose of evading sanctions. Furthermore, Mongolian authorities have taken decisive action 

to freeze approximately USD 13,800 in bank accounts linked to Hanne Ulaan LLC and Mr Choi .  
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Annex 90: Information about Kim Su-Il 

 

Source: Member State 
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Annex 91: MCM International Trading Company Limited 
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Source: https://datawarehouse.dbd.go.th/company/profile/5/0105558186070  
 

  

https://datawarehouse.dbd.go.th/company/profile/5/0105558186070
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  Annex 92: DPRK cyberattacks against a Chilean bank  

  

Based on an open-source report, the Panel is investigating alleged Democratic People's Republic of 

Korea attempts to hack a financial institution in Chile. In response to the Panel’s request for infor-

mation, Chile’s national authorities stated that, “the Office of the Public Ministry in Chile, Special -

ized Unit for Money Laundering, Economic and Organized Crimes (ULDECCO) has indicated that 

the criminal investigation initiated in connection to the cyber-attack against [the bank] is still a non-

formalized investigation...” The Panel continues its investigation  
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Annex 93: Adverse impact of the Security Council sanctions on the humanitarian situa-

tion in the DPRK and China’s endeavors in facilitating humanitarian assistance to the 

DPRK, non-paper by China 

 

1. Sanction measures have caused adverse impact on the humanitarian situation in the DPRK.  

 

As a result of Security Council sanctions, the humanitarian and livelihood situation in the DPRK 

has been facing grave challenges. Serious problems exist in the fields of food, health, sanitation, employ-

ment and basic economic industries.  

 

There is a severe shortage of food. The DPRK is beset by poor agricultural production, low-level 

mechanization, old seed technology, aged water conservancy facilities and other infrastructure, insufficient 

natural disaster preparedness, and low yields of grain. Under the Security Council sanctions, the DPRK 

does not have enough foreign currency to procure agricultural material; the import of agricultural machinery 

and equipment has almost suspended; the DPRK is less able to fight natural disasters such as drought, flood 

and typhoon; and the country’s food production is even more difficult. According to media reports, the 

annual food production of the DPRK stood between 4.1 million tons and 4.8 million tons from 2009 to 

2019, with an annual food shortage of several hundred thousand tons. According to the OCHA, among the 

DPRK’s 25 million population, 10.1 million suffer from food insecurity and are in urgent need of food 

assistance. According to the UNICEF, nearly 20% of children of the DPRK show signs of stunting; around 

1 million children under the age of five suffer from diarrhea resulted from malnutrition; and about one third 

of childbearing-age women suffer from anemia which affects infant health. 

 

The medical condition is poor. Lack of medicine is common among hospitals in the DPRK. Tuber-

culosis, hepatitis, and malaria remain high-incidence diseases, with tuberculosis causing around 16,000 

deaths each year. According to the OCHA, more than 8.7 million people have limited access to quality 

health service; around 9 million people are at risk of being malaria infected. Nearly all medicines and med-

ical devices in the DPRK are imported. There is a serious shortage of vaccines, antibiotics, nutrients, an-

thelmintics, infusion bottles, injectors, and X-ray films. Import of some medical devices is prohibited as 

they fall into the category of electrical products. Rural families mainly rely on herbal medicine in addition 

to some basic medicine they get occasionally from doctors. The sanitation and hygiene facilities are back-

ward. Sanction measures prohibit the DPRK from importing water purifying equipment, pipes and valves 

made of iron and steel. So far, a sound tap water pipeline network has not been set up in the DPRK. Ac-

cording to the OCHA, about 8.4 million people have no access to safely managed water sources. Due to 

insufficient power supply, 24-hour water supply is not available in the DPRK, and families use buckets to 

store water, worsening water quality. Waste water and garbage disposal systems are lacking. In rural areas, 

the underdeveloped methods of disposing excrement and waste have caused further deterioration of water 

and soil pollution.  

 

The industries directly related to people’s livelihood are barely surviving. Affected by Security 

Council sanctions, basic industries, including coal, metal, mechanical manufacturing, are unable to import 

mechanical equipment and parts, and many factories cannot maintain operation. Chemical industry finds it 

difficult to update technology and equipment; chemical industry is making little progress; the supply of 

livelihood-related materials such as fertilizers, pesticides and agricultural films cannot be guaranteed. 
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Moreover, sectoral sanctions prohibit the DPRK from exporting textiles, mineral ores and seafood, causing 

an estimated loss of at least 200,000 jobs. 

 

2. The Chinese government always attaches great importance to humanitarian assistance to the 

DPRK. 

 

The Chinese customs authorities have established standard operational procedure and working 

method, and actively solved problems during customs clearance of humanitarian goods to the DPRK. Per-

sonnel and posts are designated for the job. With these efforts, the efficiency of customs clearance has 

continued to improve. Since the outbreak of COVID-19, the DPRK has carried out strict prevention 

measures, and the normal transportation between China and the DPRK has almost suspended. Under such 

circumstances and meeting pandemic prevention requirements, the Chinese customs authorities have made 

great efforts to overcome difficulties, and provided as much convenience as possible to humanitarian aid 

to the DPRK through special arrangements and simplified procedures.  

 

Dalian customs is the main customs dealing with cargo transportation between China and the 

DPRK. From January to October this year, Dalian customs has conducted customs clearance for 47 batches 

of humanitarian goods, including 27 batches from the UNICEF, 2 batches from the WHO, batches from 

the WFP, 3 batches from the ICRC, and 7 batches from other NGOs.  

 

While strictly implementing sectoral embargo measures of the Security Council resolutions, the 

Chinese commerce authorities have provided expeditious grant of temporary export permits for humanitar-

ian goods procured in China to ensure their timely arrival in the DPRK. The goods include one refrigerator 

vehicle for vaccines transportation procured by the UNICEF, and two aquaculture vans procured by the 

French NGO TRIANGLE GENERATION HUMANITAIRE. 
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Annex 94: Non-paper from a Member State, “Negative impact of the UNSC sanctions against 

the DPRK on the humanitarian situation in the country” 

 

The UNSC sanctions designed to eliminate the DPRK’s nuclear weapons and ballistic missile pro-

grams caused a huge negative effect on the humanitarian situation in the country. 

 

 Massive repatriation of working North Korean migrants only aggravated internal socio-eco-

nomic problems, led to the drop of the standard of living of dozens of thousands of people. For many Korean 

families income earned by their relatives abroad was the main source of their subsistence. According to 

estimates each overseas DPRK worker provided financial support to ten family members at least. Further-

more, the decreased money turnover damaged the market elements of local economy, nullifying the pro-

gress achieved in the recent years. 

 

Due to the discouraging effect of sanctions against Pyongyang the UN OCHA failed to raise suffi-

cient sum for the implementation of humanitarian aid programs in the DPRK (25,1 million USD (23,5%) 

out of required 107 million USD were gathered by September 1, 2020). Similar dynamics was in 2018 (29% 

raised) and in 2019 (27% raised). 

 

North Korean national healthcare problems grow out of import restrictions on medical equipment 

and its supplements related to coercive measures and of a deficit of foreign currency due to export re-

strictions. This led to the closure of the unique high tech dental hospital in the country. Many other hospitals 

ceased to perform various medical services, e.g. biochemical blood tests, chemotherapy and radiotherapy 

for cancer patients because of the absence of necessary precursors. With breast and womb cancer being 

among the most widespread diseases in the country, such scenario makes Korean women especially vul-

nerable. 

 

A difficult situation has developed in the energy sector. Amid growing scarcity of hydrocarbons in 

the country many thermoelectric power stations suspended their operation, for example Sonbong county 

power plant. Carbon-operated power plants lowered their output as they require certain quantities of liquid 

fuel in order to operate efficiently. As a result, Pyongyang and the majority of DPRK cities experience 

rolling blackouts on a regular basis (electricity is turned on during 2-3 hours per day). Rural areas are devoid 

of electric power almost completely. The locals have to rely heavily on firewood (e.g. to fuel cargo trucks), 

the latter leading to even bigger damage to forests in the peninsula. 

 

The agricultural sector suffers from acute fuel shortages as well. Unable to use the fuel-consuming 

farming equipment, Korean farmers are forced back to implement less effective methods (up to using draft 

cattle and manual labour). This leads to decreasing food security. 

 

Source: Member State 
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Annex 95: Statement by a Member State on the economic and humanitarian situation in the 

DPRK 

Today, sadly, I must report to you that the economic and humanitarian situations in the DPRK have 

not improved since our previous meeting, and today we are probably seeing the worst economic conditions 

in the Kim Jong-un era, though for reasons we are all aware of, it remains impossible to say precisely how 

much ordinary North Koreans are suffering. 

Despite the growth of hardship, the DPRK continues to prioritize the stability and continuity of the 

Kim family regime over all other national priorities. This policy trajectory requires the KWP, the state, and 

the KPA to pursue policies of economic and diplomatic isolation; to prioritize politically directed state-

development over economic/market-driven development; and it requires the DPRK to prioritize WMDs 

and repressive internal security controls over higher general living standards and global integration. 

The DPRK’s policies have also led the UNSC to unanimously adopt increasingly stronger interna-

tional sanctions resolutions against targeted individuals, organizations, and sectors to halt the DPRK’s ille-

gal WMD programs and preserve a regional security balance that is in the interest of all responsible stake-

holders. These sanctions have probably slowed the development of DPRK’s WMD programs by cutting off 

vital sources of foreign currency and raising the costs of illicitly obtaining funds and resources. They may 

also have some small cost in terms of affecting the livelihood of the North Korean people, but these effects 

pale in comparison with the costs resulting from the North Korean system itself, and in the absence of 

credible mechanisms that can assure financial flows and materials can be delivered directly to the North 

Korean people, rather than being coopted by the regime for its own illicit purposes, there is simply little we 

can do to mitigate these costs, especially if our primary objective is to slow the growth of the DPRK’s 

WMD programs. 

This year, unfortunately, in addition to the predictable difficulties the North Korean people face, 

times have been particularly challenging for additional reasons: First, we assess declines in consumption 

and production resulting from the DPRK’s response to the spread of coronavirus in neighboring countries—

policies which have brought unprecedented isolation and control in the KJU era. Second, destruction 

wrought by three successive typhoons to agriculture production and infrastructure (which I am happy to 

discuss in detail if you are interested). Third, prioritization of the celebrations of the 75th anniversary of 

the KWP and the upcoming 8th KW Party congress has led to a number of wasteful “white elephant” pro-

jects and massive labor diversion this year. 

These political choices have saddled the North Korean people with economic and social policies 

that have made them significantly poorer, more isolated, and more repressed than all other people in the 

region. I suspect it is not controversial to assert to this group that the DPRK people on the whole are victims 

of their regime, not beneficiaries. However, despite the growing toll that these developments are taking on 

the lives of the people of the DPRK, the leadership has shown no sign of changing course, altering its core 

policies, or changing its posture towards international assistance and diplomacy—A change which we still 

welcome and continue to encourage and seek out despite the DPRK’s disinterest in responding to our mul-

tiple offers. 

1. SANCTIONS AND ECONOMIC REFORM/DEVELOPMENT 

The burden of domestic economic policies, multiplied this year under the added strain of corona-

virus mitigation, typhoon recovery, and white elephant projects are the clearly costliest short- and long-

term drivers of economic hardship in the DPRK. Under the DPRK’s countless wasteful economic policies, 

GNI has fallen behind regional partners for decades, and with each year the gap gets wider. At the end of 
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2019, the DPRK’s GNI per capita stood at 1.408 million KRW ($1,200), approximately 1/27 (4%) of that 

of South Korea. This gap is so wide now that it should be obvious that no realistic amount of humanitarian 

aid or sanctions relief is going to eliminate the economic gap between the DPRK and its neighbors in the 

region, particularly the ROK. This can only come from a fundamental transformation of the DPRK’s eco-

nomic system which puts growth and productivity ahead of propaganda and credibly protects a wide range 

of decentralized economic activity from political interference—and these policies must be carried out for 

decades. 

However, the DPRK leadership probably assess that these kinds of policies are not yet in the best 

interests of the Kim family system as they would likely undermine the regime’s ideology and legitimacy, 

require a devolution of some of Kim’s authority to collective leadership, and weaken Kim’s control over 

the fiscal levers he needs to sustain the personalized regime. In other words, the kind of policies that would 

increase growth could be destabilizing or even regime-threatening to the Kim family if not implemented 

carefully and properly. It is these internal dynamics that are probably the best explanation for why the 

DPRK has been so reluctant to boldly implement significant changes, and why instead they fall back onto 

policies of general isolation, state-led economic development, and nuclear deterrence. 

Some have raised the argument that robust sanctions enforcement and a corresponding loss of hard 

currency earnings by the regime has been a significant driver of the DPRK’s recent turn away from eco-

nomic reforms--because a lack of hard currency in official coffers will blunt enthusiasm for reform efforts 

among officials, or decreased capital flows will restrict private sector entrepreneurship and mute beneficial 

social changes. 

In response to these arguments, I would like to say first of all that the economics literature shows 

overwhelmingly that dwindling official coffers are a more robust predictive variable of substantive eco-

nomic reforms than growing official coffers. In most cases it is dwindling coffers that force officials to 

reinvent their agencies and policies so they are no longer loss-making enterprises. Full coffers tend to delay 

structural reforms because they relieve political pressure to fix broken systems. I don’t think there is any 

dispute to this among development economists. I think we were seeing this to some degree in the DPRK, 

but eventually the public desire to expand decentralized economic incentives was becoming a growing 

political problem for the regime, and it halted this trend with traditional repressive mechanisms. 

But what about the second argument that sanctions are hurting grass-roots entrepreneurship? To 

paraphrase the argument, “what if overseas workers cannot come home with savings and training gained 

abroad, won’t it be more difficult for them to start private businesses and promote social change with their 

knowledge?”  This is an interesting “bottom-up” model of reform, but misses many key facts relevant to 

the North Korean case. First, many overseas workers come from “middle-class” and relatively privileged 

families in Pyongyang (according to published reports and to my own personal conversations with some of 

them), so they are not from among the downtrodden with low “songbun.” They already have capital to pay 

bribes and fees required to get sent abroad in the first place, so they are probably already able to start small 

businesses if they are so inclined and properly connected (a condition that is probably more important than 

obtaining investment capital). 

Second, the vast majority of the income that North Koreans earn abroad is retained by the state-

owned enterprises that employ them—so the regime is the primary beneficiary of their labor, not them-

selves. Third, while abroad NKs live highly controlled and monitored lives with little time off, so the little 

unauthorized information they do obtain is explained away with propaganda indoctrination or workers are 

ordered to keep this information secret when they are debriefed on their arrival back home. Consequently, 

the “social loss” to the DPRK of minimizing the number of overseas workers is dramatically smaller than 
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advertised by this school of thought. Now would North Koreans prefer to live abroad and earn more money? 

Sure. So would I, but in the absence of a credible mechanism to make sure that the funds these workers 

earn can be kept away from the DPRK’s WMD programs, we have no other choice other than to restrict 

their deployment. The UNSC has already unanimously determined this. 

Also, if we look at the trajectory of economic reforms in the Kim Jong-un era, they appear 

uncorrelated with any sanctions enforcement. Agricultural and enterprise reforms were publicly launched 

months after KJU took power (spring 2012) and rolled back almost immediately afterwards—nearly five 

years before the UNSC unanimously implemented sectoral sanctions and bans on overseas workers in 2017. 

However, after the DPRK rolled back its first attempt at agricultural reform in 2012, it continued to exper-

iment quietly with economic adjustment measures under the slogans of “our style economic management, 

plot responsibility system, and socialist enterprise responsibility management system” even as international 

sanctions were tightened. Eventually these new economic policies were formally added to the DPRK con-

stitution in April 2019, well after the implementation of sectoral sanctions in 2017. This reinforces that 

domestic concerns are the primary drivers of economic reform in the DPRK, not international sanctions. 

But we still don’t know many details of the DPRK’s changing economic policies or how much they 

boost output.  It appears, however, that the regime’s desire to preserve the ideology and legacy of the pre-

vious leaders has probably played a role in constraining reform and protecting poor economic institutions. 

For example, the organization of cooperative farms around Kim Il-sung’s “Sub Work Team Units” has 

probably hindered the regime’s ability to implement economic incentives in agriculture which could sig-

nificantly increase the amount of food produced domestically. 

The third pillar of reform in the North Korean system, apart from agriculture and enterprise man-

agement has been the adoption of Special Economic Zones. North Korea has continued to try and drum up 

support for its Special Economic Zones throughout the KJU era, however, the government appears to have 

stopped prioritizing the creation of SEZs after the death of Jang song-thaek, who, along with his entire 

patronage network and some of their families, was purged and executed for insufficient loyalty to the leader 

and mismanaging state resources. Since Jang’s execution, only a handful of SEZs have been announced. 

International sanctions may play a role in making the DPRK’s SEZs less economically desirable, but it is 

impossible to separate this impact from the effects of poor location, poor infrastructure, corruption, and 

North Korean bureaucracy—particularly in light of the fact that investors can shop around for the best SEZs 

to fit their needs.  But SEZs that did launch in the DPRK also have had a limited impact on the North 

Korean population or the DPRK’s economic policies. These SEZs generally import all their inputs and 

export all their final goods to another country with few forward or backward linkages to the DPRK. Addi-

tionally, the DPRK retains most earnings of its workers just as if they were deployed overseas. 

2. FOOD SECURITY 

I don’t think it would be controversial to assert to this group that the primary cause of the DPRK’s 

perennial food shortages is its own inefficient domestic agricultural and economic policies. Food shortages 

are not a failure of overzealous sanctions enforcement or a failure of international assistance. 

If the DPRK implemented meaningful reforms to cooperative farming, like the leadership in Peo-

ple’s Republic of China did in the 1980s, the DPRK probably would not need to import staple grains to 

feed its people. It is the DPRK’s stubborn refusal to eliminate agricultural quotas; failure to invest in agri-

cultural equipment and fertilizer production; and inability to offer long-term, tradeable leases in land man-

agement (among other policies); that have resulted in chronic food shortages and frequent need for supple-

mental imports. 
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Despite the annual poor performance of DPRK’s agricultural policies, it still does its best to dis-

courage effective humanitarian assistance, even in dire years like this one where the country has been more 

thoroughly isolated than at any time in its history (due to the coronavirus lockdown) and while at the same 

time suffering unusually harsh weather (three typhoons). 

 

3. The DPRK does not publish reliable or comprehensive data on adverse events with humanitarian 

consequences. The data they do release is intended to facilitate their policy goals, not reflect real 

observations. Consequently, messages sent domestically and internationally are frequently contra-

dictory and this hinders our ability to assess the reality of the situation. 

4. The number of aid workers and diplomatic staff in the DPRK is probably at an all-time low (at least 

since the 1990s), and the prospects of increasing their numbers are nil in the current environment. 

5. The aid workers that are in the DPRK face increased restrictions on their movement (even more 

than usual), so they cannot conduct their programs or independently monitor the true status of hu-

manitarian conditions in the country. This significantly raises the cost of providing humanitarian 

assistance and this cost has been a disincentive to providing more assistance. 

6. The DPRK has politicized humanitarian assistance. It is only accepting aid in areas that the KWP 

considers a priority, and it is only accepting aid from countries that do not pose an ideological 

problem for the regime or demand procedures that minimize diversion. 

7. That said, the aid that the DPRK has received has almost certainly been diverted to meet the needs 

of the leadership, relieving pressure on them to reform their systems or open a door to diplomacy 

with other countries that seek to help the North Korean people. 

 

Despite the negative assessment I have given you today, Rodong Sinmun has reported on this year’s 

harvests of corn, rice, and potatoes in neutral to mildly-positive terms, which indicates that the KWP is not 

yet worried about a severe food shortage this year. They report that harvesting is done and threshing is 

underway and that many farms are overfulfilling their requirements under the 80-day battle for production.  

In addition, media reports of food prices remain well within observable norms even though there was some 

short-term volatility related to coronavirus lockdown. However, neither of these sources address the variety 

of foods that are available, and this has almost certainly declined owing to coronavirus mitigation policies 

on imports and restrictions on internal movement. But again, since the number of humanitarian and diplo-

matic staff in the country is at a relatively low and their ability to travel, especially out of Pyongyang, is 

even more constrained, it is difficult for us to acquire detailed information on the actual status of ordinary 

North Koreans, many of whom the regime considers expendable. 

8. HEALTH CARE 

With regards to the provision of health care assistance, many of the same criticisms apply. The 

DPRK’s approach to improving health care this year is the “white elephant” model. This is exactly the 

wrong approach to employ. The regime has focused all its energy on hastily building a showcase hospital 

in the heart of the capital city. Construction was started, apparently, without a comprehensive plan for even 

completing the building. Construction was rushed to meet an artificial political deadline (which it did not 

meet). Also, the regime began construction without securing the equipment and supplies needed to run it. 

Staffing the hospital will also be an issue once it is completed. No doubt the doctors will eventually be 

pulled from other exclusive hospitals in Pyongyang such as the Ponghwa Clinic, the Pyongyang College of 
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Medicine under KISU, or the Red Cross Hospital. The DPRKs ability to scale up production of highly 

skilled doctors still remains severely constrained by their own budget priorities and travel restrictions. 

Meanwhile DPRK’s coronavirus mitigation policies and political concerns have made the provision 

of health care much more difficult: 

 

1. Import restrictions and have likely reduced the flow of medical supplies from China.  International 

aid projects that have been approved by this committee have been unable to carry out their projects 

on time and most have had to request extensions. In addition, the regime’s quarantine measures 

have probably reduced smuggling as well. 

2. The DPRK refuses to talk to or negotiate with the ROK on aid projects that this committee has 

approved. 

3. There are relatively fewer aid workers and NGOs in the country to evaluate conditions and coordi-

nate assistance. The aid workers that are there are restricted to Pyongyang. 

4. DPRKs focus on white elephant hospital diverts resources from where they could do more good, 

such as the elimination of chronic diseases such as TB, typhoid, cholera, and malaria. It would 

probably be more meaningful, from a health perspective. International aid organizations are happy 

to help with this work, but the regime remains fearful of foreign intervention. 

 

So in summary I want to reiterate that the DPRK has plenty of “low-hanging fruit” when it comes 

to policy options that will improve the livelihoods of its people. These policy options remain unexploited 

not because of international sanctions but due to fears of instability among the ruling political coalition. 

To blame the enforcement of international sanctions on the status of the DPRK’s economic and 

humanitarian situation it to miss the target. If we do actually care about the North Korean people and their 

livelihoods, then our policies must rest on the shared knowledge that it is the regime that is to blame for the 

plight of its people, and we should focus our policies on the regime to offer it the incentives to give up its 

WMD programs and join the global community. If we don’t do this, we will run the risk of subsidizing the 

regime’s current policy priorities which means funding the development of the WMD programs we are 

trying to curtail and sustaining the isolation of the North Korean people. 

 

Source: Member State 
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Annex 96: Information provided by a Member State on the humanitarian consequences of 

sanctions 

 

A Member State provided the following points to the Panel: 

1. Since the start the COVID-19 outbreak, the North Korean regime has implemented highly restric-

tive and intrusive sanitary measures under the direction of the ad hoc inter-ministerial committee 

for the fight against the epidemic led by the Ministry of Health. [the Member State] assesses that 

the spread of COVID-19 in North Korea is perceived by its leadership as the most imminent and 

acute threat to its survival considering the almost non-existent health infrastructures. 

2. In addition, [the Member State] assesses that North Korean authorities have seized the opportunity 

of the pandemic to further isolate the country from the rest of the world by closing the Sino-Korean 

border and emptying the country from all international presence, with the departure over time of 

both humanitarians and diplomats. 

3. While official data claim that there is no death so far from COVID-19 and the supreme leader has 

congratulated the people, the army and the Party for successful victory against the virus, local 

newspapers such as the Rodong Sinmun regularly mention the active mobilization of different units 

in the fight against the virus. Considering the lack of reliable and transparent data. 

4. With regard to the health situation, [the Member State] is not able to provide information on the 

actual death toll, which remains, highly uncertain. Nevertheless, in July, Kaesong City underwent 

lockdown after the return from a former defector who happened to be COVID-19 positive. In the 

following months, other cities and provinces also went under lockdown: the city of Sinuiju in Sep-

tember, the city of Manpo in October and the entire province of Chagang in November. At the 

moment, according to open sources, around 54,000 soldiers are said to be quarantined. 

5. [the Member State] assesses, that the policy followed by North Korean authorities, in particular the 

closure of the border with| China, has consequential impact on its economy. In particular, the 

lengthy blocking of imports for quarantine by North Korean customs at the border has resulted in 

food shortage and rationing of staple food such as oil and sugar, causing major disruption of supply 

chains, even in Pyongyang. Moreover, increased volatility in currency trading has been reported 

over the past weeks, probably underpinned by greater economic imbalances. 

6. This shutdown greatly impaired the humanitarian work of international NGOs and United Nations 

agencies. Due to the complete ban to leave Pyongyang, NGOs were forced to put all of their projects 

on hold (projects being carried out outside of the capital city) and got deprived of any kind of 

monitoring capacity. Also, several NGOs reported to us that their equipment had been blocked sine 

die at the border for the reasons mentioned above. Finally, considering the impossibility to pursue 

their mission and the extremely difficult living conditions in Pyongyang, the two [NGOs] had to 

suspend their projects and evacuate their international personnel (3 people) last August. For the 

same reasons, almost all humanitarians were forced to leave the country in the following months, 

only three of them remaining beginning of December. 

7. [the Member State] assesses that sanctions adopted by the United Nations Security Council have 

had no significant impact on the humanitarian situation in North Korea and that the framework of 

the international sanctions regime effectively takes into consideration the humanitarian exception. 
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8. UNSCR 1718 (2006) and following are not intended to have adverse humanitarian consequences 

for the civilian population of North Korea or to affect negatively or restrict those activities, include-

ing economic activities and cooperation, food aid and humanitarian assistance that are not prohib-

ited by resolutions. 

9. [the Member State] recalls that the humanitarian situation in the DPRK results first and foremost 

from decisions taken by its leadership. While neither food nor pharmaceutical imports are forbidden 

by international sanctions, the population continues to greatly suffer from malnutrition and medi-

cines shortages. North Korean authorities also have yet to provide free, safe and unrestricted access 

to humanitarian actors in order assess the situation in North Korea in an independent manner. 

10. [the Member State] supports the important work of simplification and transparency undertaken by 

the 1718 Committee in the past years to facilitate humanitarian aid as displayed by the recent adop-

tion of the updated version of IAN7 2.0 which is helpful in improving equipment routing proce-

dures. The exemption mechanism created by UNSC 2397 (2017) has been a useful addition to 

facilitate the work of humanitarian organizations, including […] NGOs active in North Korea. 

Thanks to the work of successive 1718 Sanctions Committee presidencies, the timeframe for ex-

amining requested exemptions was dramatically reduced, including for COVID-19 related exemp-

tion requests, which have all been approved within a few days. 

11. Additionally, [the Member State] supports the ongoing efforts by the 1718 Sanctions Committee 

and the Department for Political and Peacebuilding Affairs to reestablish a banking channel in sup-

port of humanitarian activities in North Korea. 
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Annex 97: Estimated DPRK petroleum products demand by sector 
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Source: David von Hippel, Peter Hayes, "UPDATED ESTIMATES OF REFINED PRODUCT SUPPLY AND 

DEMAND IN THE DPRK, 2010 – 2020", NAPSNet Special Reports, September 2, 2020, 

https://nautilus.org/napsnet/napsnet-special-reports/updated-estimates-of-refined-product-supply-and-demand-in-

the-dprk-2010-2020/  
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Annex 98: Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Demo-

cratic People’s Republic of Korea at the 75th session 

The following are excerpts from the “Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,” available at: https://undocs.org/A/75/388. The Panel does 

not take a position on the statements and has not verified the veracity of any claims made therein. 

 

“The Special Rapporteur regrets that he has not been invited to conduct an official visit to the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea. Owing to travel restrictions, he has also been unable to undertake any official 

missions to the Republic of Korea or neighbouring countries since his visit to Japan from 2 to 4 December 

2019 and to Thailand from 28 to 29 November 2019. Limitations on the availability of first-hand 

information and the lack of opportunities to hear the voices of people from the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea bring additional challenges to a comprehensive review of the human rights situation in 

the country. The Special Rapporteur held a series of online meetings with victims of human rights 

violations, their family members, civil society organizations, United Nations agencies and governments. 

Through that engagement, he learned of the worrying human rights situation of people impacted by the 

COVID-19 preventative measures, the effects of sanctions on economic and social rights, and human rights 

violations relating to the existing labour system in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.” [p.3] 

 

[…] 

 

“The increased implementation of sanctions has started to seriously affect the entire economy of the 

country, which is having adverse consequences on the exercise of the economic and social rights of the 

people. The Panel of Experts established pursuant to Security Council resolution 1874 (2009)considered 

that the four new sanctions adopted in 2017 “could exacerbate an already difficult situation in the country 

for those employed in sectors directly or indirectly affected by sanctions”, including through loss of 

employment and increased restrictions on commercial activities (S/2020/151, annex, para. 209). The textile 

sector, one of the export-prohibited sectors, and informal commercial activities, for instance, are dominated 

by women, and any detrimental consequences on those sectors have a particular impact on women’s rights. 

Since the adoption of additional sanctions in 2017,1exports from the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea have significantly decreased, from $2.63billion in 2016 to $1.65 billion in 2017 and $200 million in 

2018.2The country’s exports to China experienced a 90 per cent decrease in 2018 compared to 2017 and 

its tradedependence on China increased to 95.2 per cent in 2019. Foreign currency reserves have been 

decreasing and ordinary citizens in the country have been suffering from the failing economy and increasing 

demand from the Government to provide monetary and labour contributions.” [pp. 3-4] 

 

[…] 

“In January 2020, when the global COVID-19 outbreak began, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

had to contend with difficulties relating to the pandemic in conjunction with one of the most severe 

sanctions regimes imposed on anycountry in the world, as well as systemic economic problems and 

unusually bad weather conditions. Since January 2020, the authorities have suspended all travel in and out 

of the country, imposed travel restriction between cities and regions and introducedstrict quarantine 

measures. In August and September 2020, the country was hit hard by a series of natural disasters resulting 

in damage to infrastructure, including roads, railroads and bridges, and houses and crops. Owing to strict 

COVID-19 preventative measures, the international staff presence of the United Nations humanitarian 
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agencies in the country has fallen below 20 per cent, which will have an impact on their response. Several 

Political Bureau meetings of the Central Committee of the Workers’ Party of Korea were held to discuss 

issues involving COVID-19 and typhoons.  

 

On 19 August, at the Sixth Plenary Meeting of the Seventh Central Committee of the Workers’ Party of 

Korea, Chairman Kim Jong Un reportedly admitted that the authorities had failed to improve the lives of 

citizens. The adopted decisions stated that the “economy was not improved in the face of the sustaining 

severe internal and external situations and unexpected manifold challenges, thereby planned attainment of 

the goals for improving the national economy has been seriously delayed and the people’s living standard 

not been improved remarkably”. That realistic assessment of the economic challenges in the country should 

be the basis for a new five-year economic plan to be announced in January 2021.” [p.4] 

 

[…] 

 

“Farmers suffered from a lack of necessary agricultural inputs such as fertilizer and gasoline at a critical 

time when they were planting seeds, growing seedlings and transplanting rice. In the first half of 2020, the 

import of fertilizer totalled $4.38 million, which is one ninth of the import of the previous year. Access to 

agricultural supplies, which was already negatively affected by sanctions prior to the implementation of 

COVID-19 preventative measures, was further limited owing to the border shutdowns and movement 

restrictions. The lack of supplies is likely to impact the harvest in September and October 2020, which 

constitutes 90 per cent of the country’s food production. On 19 May 2020, a research institute report 

estimated the amount of annual rice production of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea to be 1.36 

million tons,1418,000 tons less than the 2018/2019 production estimate. If the estimate is accurate, that will 

be the lowest harvest since 1994 (about 1.5 million tons),which saw the Arduous March and the onset of 

famine. Furthermore, flooding caused by heavy rains in August and September 2020 left thousands of 

hectares of crops damaged. As a result of the pervasive discrimination in the public distribution system, 

ordinary citizens, including farmers, do not receive rations. Prospects of a further deepening of food 

shortages and widespread food insecurity is a serious concern, not only owing to the danger of starvation, 

but also concerning the health and well-being of large segments of the population due to poor nutrition. The 

Special Rapporteur urges the Government to invest the necessary resources to overcome that serious food 

insecurity and to break the cycle of isolation. He also calls on the international community to reassess the 

implications of the measures being taken, including sanctions, that impact the right to food.” [pp. 7-8] 

 

[…] 

 

“In a briefing paper issued by the Korea Institute for National Unification in August 2020, the author argued 

that while China might provide the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea with support to mitigate the 

crisis resulting from COVID-19, such support would not be sufficient to offset completely the shocks that 

the sanctions cause to the country’s economy. The sanctions imposed on the country make it difficult to 

enjoy the basic human right to an adequate standard of living. The negative impact of the sanctions on the 

people is particularly worrying when the country is further isolating itself and information received from 

within the country is further limited with the reduced presence of the international community and only a 

trickle of escapees arriving in the Republic of Korea. Under the unprecedented situation of the COVID-19 

pandemic, the need to re-evaluate parts of the sanctions regime is more compelling than ever. The Special 
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Rapporteur welcomes the swift response of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to 

resolution 1718 (2006) to provide humanitarian exemptions. He recommends that the Security Council 

study the policy on a standing exemption for humanitarian organizations. He also urges the Secretary-

General to conduct a study on the humanitarian impact of sanctions, as recommendedby the Panel of 

Experts established pursuant to Security Council resolution 1874 (2009)(S/2019/171and Corr.1, annex, 

para. 180). The Government of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is further isolating the country 

from the rest of the world and the authorities are slowing down the acceptance of humanitarian aid. That is 

a dangerous trend and the Special Rapporteur encourages the Government to reflect on that policy and 

urgently reverse it. The measures to contain the outbreak of COVID-19 must not compromise programmes 

aimed at advancing basic human rights such as the rights to health, food, water and sanitation and housing, 

which are equally necessary to combat the COVID-19 pandemic in the short and the long term.” [p.9] 

 

[…] 

 

“The Special Rapporteur recommends that the international community: 

 

(a)Urgently reassess the implications of measures being taken, including sanctions, on the right to 

food of the people in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.” [p.21] 

 

[…] 
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Annex 99: Survey to NGOs on the effects of COVID on humanitarian operations 

In order to assess the impact of COVID-19 on humanitarian organizations operating within the DPRK, the 

Panel sent a survey of questions to 38 organizations. Eleven organizations (29%) responded to the Panel’s 

inquiry.157 These included both UN organizations as well as non-governmental organizations that applied 

for exemptions either directly to the 1718 Committee, or through a Member State or the UN Resident Co-

ordinator in the DPRK. At the outset, the Panel clarified that responding to the its inquiry was optional and 

that it had no bearing on the exemption approval processes within the 1718 Committee. The following 

questions were sent to the organizations. 

 

QUESTION 1: Please provide detailed information and data on whether your organization 

experienced delays in shipments or reductions in operational capacity due to issues related to 

quarantine measures in the DPRK and/ or (please specify) implementation of UN sanctions. To 

what extent have COVID-19 related delays impacted your humanitarian operations, including 

monitoring? 

 

QUESTION 2: Do you anticipate further delays or reductions in operations, and if so on 

what grounds? 

 

QUESTION 3: What is your assessment of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic within 

the DPRK, and in what way has it influenced the overall humanitarian situation? Please include 

details of the evidence on which your assessment is based. 

 

QUESTION 4: If your operations require humanitarian exemption approvals from the 

1718 Committee, has the approval process met your needs? What, if anything, could be improved 

upon in the exemption process, or in the implementation of UN sanctions, to better meet your 

operational needs and objectives? 

 

 

 

 

 

 157 Two organizations rescinded their responses due to security concerns. 
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Table 1. Humanitarian organizations’ responses to the Panel’s survey 

Org. No. Response Summary 

1 ● The border controls and travel restrictions enacted by the DPRK Government beginning in January 2020 in 

response to the COVID-19 pandemic have had a significant impact on the shipment of supplies and movement 

of personnel in support of its humanitarian operations. 

● Essential medicine, nutritional supplements, and water purification tablets, which were cleared for shipment by 

the 1718 Committee, were delayed for nearly four months at the border. Climate-controlled storage resulted in 

additional costs. 

● In-country personnel and those returning have experienced difficulties accessing target populations to deliver 

humanitarian assistance. 

● The organization is currently unable to engage directly with the government and fully expect border closures 

and travel restrictions to continue through 2020. 

● Due to COVID-19 related restrictions, the organization assesses that, “...that approximately 440,000 children 

and pregnant and lactating women will not receive micronutrients, approximately 95,000 acutely malnourished 

children will not receive necessary treatment and approximately 101,000 kindergarten-aged children will not 

receive fortified foods. Furthermore, approximately 89,500 people will not have access to safe drinking water.” 

The organization further notes that, “The restricted movement of people is a concern especially for those requir-

ing medical treatment be it for chronic conditions, be it for severe acute malnutrition (children) or tuberculosis. 

The schools have been closed for extended periods, leading to a lot of missed classes. The shortage of imported 

goods in Pyongyang is a clear pointer that other external inputs (for example for agriculture) may be in short 

supply as well. The strict border closure will affect the livelihood of small traders and industries relying on cross-

border trade.” 

● The organization notes that IAN 7 has been an important step in clarifying the procedural processes. Although 

the six-month timeframe to ship items has helped, additional flexibility with shipping timeframes is “critical due 

to the ongoing delays resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.” 

 

2 ● COVID-19 related travel restrictions “severely restricted work,” which has resulted in the delay of drilling water 

wells that provide clean water to vulnerable populations.  

● Unable to conduct cross-border transfers of needed materials and the travel restrictions have hampered overall 

implementation and monitoring efforts. 

● The ability to continue operations will depend on whether travel restrictions and border closures are relaxed. 
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● “The exemption process has met our organizational needs. We recently received a one- year exemption extension 

instead of the standard six-month. The one-year period is greatly appreciated.” The organization recommends 

that the Committee adopt a one-year standard in order to help organizations working in-country to better utilize 

resources. 

 

3 ● The organization has experienced a temporary suspension of activities due to travel restrictions. 

● Beginning in March, the organization has withdrawn most of its international staff located in Pyongyang. The 

office is currently operating with reduced staffing levels.  

● Shipment delays are hindering operations. Disinfectant kits, which were approved for delivery in March, were 

not delivered until June. The organization has additional shipment in pending status.  

● Will likely continue to experience delays as long as travel restrictions remain. The domestic travel ban has made 

independent monitoring and assurance activities “impossible.” 

●  “... the humanitarian impact of COVID-19 is going to be severe and threatens to undo much of the progress 

made in areas such as food security, nutrition and health. However, it has to be noted that any assessment of the 

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic within the DPRK is based on assumptions rather than evidence at this point.” 

The hardest hit will be those requiring medical treatment for chronic conditions, severe acute malnutrition, or 

tuberculosis. 

● Noted significant improvement over the last 1.5 years in terms of the application process, but would prefer to 

have exemption extensions valid up to one year. The organizations also reiterates the need for a stable banking 

channel and recommends a “green-list” of items eligible for multi-year extensions (e.g., water pipes, plastic 

sheeting for agricultural needs, and personal protective equipment). 

 

4 ● COVID-19 has significantly increased procurement lead times and has contributed to delivery delays. Repro-

ductive health kits, for example, were procured in the first quarter of 2020 but were delayed in transit. 

● Storage of temperature-controlled items have led to increased overall costs.  

● The continued lack of a banking channel has disrupted the organization’s cash-flow. 

● Travel restrictions have diminished the ability to conduct field visits and the lack of rotating staff and recupera-

tion since January 2020 has increased fatigue and reduced operational capacity. 

● Because of limited cash availability, reduced staffing, and in-country restrictions on travel, the organization 

anticipates further reductions in implementation activities. 

● The organization notes the need for “special guidance on customs clearances at the operational level, particularly  
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in transit countries” in order to reduce lead times. The organization goes on to suggest that “that the Committee 

consider the provision of IT equipment and supplies to the DPRK government, which could strengthen and 

enable statistical agencies responsible for data production and analysis.” 

 

5 ● The organization explained that applying for sanctions exemptions took, in some cases, more than six month, 

but noted that most of the delay was due to local authorities that needed additional time to review requests. 

● Even after the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea lifted some of the border closures, the organization ex-

perienced challenges and delays with importing goods because of a growing back-log and prioritization for 

medical supplies and equipment. 

● Travel restrictions and restrictions on the movement of in-country personnel has hindered monitoring capability 

and capacity, as the organization is unable to bring in new personnel or supplies. 

● The organization does not expect a change to its circumstances in 2020 and notes that,  “...restrictions may have 

affected humanitarian results, but the extent cannot be known because of lack in-country personnel and moni-

toring capabilities.” 

● Recommends that the Committee continues to streamline the application and approval process. 

 

6 ● The organization has experienced significant delays due to measures imposed by the Democratic People’s Re-

public of Korea and measures imposed by third-party countries. Shippers and freight-forwarders remain in short 

supply and there continues to be a dearth of “feeder-vessels” to carry goods from Dalian, China to Nampo Port, 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. The lack of sufficient feeder-vessels is due primarily to the closure of 

land border crossing and the country’s request that all supplies be sent via sea. 

● Travel restrictions have negatively impacted both implementation and monitoring efforts.  

● The lack of a banking channel and international flights have led to cash-flow problems that are now affecting 

local implementation activities. “This has hampered [the organization’s] ability to conduct in-country activities 

such as technical workshops, cascade training to the provinces, and joint technical monitoring with the Ministry 

of Public Health. The absence of international flights has also prevented [...] international experts from training 

and coaching government counterparts on different technical areas.” 

● Sustained border closures and global travel restrictions will continue to hinder operations. The organization notes 

that “humanitarian work has literally come to a standstill.”  

● In terms of recommendations, the organization suggests “extending the approval time from 6 to 12 months, 

especially during the pandemic, which would help mitigate procurement and shipping challenges related to the  
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redacted shipping/ freight-forwarder options.” 

 

7 ● Although the organization’s exemption was approved in April 2020 none of the humanitarian supplies could be 

procured in time given the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s COVID-19 related border closures and 

travel restrictions. These supplies included agricultural equipment, food processing equipment, and “critical ma-

terials” for water supply activities.  

● Implementation and monitoring activities by the international teams have been restricted since January 2020 and 

the majority of the organization’s budget for DPRK activities is suspended. This has impacted the delivery of 

food security, agricultural, and water and sanitation activities that would benefit more than 67,000 people. 

● The organization has had to reduce its financial portfolio for 2020 and has had to make substantive programmatic 

changes to DPRK activities. “The technical support required to maintain and sustain previous operations will be 

significantly disrupted. The restrictions might also affect future programming activities and normal operations.” 

● In terms of recommendations, the organization notes that COVID has “increased the complexity of the operating 

environment” and that six-month extensions are too short. The organization also advocates for “blanket waivers” 

for specific items and highlights the continued need for an operational banking channel 

 

8 ● Measures put in place due to COVID-19 have resulted in the schools being closed. Consequently, school-aged 

children may not be receiving proper nutritional requirements and meals. Due to COVID-19, the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea had refused shipments of food items, which the organization was forced to store at 

the Chinese border. These food items were damaged or sold off, resulting in a financial loss to the organization.  

● Due to border closures, shipments of children’s winter clothes (e.g., coats and boots) will not arrive. The organ-

ization is concerned that many children are not prepared to endure a long and cold winter without warm clothes. 

Stalled shipments of vinyl sheeting, which is used for greenhouses and subsistence farming, are also stuck at the 

border, further jeopardizing food security. Medical supplies, such as dressings, heating equipment, and syringes, 

are delayed and the hospitals in need have run out of supplies. Other medicines were held at the border in climate-

controlled containers, which has resulted in increased expenses for the organization. 

● Due to in-country travel restrictions, the organization is unable to monitor several of its agricultural projects. In 

the second half of 2020, the organization had to cease all monitoring activities. 

● The organization describes difficulties with transferring funds — noting several experiences with banks that 

blocked humanitarian-related transactions. 
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● The organization makes three relevant recommendations: first, that the 1718 Committee establish a stable bank-

ing channel and second, that the 1718 Committee work with banks to ensure humanitarian-related transactions 

are not impeded. Finally, in order to coordinate more effective procurement and delivery, the organization rec-

ommends the 1718 Committee establish and publish a “white list” of goods that can be exported to the DPRK 

without first seeking Committee approval.  

9 ● The organization claims that “the sanctions on North Korea most influence the North Korean civilians. In various 

humanitarian sectors, such as health care and agriculture, the sanctions impact the North Korean people directly 

or indirectly. As for the health care sector, export bans are imposed on some medical equipment under HS Code 

90, including ultrasound machines, respirator, stethoscope, thermometer for pregnant women and under the HS 

Code 79 through 89, including medical sterilizer for the prevention of mycobacterium tuberculosis complex and 

machine of dental prosthesis, dental scanner, so that they cannot be provided to North Korea without the Com-

mittee exemptions approval.”158 

● The organization “has seen donations sharply reduced and many sponsorships canceled. In 2019, donations de-

creased by 72.9% compared to the previous year (2018), and in 2020 (from January to November), they de-

creased again by 27.7% compared to the previous year (2019). The current situation brings our future projects 

to a head with no hope for resumption.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 158 The Panel notes that medical items mentioned are not covered by sec toral sanctions and that member states should ensure their customs clearance processes and 

procedures avoid “over enforcement.”  
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Annex 99 (a): Statements from NGOs regarding UN sanctions 

The following quotes have been compiled from the responses to the Panel’s survey to NGOs. The Panel 

does not take a position on the statements and has not verified the veracity of any claims made therein. 

 

NGO 1 

“We can arguably say that the sanctions on North Korea most influence the North Korean civilians. In 

various humanitarian sectors, such as health care and agriculture, the sanctions impact the North Korean 

people directly or indirectly. As for the health care sector, export bans are imposed on some medical 

equipment under HS Code 90, including ultrasound machines, respirator, stethoscope, thermometer for 

pregnant women and under the HS Code 79 through 89, including medical sterilizer for the prevention 

of mycobacterium tuberculosis complex and machine of dental prosthesis, dental scanner, so that they 

cannot be provided to North Korea without the Committee exemptions approval. The same goes for the 

agricultural sector. Fuels, fertilizers, and agricultural tools and equipment are subject to export limita-

tion, which have severely impacted on food security in the country. Humanitarian assistance to North 

Korea is highly influenced by relations between North Korea and the international community and po-

litical conditions. Now North Korea is increasingly challenged by climate change and natural disasters. 

The North Korean people are the hardest hit by the challenges. WFP said the sanctions on North Korea 

have disrupted the humanitarian supply chain and delayed the delivery of supplies. It takes months for 

goods to be delivered to North Korea. Shipping companies are hesitant to carry humanitarian goods to 

North Korea, given the strict and complicated inspection, penalty, and possible entry  restrictions into 

other ports” 

 

NGO 2 

“UN Security Council says that UN sanctions are not applied for humanitarian operations but it actually 

hinders humanitarian operations. As an international NGO we purchase goods for humanitarian aids in 

China and send them to DPRK through NK-China border. We have partners in China who handle from 

purchase to delivery of goods to DPRK. We need to send project expenses to them but when we disclose 

the purpose of transfer is to help DPRK, banks in [a third country] reject it, and even they accept, 

intermediary banks [...] reject to handle it. In conclusion, money transfer is very difficult resulting in 

humanitarian aids is not available on time. If the sanction is really exempted for humanitarian operations, 

money transfer problem must be solved firstly.” 

 

“We appreciate 1718 committee to approve our exemption in a short time, but the application for ap-

proval process was not easy. To find out HS Code, specification, manufacture and manufacturing com-

pany of all goods were really tough. That’s why many NGOs give up send goods to DPRK. Moreover 

many NGOs provide same goods to DPRK such as soybean produce equipment and greenhouse build-

ing materials but we usually do not know which organization sends which goods to DPRK because we 

do not disclose it in public. So it will be very helpful if 1718 committee makes a list of goods approved 

exemption and, disclose it to NGOs, and allow organizations sending them to DPRK without further 

approval.” 
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NGO 3 

“UN Security Council says that UN sanctions are not applied for humanitarian operations but it actually 

hinders humanitarian operations. As an international NGO we purchase goods for humanitarian aids in 

China and send them to DPRK through NK-China border. We have partners in China who handle from 

purchase to delivery of goods to DPRK. We need to send project expenses to them but when we disclose 

the purpose of transfer is to help DPRK, banks in [a third country] reject it, and even they accept, 

intermediary banks(usually US banks) reject to handle it.  

 

NGO 4 

“There are other multiple challenges for UN Agencies due to the closure of international banking chan-

nels which has resulted in a disruption of cash flow to continue day-to-day programme and operations; 

and the COVID-19 prevention measures that restrict capacity building initiatives and in-country moni-

toring field visits.  Only disbursement of essential life-saving medicines through the government chan-

nel could be managed without the presence of international staff and using alternative monitoring mech-

anisms.” 
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Annex 99 (b): Summary of suggestions from NGOs 

The following list of suggestions has been compiled from the responses to the Panel’s survey to NGOs. The 

Panel does not take a position on the suggestions and has not verified the veracity of any claims made therein.  

 

1. In order to prevent the indiscriminately and unreasonable use of sanctions, encourage, at a request from 

humanitarian aid actors, their suppliers of food, medicines, children goods to apply for exemptions. 

2. To send information of exemption to the shipping companies, appointed by consigner for delivery of 

humanitarian cargos and to recommend a trusted banking channel to the humanitarian aid actors when 

granting the exemption. 

3. To consider measures to ensure DPRK civil populations’ access to humanitarian assistance and safe 

delivery of humanitarian aid and to prevent obstruction and the delivery of, or access to, or distribution 

of humanitarian assistance. 

4. To provide special guidance on custom clearances at the operational level, particularly in transit coun-

tries. This would speed up the process and reduce the lead-time for humanitarian deliveries. 

5. To consider introduction as a condition of granting exemption for a longer than usual period of time 

request to the humanitarian organization to report to the UNSC every six months, on its the implemen-

tation, and on any impediment to the delivery of humanitarian aid. 

6. To consider adopting regulations which would make it easier for humanitarian groups to bring laptops, 

ambulances, and other aid-related items into the DPRK. Allow the humanitarian programming through 

provision of IT related equipment and supplies. 

7. To return to the idea of a “green list” of humanitarian goods for which multi-year exemptions could be 

granted at lease for a limited range of general-purpose commodities (for example: water pipes, plastic 

sheeting for agriculture, personal protective equipment etc.) 

8. To study the idea of  adoption  of a “white list”  of  entities, sort of accredited companies, who were for 

more than once approve for exemption for DPRK humanitarian aid and share it with banks worldwide 

to facilitate the transfer for the humanitarian aid purposes and to appoint specific banks in the exemption 

process so that NGOs can use these banks to transfer money to purchase commodities under exemption.   

9. To  study a suggestion on obtaining general clearances from the Committee for commonly procured 

medical items and supplies at one time, which would avoid repetitive submissions for the same items. 
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Annex 100:  Consolidated list of recommendations  
 

1. The Panel recommends that the Committee to consider issuing a new list 

of WMD and ballistic missile-related items to which measures imposed in 

paragraph 8 (a), (b) and (c) of resolution 1718 (2006) apply.  

 

2. The Panel recommends that Member States exercise vigilance in screening 

international academic exchanges with scholars of the DPRK by verifying both 

subjects and sponsors to comply with paragraphs 10 and 11 of resolution 2321 

(2016), paragraph 17 of 2270 (2016), and paragraph 8 (a), (b) and (c) of resolu-

tion 1718 (2006). 

 

3. The Panel reiterates its recommendation that Member States report any 

known transfers of refined petroleum products to the DPRK in full conformity 

with resolution 2397 (2017).  

 

To the Committee 

4. The Panel recommends the designation of the following vessels for  

violation of paragraph 5 of Security Council resolution 2397 (2017):   

- An Ping (IMO No. 7903366), formerly Sierra Leone-flagged  

- Heng Rong (IMO No. 7913098), unknown-flagged  

- Rich United (IMO No. 9129213), unknown-flagged   

- Run Da (IMO No. 8511172), formerly Mongolia-flagged   

 

5. The Panel recommends the designation of the following vessel for violation 

of paragraph 5 of resolution 2397 (2017), and reiterates its recommendation for 

designation of the vessel for violation of paragraph 11 of resolution 2375 (2017):   

- Xing Ming Yang 888 (IMO No. 8410847), unknown-flagged  

 

6. The Panel continues to recommend the following vessels for designation 

for further violation of paragraph 5 of resolution 2397 (2017):  

- Diamond 8 (IMO No. 9132612), formerly Sierra Leone-flagged   

- Hokong (IMO No. 9006758), unknown-flagged   

- New Konk (IMO No. 9036387), unknown-flagged   

- Subblic (IMO No. 8126082), unknown-flagged   

- Unica (IMO No. 8514306), unknown-flagged   

- Yun Hong 8 (MMSI No. 413459380), China-flagged  

 

7. The Panel recommends the designation of the following vessels for 

violation of paragraph 11 of resolution 2375 (2017):    

- Enterprise (IMO No. 9153331), formerly Togo-flagged   

- Ri Hong (aka Klausen) (IMO No. 9162318), formerly Sierra-Leone 

flagged   

- Tae P(h)yong (IMO No. 9018751), DPRK-flagged   
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To Member States, on best practices with regard to the activities of the DPRK  

On due diligence measures related to the evasion of sanctions 

 

8. The Panel recommends that Member States continue to foster industry-

wide awareness on the challenges posed including new tactics in sanctions eva-

sion by culpable individuals and relevant steps to mitigate these risks. This can 

be disseminated in the form of industry-wide advisories and circulars.   

 

On due diligence measures related to ship-to-ship transfers  

 

9. The Panel recommends that parties engaged in ship-to-ship transfers of 

refined petroleum in areas where such illicit transfers are known to occur  

authorize the ship captain or an assigned crew member to send an email to the 

relevant flag registry providing notification of the event, ship identifiers (name, 

IMO and MMSI) of the vessel involved, the material and volume of the transfer, 

the date and time of the start and stop of the transfer, and the location of the 

transfer. 

 

10. The Panel recommends that relevant counterparties in the maritime 

supply chain to consider implementing controls that allow for proper 

verification-of-origin checks for ships that conduct ship-to-ship transfers, 

particularly in areas where illicit transfers are known to occur. Such steps could 

include requirements for complete, accurate shipping documentation, including 

bills of lading that identify the origin and destination of cargo and copies of 

export licenses, where applicable.  

 

11. The Panel recommends that Member States exercise vigilance to identify 

and prevent the illicit operation of vessels obtaining DPRK fishing permits, 

which may use various methods to obfuscate their activities and identities.   

 

12. The Panel recommends that Member States exercise vigilance in 

inspection of cargo, including luggage of individuals traveling to or from the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, as required by paragraph 13 of 

resolution 2321 (2016) and paragraph 18 of resolution 2270 (2016).   

 

13. The Panel recommends that Member States exercise vigilance concerning 

the transfer of artworks of the designated entities to comply with the asset freeze 

requirements of relevant resolutions. 

 

14. The Panel recommends designation of the Korea Paekho Trading 

Corporation and Paekho Art Studio.  

 

15. The Panel recommends that Member States streamline their export 

control lists to reflect the list of prohibited luxury goods in a manner consistent 
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with the objectives of resolutions 1718 (2006), 1874 (2009), 2094 (2013), 2270 

(2016) and 2321 (2016), avoiding unnecessary broadening of their scope taking 

care not to restrict the supply of ordinary civilian-use goods to the wider 

population nor to have a negative humanitarian impact.  

 

16. The Panel reiterates its recommendation that Member States encourage 

their business entities and nationals exporting luxury goods to include a contrac-

tual provision to prevent resale to the DPRK.  

 

17. The Panel reiterates its recommendation that Member States and relevant 

organizations encourage shipping and transportation companies to provide thor-

ough systems for checking consignees, bearing in mind the risk of transshipment.   

 

18. The Panel recommends that Member States continue to exercise vigilance 

in screening the visa and residency status of nationals of the DPRK in order to 

prevent the circumvention of the obligations contained in the resolutions.     

 

19. The Panel notes the DPRK’s reliance on corporate service providers to fa-

cilitate its sanctions evasion activities and encourages Member States to 

continue to address opaque corporate registration rules and regulations that 

may afford anonymity to sanctions evasion activities.  

 

20. The Panel recommends that Member States conduct enhanced due dili-

gence on contractors and subcontractors for development projects, especially 

those in sub-Saharan Africa that involve municipal loans, grants or foreign di-

rect investment.  

 

21. The Panel recommends that Member States work with freelance IT com-

panies to promote and enhance sanctions compliance implementation capacity 

and capability. 

 

22. The Panel recommends Choe Song Chol and Im Song Sun for designation 

by the Committee.  

 

23. The Panel recommends Pak Hwa Song and Hwang Kil Su for designation 

by the Committee. 

 

24. The Panel recommends that the Committee review the NGO responses to 

the Panel’s survey to help inform future decision-making and to better assess 

humanitarian aid needs and impact (annex 99).  

 

25. The Panel notes the importance of the arrangements for re-establishing 

the banking channel.  
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26. The Panel notes the usefulness of biannual briefings by the relevant United 

Nations agencies on the unintended impact of sanctions and recommends that 

the Committee continue this practice.  

 

27. The Panel recommends that the Security Council continue to address issues 

and processes that mitigate the potential unintended adverse impacts of sanc-

tions on the civilian population of the DPRK and on humanitarian aid operations 

to benefit the vulnerable population of the DPRK and overcome the conse-

quences of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

28. The Committee should continue to streamline the processes and proce-

dures for applying for humanitarian exemptions. 

 

29. The Panel recommends that Member States submit their reports in full 

con-formity with resolutions 2371 (2017), 2375 (2017) and 2397 (2017).  

 

 


